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Introduction

Over the past 50 years, digital signal processing has evolved as a
major engineering discipline.
The fields of signal processing have
grown from the origin of fast Fourier transform and digital filter
design to statistical
spectral analysis and array processing, and
image, audio, and multimedia processing,
and shaped developments
in high-performance VLSI signal processor design. Indeed, there are
few fields that enjoy so many applications--signal
processing is
everywhere in our lives.
Whenone uses a cellular phone, the voice is compressed, coded,
and modulated using signal processing techniques. As a cruise missile
winds along hillsides searching for the target, the signal processor is
busy processing
the images taken along the way. When we are
watching a movie in HDTV, millions of audio and video data are
being sent to our homes and received with unbelievable fidelity.
When scientists
compare DNA samples, fast pattern recognition
techniques are being used. On and on, one can see the impact of
signal processing
in almost every engineering
and scientific
discipline.
Because of the immense importance of signal processing and the
fast-growing demands of business and industry, this series on signal
processing serves to report up-to-date developments and advances in
the field. The topics of interest include but are not limited to the
following:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Signal theory and analysis
Statistical signal processing
Speech and audio processing
Image and video processing
Multimedia signal processing and technology
Signal processing for communications
Signal processing architectures
and VLSI design

vi
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INTRODUCTION

I hope this series will provide the interested audience with highquality, state-of-the-art signal processing literature through research
monographs, edited books, and rigorously written textbooks by
experts in their fields.
K. J. Ray Liu

Preface
Intersymbol interference (ISI) mitigation has been an active research area
for the last several decades and has played an important role in improving
the performance of communicationsystems. There are mainly two classes of
ISI mitigation methods, namely post equalization methods and transmitter
assisted equalizatio.n methods. The method introduced in this book belongs
to the second class. The goal of this book is to introduce modulated codes
(MC)for ISI mitigation, recently proposed by the author.
The most results in this book were obtained by myresearch group in the
last few years at the CommunicationsLaboratory, Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering, University of Delaware. The following people
in the group have contributed to the results: Pingyi Fan, Weifeng Su,
Genyuan Wang, Kai Xiao, Qian Xie, Yong-Jun Alan Zhang, and Guangcai
Zhou. Someof the results in this book were also summarizedfrom myjoint
work with Professor Hui Liu at the Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of Washington.
MCencoding and decoding are of three different types: case (i) both
encoding and decoding have the ISI channel information; case (ii) neither
of the encoding nor decoding has the ISI channel information; and case (iii)
encoding does not have the ISI channel information but decoding has the ISI
channel information. Case (i) is further split into two subcases: case (i.1)
encoding depends on the input information signal constellation; case (i.2)
encoding does not depend on the input information signal constellation.
All these cases are addressed in this book and organized as follows.
In Chapter 1, we briefly introduce the current ISI mitigation methods,
in particular, the methodsin the second class as previously mentioned. We
also formulate the capacity and the information rates of an ISI channel.
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In Chapter 2, we introduce MCand some basic concepts similar to the
conventional convolutional codes defined on finite fields. Wedescribe the
combination of an MCand an ISI channel. Wealso introduce and study
the coding gain of an MCin an ISI channel compared to the uncoded
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)channel. Somecoding gain results
are presented. The results in this chapter are for case (i.1), where the
channel information and the input signal constellation are used.
In Chapter 3, we introduce the joint maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE)encoding and decoding of an MCcoded ISI channel. For
the MCperformance analysis, we introduce the error-pattern trellis and
present a spectrum distance calculation algorithm by extending the known
bidirectional searching algorithm. Wealso present an algorithm to search
for the optimal MCgiven an ISI channel. The results in this chapter are
also for case (i.1).
In Chapter 4, we introduce some suboptimal MCdesign results given
an ISI channel, which are of case (i.2), i.e., the signal constellation is not
needed. The advantage over the design in Chapter 3 i~ its simplicity. In
particular,
we introduce MC coded ZF-DFE and MMSE-DFE
and their
corresponding optimal MCdesigns. Another suboptimal MCdesign is also
introduced to optimally convert an ISI channel with AWGN
into an ISI-free
AWGNchannel.
In Chapter 5, we study the capacity and information rates of an MC
coded ISI channel with AWGN.
Weshow that for any finite tap ISI channel
there exist MCsuch that the MCcoded ISI channel has higher information
rates than the original ISI channel does at low channel signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). This implies that the achievable transmission data rates of the
coded ISI channel maybe higher than those of the original ISI channel. We
introduce a joint turbo and MCencoding and decoding for an ISI channel,
which may achieve performance above the AWGN
channel capacity at low
channel SNR.
In Chapter 6, we extend the MCresults to space-time MCencoding and
decoding for multiple transmit and multiple receive antenna systems.
In Chapter 7, we study a channel-independent MCcoded orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)system, which belongs to case
(iii), i.e., the MCencoding does not need the ISI channel information while
the decoding needs to know the ISI channel. Weshow that the MCcoded
OFDMchannels may be robust to spectral null and frequency-selective
multipath fading channels. Wealso introduce vector OFDMsystems that
can be used to reduce the cyclic prefix length over conventional OFDM
systems.

PREFACE
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In Chapter 8, we study polynomial ambiguity resistant MC(PARMC),
which belongs to case (ii), i.e., neither the MCencoding nor the MCdecoding needs to know the ISI channel. It is proved that it is necessary
and sufficient for an MCto be PARMC
for the blind identifiability
at the
receiver. A block MCis not a PARMC.
In this chapter, we also introduce
an algebraic blind identification algorithm. Note that PARMC
applies to
both single antenna and multiple antenna systems. For multiple antenna
systems, PARMC
may be used as space-time coding.
In Chapter 9, we characterize and construct PARMC
by providing the
canonical forms.
In Chapter 10, we introduce an optimal criterion for the PARMC
design.
Although in theory any PARMC
is sufficient for canceling an ISI channel,
it may have a performance difference when there is additive noise. The
optimality studied in this chapter is for the resistance of channel additive
noise.
In the last chapter, Chapter 11, we present some conclusions and propose a few important open problems on MCfor ISI channels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Intersymbol interference (ISI) may occur in wireline systems, such as telephone systems; storage systems, such as magnetic recording systems; and
wireless systems , such as cellular systems . To improve the performance
of a communication system, ISI mitigation is one of the most important
tasks, which has been an active research area for several decades. An ISI
channel is usually described as
ya(t) = E xa(t - ~-n)h(n) +

(1.0.1)

n

where x~(t) and ya(t) are transmitted and received signals, respectively,
h(n) is the ISI channel impulse response, and ~a(t) is the additive noise.
For a band-limited channel with bandwidth W, the above continuous-time
ISI channel can be rewritten as the following discrete linear time invariant
(LTI) system
y(k) = E x(k - n)h(n) ~( k),

(1.0.2)

n

where x(n) = x~(nTs), y(n) = y~(nTs), and ~(n) ~?a(nTs) and Ts <_
1/(2W). Throughout this book, we adopt the ISI channel model (1.0.2)
with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)~(n). The goal of ISI
igation is to recover the transmitted signal x(n) from the received signal
y(n). All ISI mitigation techniques can be categorized into two classes:
post equalizations and transmitter assisted equalizations.

2
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1.1 Post Equalizations
In post equalizations, the transmitter does not do anything for the ISI channel and the equalization is purely implementedat the receiver and therefore,
one advantage of the post equalization technique is that the transmitter
does not need to have the ISI channel information. There have been many
post equalization techniques. They are mainly linear equalizers, such as
zero-forcing (ZF) equalizers [93] and minimummean square error (MMSE)
equalizers; nonlinear equalizers, such as decision feedback equalizers (DFE)
[10, 12, 107]; maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE)[68]; fractionally spaced equalizers [20, 137, 54]; and blind equalizations/blind system identification [117, 55, 120, 58, 52, 34, 33, 134, 135, 90, 180, 128, 136,
35, 79, 80, 83, 82, 63, 1, 64, 147, 81, 98, 123, 101, 183, 92, 36, 161]. The
linear equalizers may enhance the noise and therefore do not perform well
for the ISI channels with spectral nulls while the DFEhave much better
performance but present the difficulty in combining with the existing forward error correction coding. Since this class of equalizations is not the
focus of this book, we refer the reader to [76, 108, 127] for more detailed
studies on these equalizers.

1.2 Transmitter

Assisted

Equalizations

In transmitter assisted equalizations, the transmitter does do something
to help ISI mitigation, where the transmitter may or may not need the
complete ISI channel information. There also have been many transmitter
assisted equalization techniques, such as joint convolutional/trellis coded
equalization, [11, 7, 187, 22, 182, 28, 29]; Tomlinson-Harashima(TH) precoding[133,57];trellis precoding [41, 69]; vector coding [72, 5, a0], and
other precoding techniques [74, 155]; prefiltering [48] and partial response
signaling (PRS), such as [159, 114, 115]; and OFDM
systems [27, 24, 18, 25].
Modulated coding in this book belongs to this class of equalization techniques. Although in OFDM
systems the transmitter does not need the ISI
channel information, the other transmitter assisted techniques do need the
complete ISI channel information. In the joint convolutional/trellis
coded
equalization, such as [7, 187], and also trellis precoding [41, 69], the coding part is over a finite field and hard to combine with an arbitrary ISI
channel although some optimality is possible for some special ISI channels,
such as partial response channels in magnetic recording systems. Since TH
precoding is one of the earliest and accepted precoding techniques, we next
examine it in more detail.

1.2.
1.2.1

TRANSMITTER ASSISTED EQUALIZATIONS

3

TH Precoding

THprecoding basically erases the ISI channel at the transmitter by using
finite information symbol characteristics.
A block diagram is shown in
Fig.l.1, where H(z) is the z-transform of the ISI channel and the pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM)with Msymbols is used for the binary-tocomplex mappingat the transmitter. The input data symbols s(k) take the
symbols of -M ÷ 1, -M ÷ 3, ...,-1,
1,3, ..., M- 1. The precoded symbol
x(k) for the transmission is a real value in the interval (-M, M]:
x(k) = s(k) - v(k) ÷ 2Mi(k),
where i(k) is an integer such that -M < x(k) <_ M. From (1.2.1),
received signal y(k) with its z-transform Y(z) is
Y(z) = S(z) + 2MI(z) r/ (z),

(1.2.1)
the
(1.2.2)

where S(z) and I(z) are the z-transforms of s(n) and i(n), respectively.
After the 2Mmodulo operation at the receiver, the ambiguity part 2MI(z)
in the received signal is removedbut the additive noise ~(k) is folded by the
modulo operation. The final decoded signal is the M PAMdemodulated
one from a(k) + ~?M(k) where ?~M(k) ~(k)mod 2M
. In oth er wor ds, the
AWGN
after the TH precoding and the decoding is folded into (-M, M],
which may affect the decoding performance when Mis not large. Therefore,
whenthe channel signal-to-noise (SNR)ratio is low and small PAMis used,
the TH precoding may not perform well, although the TH precoding and
the DFEtechniques may approach the ISI capacity at high channel SNR

[107].

~[ PAM demod

H(z)-I
TH Precoding

Figure 1.1: THprecoding.
The THprecoding and other prefiltering
do not introduce redundancy
to transmitted signals, except in the case of vector coding [72, 5] wherezeros

4
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are inserted between the blocks of the information symbols such that there
is no ISI between blocks. What we want to especially point out here is that
the PRSand the prefiltering [159, 114, 115, 48], which has no redundancy
introduced, are LTI filtering over the complexfield.
1.2.2

Modulated

Coding

and

Vector

Coding

Modulatedcoding (MC)recently studied in [165, 164, 170, 178, 167, 168, 45,
166, 44, 176, 179, 185, 89, 88, 171,186, 163, 172] is an error correction coding
(ECC), in particular a convolutional coding, defined on the real/complex
field. In comparison with the current coded modulation scheme for ECC
over a finite field, an MChas the encoding schemeshownin Fig.l.2 over the
complexfield. Since the arithmetic operations of an ISI channel are also over
the complex field, an MCcan be naturally combined with an ISI channel.
The combination provides convenience in the MCdesign. Different from
the TH precoding, an MCadds redundancy at the transmitter and it does
not have the modulo operation. MCis a generalization of the PRSand the
prefiltering by adding redundancy to the transmitter and a generalization of
the vector coding studied by Kasturia, Aslanis, and Cioffi in [72] and Cioffi
and Forney [30] and the block-based tra.nsmission studied by A1-Dhahir
and Cioffi in [5] and the OFDM
by considering general convolutional codes
rather than only the block codes. Furthermore, the vector coding and
block based transmission are designed independently with the input signal
constellation, which only belongs to case (i.2) of the MCof this book
mentioned in the Preface. Wewill show that some small size MCwith
simple structure over an ISI channel may provide a better performance
than the uncoded ISI-free AWGN
channel, in other words, the achievable
data rates may be better than the capacity of the ISI:free AWGN
channel
at low channel SNR. Note that in the vector coding and the block based
transmission studied, for example, in [72, 5, 30], the water-pouring input
signal spectrum and the infinite block size are needed to achieve the ISI
channel capacity, which may be complicated in practical implementations,
in particular, when the channel SNRis not fixed and further conventional
ECC, such as turbo codes, are used before the vector coding. The MC
designs introduced in this book do not depend on the channel SNR. More
comparisons between the block-based approach and the MCapproach are
given in Section 4.3.
There are two main different families of MC.One family of MCconsists
of MCthat are designed when an ISI channel is knownat the transmitter
and the receiver [165, 164, 170, 178, 167, 168, 45, 166, 44, 176, 179, 185]. For
this family of MC,the coding performance is the. key. For this family MC,

1.3.

INFORMATION RATES AND CAPACITY

binary~
1101

~ ~01]

Binary
eomp.lex
mapping

Coded Modulation: Coding first

5

to

~

and modulation seeond

Figure 1.2: Modulated coding vs. coded modulation.

there are two main types of MCdesigns. One kind of optimal MCdesign
is the optimal MCdesign that depends on the input signal constellations
[178, 170, 166, 44] and the other is the MCdesign that is independent of the
input signal constellations [72, 5, 167, 168, 176, 179, 185]. The other family
of MCconsists of MCthat are designed when an ISI channel is not known
at the transmitter or the receiver, which are called polynomial ambiguity
resistant
MC(PARMC)[89, 88, 171, 186, 163, 172]. Using PARMC
the
receiver is able to blindly identify the transmitted signal. For this family of
MC,the unknownchannel information is the key. Weshall see later that
PARMC
is necessary and sufficient for an MCat the transmitter for the
blind identification.
In someliterature, see for example[165, 89, 88, 171, 163, 172, 53, 118,
77, 97], instead of using "MC"the name"filterbank precoding" is used,.

1.3

Information Rates and Capacity of an ISI
Channel with AWGN

Wenow describe the information rates and the capacity of the ISI channel
(1.0.2) with AWGN.
Using the water-pouring method, the capacity, C(Es),
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of channel (1.0.2), see for example[59, 21],
C(E,) = supI(x,y)~ = ~

, max0, log: [ ~00 ] dO, (1.3.1)

where

’S_

max 0>K,-

{

)

IH(eS°)1-2 d~7,

(1.3.2)

where I(x, y) is the mutual information of the channel (1.0.2) with input
K8 > 0 is a constant parameter and H(z) is the z transform of h(k). Note
that in the above capacity formula, the input x may have any distribution.
Whenthe input x is restricted to an i.i.d, source, the maximummutual
information is called the information rate, see for example[59, 21,122, 121].
The information rate, C~.~.d.(Es), of channel (1.0.2), see [59],
Ci.~.d. = sup I(x,y) = ~-~
i.i.d,

w

re

log 2 1+2 H(eJe)! ~ dO,

(1.3.3)

which is achieved when the input x is an i.i.d. Gaussian process. The above
information rate determines an achievable reliable information rate when
the standard random coding technique, such as the existing ECCdefined
on finite fields, is used. The information rate is also called, for examplein
[121], information capacity. Although the capacity (1.3.1) can be achieved
by the standard water-pouring method, the implementation of the filter to
shape the optimal water-pouring spectrum is not simple.
Whenthe ISI channel H(z) = 1, i.e., ISI-free, the above information
rate and capacity formulas are the same, i.e., the capacity of the AWGN
channel:
1 [ 2Es]
CAWGN(Es)= 7 log~ 1 + No J "

(1.3.4)

As an example, let us consider the ISI channel with h(0) = h(1)
0.7071. The capacity and the information rates of this channel are plotted in
Fig.l.3 and the details are described in the following chapters, in particular
Chapters 4 and 5. One can see that the achievable data rate of the MC
for this channel is even better than the capacity of the AWGN
channel at
channel SNR EblNo = -1.15dB, where Eb is the energy per bit. As we
shall see later, the MCused in Fig.l.3 is simple and has small size, which
means that it does not have the practical implementation problem.
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Figure 1.3: ISI channel capacity and information rates.

1.4

Some Notations

Throughout this book, the following notations are used. Weuse boldfaced capital English letters, X(z), Y(z), ..., to denote polynomial matrices/vectors, italic capital English letters, X(n), Y(n),..., to denote constant
matrices and vectors that are formedfrom the scalar sequences x(n), (n), ..
after the serial to parallel conversion unless specified otherwise, and lowercase italic English letters to denote scalar values, x(n), y(n), .... Since
deal with error correction codes defined over the complex field, instead of
using D we use z-1 as the delay variable. The D transforms becomethe z
transforms.
[I’[[F indicates the Frobeniusnormof a matrix, i.e. [[A[tF = ~/~ij [alj
where A = (a~j). Here, the Frobenius norm of the polynomial matrix in
for instance IIG(z)IIF, is defined as the square root of the summationof the
Frobenius norms squared of all the coefficient
-~.
where G(z) = ~i Giz

1/2
matrices, i.e.
( ~i IIG~IIF
2) ,

8
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The symbol At denotes the complex-conjugate transpose of a matrix or
vector A and AT denotes the transpose of A.
fig means f divides g, and
Q(x)-

~

e-t~/~dt.

Chapter 2

Modulated Codes:
Fundamentals
and
Coding Gain
In this chapter, we introduce modulated codes (MC) and some of their
properties. Wealso introduce their coding gain concepts in AWGN
and
ISI channels compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel. We show that
an MCdoes not have any coding gain in an AWGN
channel and for any
finite tap ISI channel there exists an MCwith coding gain comparedto the
uncoded AWGN
channel. The results in this chapter are summarized from
[165, 164, 170, 178, 166, 44].

2.1

Modulated

Codes

An (N, K) modulated code (MC) encoder or generator
K polynomial matrix

matrix is an N

~11(z) ... ~lK(z)

G(z) =

[

gNI(Z
)

"
...

"

= E G(l)z-t’

(2.1.1)

gNK(Z
)

where g,~k (z) is a polynomial of -~ with c omplex-valued coefficients, G(1)
is an N × K constant matrix with complex entries, and Qc is a non-negative
integer. The rate of the MCis KIN. The constraint length p of an (N, K)

¯ 10
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MCis defined the same as the conventional convolutional codes, i.e.,
u = u~ +... + uK,

(2.1.2)

where uk is the highest degree of polynomials glk(z), ..., gNk(Z) of Z-1 for
each fixed k with k = 1,2,...,K.
If an MCgenerator matrix G(z) is
constant matrix, it is called a block MC.
Let s(n) be a binary information sequence and x(n) be the complex
symbol sequence after the binary-to-complex symbol mapping of s(n). Let
X(n) be the K by 1 vector sequence of x(n) after the serial to parallel
conversion. Their z transforms are x(z) and X(z), respectively. Then
encoding of an MCis
Y(z) = G(z)X(z),

(2.1.3)

where Y(z) is the z transform of the encoded N by 1 vector sequence Y(n).
Similar to convolutional codes over a finite field, see for example[86], there
is a trellis
diagram associated with an MCencoding in (2.1.3). Let
denote the number of the complex symbols of the complex information
sequence x(n). Then the trellis
diagram has Mu states and there are K
M
branches entering each state and Mg branches leaving each state. Notice
that the PRSstudied in [159, 114, 115, 113] and the prefiltering studied in
[48] corresponds to the special case of MCwhen K = N = 1 in (2.1.1).
The decoding of an MCat the receiver can be achieved either by the
maximum
likelihood (ML) decoding, such as the Viterbi algorithm, or other
suboptimal decoding algorithms, such as the joint MMSE
[77] decoding or
the joint DFEdecoding that we shall see later.
Since, in the encoding of an MC,the coded signal mean power may be
different from the information signal mean power. For convenience, an MC
is normalized such that the mean power of the encoded signal y(n) is the
same as the one of the information sequence x(n). This can be achieved
by normalizing the magnitude squared sum of all the coefficients of all the
polynomialsgnl (z), g,~2 (z),...,. gag (Z) in G(z) as follows. Let
gnk(z) = X-~g,~a(l)z-~,

1 < N,1 < k< K.

(2.1.4)

l

Then,
N

K

~ ~ Z [g,~(/)[2

=

n----1 k----1 l

If an MCG(z) satisfies (2.1.5), it is called normalized MC
.

(2.1.5)
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A special MCencoding is the spreading in the spread spectrum system,
which corresponds to a block (N, 1) MCG = (gl,"" ,gg) T with gi E
{1, -1} and N is the spreading length. Such a case was also studied in [160]
using the "wavelet" terminology. A coherent code division multiple access
(CDMA)system of K users corresponds to a block (N, K) MCG = (gi~’)
with gij ~ {1,-1}.
Another special MCencoding is the encoding of the OFDM
systems, as
we shall see in Section 7.1, which corresponds to a block (N + F, N)
G = [G1,G2]T where G1 is’the N-point DFTmatrix, G2 is the submatrix
of the first F columns of G1, and F is the cyclic prefix length. The vector
precoding studied in [72, 30] is also the block MCcoding here.
Since the arithmetic operations of the MCencoding and an ISI channel
are the same, an MCcan be easily combinedwith an ISI channel, as we shall
see later, which is the main motivation of the study of this book. Before
going to the ISI channel, we first study an MCin an AWGN
channel.

2.2

Coding Gain in AWGNChannel

For a normalized MCG(z), its free distance is defined as the minimumEuclidean distance between two different encoded sequences yl(n) and y~(n)
in (2.1.3).
Therefore, compared with an uncoded system in an AWGN
channel, the coding gain of a rate KIN MCwith its free distance df~ee in
an AWGN
channel is

} ooK
")’-- d.~,~N

(2.2.1)

where d,~n is the minimumdistance between the complex symbols of the
information sequence x(n). Whenbinary phase shift key (BPSK) {1,-1}
signaling is used in the binary-to-complex symbol mapping, the coding gain
in (2.2.1) becomes
9’-

d}~e~K
4N

(2.2.2)

Lemma2.1 A modulated code does not have any coding gain in an A WGN
channel.
Proof. For a general quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)signal
constellation, we maypick up two signal points with the shortest distance,
i.e., d,~i,~, which is reduced to the BPSKcase. Therefore, we only need to
prove the case when the BPSKsymbols {1,-1}, i.e., x(n) {1,-1}, an d

12
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a normalized MCG(z) are used. In this case, we only need to prove that
the free distance di~e of G(z) satisfies
4N
d}~ _< -~-

(2.2.3)

Let X1 (n) and X2 (n) be two K by 1 information vector sequences with
components either 1 or -1, and Y1 (n) and Y2(n) be their corresponding
encoded N by 1 vector sequences, i.e.,
Y~(z) = G(z)X~(z), i =
Let U(n) = XI(n) - X2(n) and W(n) = Y~(n) Y2(n). Th
W(z) = G(z)U(z).

(2.2.4)

By doing so, the distance between any pair of the MCencoded sequences
Y(n) becomes the norm of the corresponding W(n). This implies that the
free distance di~ is the minimumnorm of all possible non-zero vectors
W(n). The minimumnorm of all possible non-zero vectors W(n) corresponding to all possible U(n) is always less than or equal to the minimum
one of"

any subset

,~ of the

set

.A,

of"

all

the

possible

non-zero

vectors

W(n).

Therefore, the free distance di~ is always less than or equal to the mean
norm of all vectors in any subset S of ,4. In the following, we want to
construct a special subset ,.q such that the meannorm of all the vectors in
S is exactly 4N/K, which, therefore, proves the lemma.
Since Xi(n) maytake any value in {1, -1}, the sequence U(n) maytake
any value in the set {0,2,-2}. Let W(z) = (Wl(Z),W2(Z),... T,WN(Z))
and U(z) = (u~(z), u2(z),--- Ug(Z)) T. Then,
K

: gnk(z)uk(z)
Let lk be positive integers such that each two polynomials g,~kl (z) z-~l and
g,~:2 (z) z-t~2 for k~ # k2 do not have any commonterms of z-~ for any
l<n<N. For 1 <k<K, let
-4-2z -t~, with probability &,
uk(z) =
(2.2.5)
with probability ~-1
K "
Wenow let the subset S consist of all vectors W(n) corresponding to all
the above input vectors U(n) in (2.2.5). Then, the mean norm of all the
vectors in S can be calculated as
E Iw,~(/)l 2 -- ~ ~ Ig,~(l)12E(lu~(1)l
k:l

l

2) -- -~.
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Thus, the mean norm is

This proves the lemma. ¯
As a remark, when there is no data rate expansion (LTI filtering) and
N = K -- 1 in an MC, the result in the above lemma was obtained in
[159, 115, 113]. Whenwe only consider the ISI channel without coding
at the transmitter, the following corollary is implied from Lemma2.1 by
treating a normalized ISI channel H(z) as a normalized (1, 1) MC.
Corollary 2.1 The ]ree distance of the received signals through a normalized ISI channel is always upper boundedby drain.
From the proof of Lemma2.1, the following corollary for a general MC
is not hard to see.
Corollary 2.2 For an (N, K) MCG(z), let Py be the mean power of the
coded sequence y(n). The free distance of the encoded sequences is upper
bounded by
d~PyN
K
Although an MCdoes not provide any coding gain in an AWGN
channel,
it maybe different in an ISI channel.

2.3

NIC Combined

with

an ISI

Channel

Let H(z) be the z transform of an ISI channel with finite taps h(n) and
E Ih(n)l:

= 1,

(2.3.1)

n

and G(z) be a normalized MCused at the transmitter. Then, the combination shown in Fig.2.1 of the MCG(z) and the ISI channel H(z) becomes
another MCC(z):
C(z) -- H(z)G(z),

(2.3.2)

14
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where H(z) is the following N by N pseudo-circulant
(see [100, 142]):
z-IHN_I(z)

Ho(z)

Ho(z)

HI (z)

H(z)

:

...

z-tHe(z)

...

:

:

HN-3(z)
HN-2(Z)

HN-~ (z)
HN-1 (z)

polynomial matrix

"’"
"’"

:

, (2.3.3)

z-*HN-~(Z)
Ho(z)

where H,~(z) is the nth polyphase component of H(z)
H,~(z) = E h(Nl + -~, O <n < N -1 ,

(2.3.4)

l

and
N-1

H(z) = E H’~(z~V)z-’~"

(2.3.5)

r~:0

Let Y(n) be the received N by 1 vector sequence with its z transform Y(z).
Then,
¥(z) ---

C(z)X(z) H(z)G(z)X(z).

Combined

(2.3.6)

MC C(z)

Figure 2:.1: Th~ combined MC.
Whenthe ISI channel H(z) is known, the combined MCC(z) is known.
The simplest equalizer at the receiver is the inverse of the combinedC(z).
Then, a natural question is when there is an FIR inverse of the combined
MCC(z), i.e., when there is a polynomial matrix D(z) = (dlj (z)) with all
FIR components dij(z)
such that D(z)C(z) Ig . The fo llowing re sults
[165] answer this question.
Let WNbe the NxN DFT matrix, i.e.,
WN~ (W~vk)o<j,k<N-~, where
WN = e -2~rv/~/N.
Let A(z) be the diagonal matrix
A(z) ~ diag (1, z-l, ... ,

z-N+I)

2.3.
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it is not hard to
...

, z-N+lH(z)) = (1, z-l, .-.

, z-N+I)H(zN).

Replacing z by zW~vfor l = 0, 1, ..., N - 1 in the above equality, we have
the following N x N matrix multiplications
~I(z)

= W;~A(z)H(zN),

(2.3.7)

where
H(z)

z-ill(z)

H(zWN)

I:I(z)

z-IW~I

:

H(zWN)
:

H(zW,7
¯ ..

z-~V+~H(z)

¯ ..

z-N?Iw~N+IH(zWN)

:
...

(2.3.8)

:
z-N+~W(N-N+I)(N-1)H(zWI~-I)

Let V(z) be the following diagonal matrix
V(z) ~ diag(H(z),

-~)).
H(zWN),...,

g(zW~

(2.3.9)

Then the matrix ItI(z) in (2.3.8) can be rewritten

I(z) = V(z)WA(z).
This completes the following diagonalization of H(zN) by combining(2.3.7):
H(z N) =

(W~A(z))-IV(z)W*NA(Z).

(2.3.10)

" Since the combined MCC(z) = H(z)G(z) has an FIR inverse is
alent to C(zN) = H(zN)G(zN) has an FIR inverse, we, thus, consider
H(zN)G(zN). By (2.3.10),
H(zN)G(z N) = (W*NA(Z))-IV(z)W*NA(z)G(zN).
It is clear that (W~vA(z))-1 = A(z-1)W~v. Let
d(z) ~= W~vA(z)G(zN).

(2.3.11)
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Then, H(z)G(z) has an FIR inverse is equivalent to V(z).(~(z) has
inverse. Notice that the size of the matrix V(z)(~(z) is N
On the other hand, V(z)(~(z) has an FIR inverse is equivalent to
greatest commondivisor (gcd) of all determinants of all K × K submatrices
of the N × K matrix V(z)~(z) cz -d for a no n-zero cons tant c an d an
integer d, see, for example, [71, 142]. Since V(z) is diagonal and of the
form (2.3.9), the above condition can be simplified further as follows.
Without loss of the generality, we assume
F--1

H(z) = E h(k)z-~’
k=0

where h(0) ~ 0, h(F - 1) ~ 0 and F _> 1. Let S denote the set of all zeros
of the polynomial H(z) of z-l: S ~ {zl, z2, ..., zr-1 } with H(zg) = 0 where
zt, 1 < 1 < F - 1, maynot be necessarily distinct. For a constant c, let
cS ~- {cz~, cz2, ..., czr_~ }, a rotated version of S.
Theorem 2.1 There exists an (N,K) MCsuch that
C(z) has an FIR inverse i] and only if

N

(s,, U S,~ U..- U S,~) = ¢,

the combined
(2.3.12)

O~_ll <12 <...<l t~ ~_N-1

where St~ = W~S, k = 1, 2,...,

K.

Theorem 2.1 tells us that there exists an MCsuch that the combined
MChas an FIR ideal linear equalization if and only if the intersection of
the unions of any K sets of all N rotated ones of the zero set S with angles
12r/N, l = 0, 1, ...,N - 1, of the ISI transfer function H(z) is empty. When
K = N, the intersection in (2.3.12) contains at least S which is not empty.
This implies that, when K = N the combined MCC(z) for an MCdoes not
have an FIR inverse. This is not surprising because an MCwith N = K
does not add any redundancy in the transmission.
Proof. Wefirst prove the "necessary part." Assumethe set

n
0~/1 <:12 <" "<IK ~_N--1

This implies that the polynomials I-I~g_l H(W~z)for all possible 0 _~ l~ <
l~ < ... < 1g _~ N - 1 have at least a commonzero Zo. In another
words, they have a commonfactor z-~_z 0-1. By the form of V(z)(~(z)
K
and the diagonality of V(z), the polynomial 1]~=1
H(W~z) is a factor of

2.3.
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the determinant of the submatrix of V(z)(~(z) at the rows 11,/2, ...~,lK.
Whenll,12,...,lK
run over all possible 0 < ll < 12 < "" < 1g <_ N - 1,
the corresponding submatrices run over all possible K × K submatrices
of V(z)(~(z). Therefore, all determinants of all K x K submatrices
V(z)(~(z) have at least a commonfactor -1 - z~-~ nomatter wha t (~(
is. This proves that V(z)(~(z) does not have an FIR inverse¯
Let us prove the "sufficient part." Assume(2.3¯12) is true. Weconstruct
C~(z) =
whereO(N_K)

xK

(2¯3¯13)

O(N_K)xK
IK]

iS the allzero(N - K) × K matrix.Then,

N) = W~vdiag(lz-l,... -K+I)
~(z) = w*ma(z)G(z
, z
,

j~)
= (z-~W;

O<_j<_N--I,O<k<K--1

It is not hard to see that the determinant of the ll, 12,

...,

IK row submatrix

of V(z)~(z)
K

z-(l+2++~:-’
c,,,~...,,, II H(zW~)

(2.3.14)

j=l

where 0 _< ll < 12 < ... < lK _< N - 1 and ch,2..4 ~ is the Vandermonde’s
determinant of a K x K submatrix of the following N x K matrix

(W~~)0<j_<N-~,0<~<~-i
which is a non-zero constant. By (2¯3¯12), the greatest commondivisor
all polynomials in (2.3.14) is cz -d for a nonzero constant c and an integer
d. This proves that the matrix V(z)(~(z) has an FIR inverse and therefore
completes the proof. ¯
By the fact that
N

O<_l~ <12<."<l K-~ <_N--1

c

(ShUS’2U’’’US’~-~)

r~

(s,, us,, u... us,~),

O<_l~ <12<...<lK <_N--1

we have the following immediate corollary.
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Corollary 2.3 If there exists an (N, K) MCsuch that the combined
C(z) has an FIR inverse, then there also exists an (N, K 1) MCsuch
that the combined MCC(z) has an FIR inverse.
Corollary 2.3 is not surprising. It is because, if an MCwith less redundancy can be used to eliminate an ISI, then an MCwith more redundancy
can be used to eliminate the ISI too. The proof of Theorem2.1 also suggests a way to construct an MCto eliminate H(z). WhenH(z) satisfies
the condition in Theorem2.1, the MCin (2.3.13) can be used to eliminate
the ISI. This MCbasically adds N - K zeroes for each set of K consecutive symbols (or samples). It is certainly not necessary, as long as the
N × K polynomial matrix V(z)(~(z) has an FIR inverse. Using this
the combined MCbecomes
Z

Ho(z)
Hi(z)

Hg-l(z)

HN-1 (z)

Z ----FK

z-lHN_l(Z)
Ho(z)

¯.
¯.

Hg-2(z)

""

HN-2 (z)

¯"

( Z)a~

z-IHN_K+I(Z)
z-IHN_K+2(Z)

Ho(Z)

(2.3.15)

HN-K(Z)

By the proof of Theorem2.1, when the condition (2.3.12) on H(z) is satisfied, polynomial matrix Fg(z) in (2.3.15) has an FIR inverse.
Using Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3, we have
Corollary 2.4 The N × K matrix FK(Z) in (2.3.15) with 0 < K <_ N has
an FIR inverse if and only if the condition (2.3.12) is satisfied¯ If FK(Z)
has an FIR inverse, then FK-I(Z) has an FIR inverse too for K > 1.
Wenow consider two special cases. The first
this case, the condition (2.3.12) becomes

case is when K = 1. In

~’~ S~ = ¢.
0</<N--1

By Theorem2.1 and Corollary 2.4, we have the following result.

(2.3.16)
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Corollary 2.5 There exists an (N, 1) MCsuch that the combined MChas
an FIR inverse if and only if
gcd{H(z), H(zWN), ..., H(ZWNN-1)}z, d’
if and only
gcd{Ho(z),Hl(z),

...,HN-I(z)}

z--d2

where cl and c2 are two non-zero constants, and dl and d2 are two integers.
The result in Corollary 2.5 coincides with the knownresult for fractionally spaced equalizers or multiple receive antenna systems [134, 135],
i.e., there are no zeros of H(z) equispaced on a circle with angle 2r~/N
separated one zero from another. From Theorem2.1 and Corollary 2.5, we
immediately have the following consequence.
Corollary 2.6 For any finite tap ISI transfer function H(z), not identically zero, there always exists an (N,K) MCsuch that the combined MC
has an FIR inverse, where N and K may not be fixed.
An (N, K) MCat the transmitter expands the data rate by N/K times.
For a given N, the smallest data rate expansion is N/(N - 1), i.e., K
N - 1. Wenext want to study this case.
Theorem 2.2 There exists an (N, N - 1) MCsuch that the combined MC
with a finite tape ISI channel H(z) has an FIR inverse if and only if St

&= ¢, i.e., polynomials
g(zW~)andH(zW~)
are coprime,for < l #
k<N-1.
Proof. This theorem can be proved by the following set equation:
N--1

, k=,,,, N(u,¢,o&)= O(& &)
0_</1 </2 <’" <IN - 1 _<N--1

/o=0

Let us consider the case when the ISI transfer function H(z) = a + -~
with lal = 1, i.e., the first order case. In this case, the zero set S = {-l/a}.
For a general N, St = {-W~v/a}, 1 = 0, 1, ...,N - 1. Clearly, St N S~ = ¢
since W~# W}when 0 < l # k _< N - 1. By Theorem 2.2 and Corollary
2.3, we proved the following result.
Corollary 2.7 Assume the ISI transfer function H(z) = a + -~ with
]aI = 1. Then, for any integers 0 < K < N and the (N,K) MCin (2.3.13)
the combined MCalways has an FIR inverse, i.e., the MCcoded system
has an ideal FIR linear equalizer.
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Corollary 2.7 implies that any ¢ (> 0) amount of data rate increasing
in the MCcoding may eliminate the ISI generated from any first order ISI
channel. This is because for any ~ > 0 there exists a positive integer N such
that 0 < 1 - (N - 1)/N < ~. Wethen use the (N, N - 1) MCin (2.3:13).
The results in this section were summarizedfrom [165].

2.4 Coding Gain in ISI Channels
The previous section tells us when the combined MChas an FIR linear
equalizer without considering the input symbol characteristics.
However,
in a communicationsystem, what is more important is the distance property
of the combined MCgiven a certain set of input symbols, such as BPSK
symbols. To do so, we introduce the coding gain concept of the combined
MC.
Although the encoding at the transmitter is based on the normalized
MCG(z), the decoding is based on the combined MCC(z) in (2.3.2),
G(z) is in the ISI channel while C(z) is in the AWGN
channel. Weassume
that the joint maximum-likelihood decoding of the channel decoding and
the equalization is used, i.e., the Viterbi decoding algorithm is used for the
MCC(z) at the receiver. For the Viterbi algorithm, we referred the reader
to [119]. The coding gain ~/IsI of the MCG(z) at the transmitter in the
ISI channel is defined as the coding gain of the combined MCC(z) in the
AWGNchannel, i.e.,
7ISI--

d2ml

n

N’

d2I~e~, c K

(2.4.1)

where df .... c is the free distance of the combinedMCC(z). Whenthe ISI
channel is fixed, the MLdecoding performance of the uncoded ISI channel
is always not as good as the one of the uncoded AWGN
channel, which
is from Lemma2.1 and Corollary 2.1. This implies that the above coding
gain 71st is a portion of the real coding gain comparedto the uncoded ISI
channel, i.e., the real coding gain is the sum of 7131(dB) and the difference
(dB) between the uncoded ISI and AWGN
channels, as shown in Fig.2.2.
By normalization, the mean power of the transmitted signal y(n) is the
same as the one of the information signal x(n). An important observation
is that the meanpowerof the received signal q(n) maybe different. It turns
out that, by properly choosing an MCG(z), the mean power of the received
signal q(n) after the ISI channel may be greater than the information signal
mean power. The following lemmagives an upper bound on the mean power
of the received signal after an ISI channel.
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Eb/No

Figure 2.2: Coding gain definition

of an MCin an ISI channel.

Lemma2.2 Let H(z) be an ISI channel with F non-zero taps. Then, the
mean power Pq of the received signal q(n) through an MCcoded ISI channel
is upper bounded by
Pq _< FP~,

(2.4.2)

where P~ is the mean power of the information sequence x(n).
Proof. Let y(n) be the encoded sequence of the normalized MC. Without loss of generality, we assume that h(n), n = 0, 1, ...,F- 1, are the
non-zeros taps of the ISI channel. Then,
F--1

Pq = E~ h(n)y(k

n)

n=0

2

F--1

2
<_ ~ lh(n)[ 2 ~ E]y(k - n)[
n=0

n:O

F--1

= Z EIx(k - n)12 = FP~.
nz0

From Corollary 2.2 and Lemma2.2, the following upper bounds for the
free distance of the received sequences and the coding gain are straightforward.
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Corollary 2.8 Let H(z) be an ISI channel with F non-zero taps. Let G(z)
be a normalized (N, K) MC. Then, the free distance ofthe received sequences after the ISI channel is upper bounded by

<-

K

’

and therefore, the coding gain 7IsI is upper bounded by F, i.e.,

~81 <_F.

From the above lemma, we may see that, although an MCdoes not have
any coding gain in an AWGN
channel, it may have a coding gain in an ISI
channel. It is because of the possibility of the increase of the free distance
after an ISI channel due to the possibility of the increase of the meanpower
after an ISI channel when a normalized MCis properly designed. However,
it should be pointed out that the meanpower increase is not sufficient for
the free distance increase. In our recent work [166], it has been proved that
for any given ISI channel with finite taps, there always exists an MCsuch
that the coding gain exists compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
Theorem 2.3 For any ISI channel h(n), 0 < n < F- 1, with F ~ 1 and
h(0) ~ 0, h(F- 1) ~ the re exi sts a n or malized modulated cod e (](
that has a coding gain in the ISI channel compared to the uncoded A WGN
channel, i.e., "~ISI > 1.
Proof. Since the MCencoding is a linear matrix and vector multiplication over the complex domain, without loss of generality, we only consider
BPSKsignal constellation, i.e., x(n) = +1, and all the ISI channel coefficients and MCcode coefficients are real-valued. The complex-valued
coefficients can be treated similarly. Consider a rate l/F, i.e., K = 1 and
N = F, normalized block modulated code, i.e.,
go

G(z)

, and gn = +1, n = 0, 1, ...,

F - 1.

gr-1
In this case,

H(z)

h(0)
h(1)
:

h(F- 1)z -1 -1
... h(1)z
-1
h(0)
... h(2)z
:

h(r - 1) h(r - 2)

:

:

h(0)

(2.4.4)
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and the combined MCis
Co,0

CI,O

C0,1

C(z)

Cl,1

+

:

.

C0,F-1

Cl,F--1

where
k

co,~ = ~h(k-~)a~, ~=o,~,...,r-1
i=0
F--2-k
Cl,k

E h(F
j=0

=

Cl,F--1

- 1 - j)g~+l+j, k = 0, 1, ...,

F-

~ 0.

By consideringthe input difference sequencesX1 (n) -- X2(Tt)aS (0, =1=2) and
(±2,0), it is not hard to see that the free distance, df .... c, for the MC
C(z) is
F--1

d} .... c = 4 ~ (Ico,~l 2 ÷

1cl,kl2).

k=0

In order to prove that there exists an MCG(z) in (2.4.4) such that
coding gain 7z8I > 1 for the combinedMCC(z), from (2.4.1) d,~i ,., = 2
in this case we only need to show that there exists an MCG(z) in (2.4.4)
such that the free distance df .... c > 4N = 4F. Fromg,~ = +l, we have
d~.... c = 4F + 8d,
where
h(k - il)h(k - i2)giag~2
k=O i1:0
F-2-k

i2:il-}-1

F-2-k

+ ~ ~ h(r- 1-jl)h(rjl:0

j2:Jl

1--j2)gk+l+jagk+l+j~

q-i

]

By rearranging the above summation, we have
F--2

d=

"F-I--i

E gi+J
i=0

¯

j=l

F-I--j

E h(k)h(j+k)
k=0
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Toprove df 2.... c > 4F for a proper choice ofgn, we only need to show d > 0
for a proper choice of gn. Let
~’o=min

j:

0_~j_~F-land

h(k)h(j+k)~O
k=0

Since h(0)h(F- 1) ~ 0, we have 1 _~ TO_~ ~ -- 1.
r--l--i

r-l-j

h,(klh(j
k)
j=l

k----O

Then,
dF-I-~-0

: gF-1

F-l-vo
E h(k)h(T°

-{"

k) ~ O.

k--0

Let gr-1 = 1 and for 0 < i < F- 2 define g/for the index i from F- 2 to
0 as follows
sign(d/), if d/¢
gi --~

1,

if di = O.

Thus,
F-2

d = Egidi )_ [d~-o[ > O.
i=0

This proves the theorem. ¯
This result is contrary to the one obtained in Said [113] and Wong
and Anderson [159], where they showed that any PRS, i.e., an MCwith
N = K = 1 (no data rate expansion), does not provide any coding/distance
gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel no matter whether it is
in an ISI or ISI-free channel. It should be pointed out that the goal in
[159, 115, 113] was the bandwidth efficiency while they wanted to have the
distance loosing as less as possible, which is different.from the one here.
Although the purpose of the study in [48] is the same as the one of MC
here, it corresponds only to the case when K = N = 1 and there is no
coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel. From Lemma 2.1
and Corollary 2.2, it is not hard to see that the coding gain implies the
SNRgain at the receiver.
The above proof is a constructive proof. Wenext present another proof
that is helpful in the next section.
Proof. Weonly need to prove that there exists a normalized G(z) such
that the squared free distance of the combined MCC(z) is greater than
4F.
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Let H(z) be a F by F pseudo-circulant polynomial matrix as defined
(2.3.3) and the normalized MCG(z) be a F by 1 constant matrix. In
case, the matrices H(z) and G(z) can be written

H(z)

h(0
)
h(1)

0
h(0)

0
0

...
...

0
0

0
0

:

:

:

:

:

:

h(r-2)
h(r-1)

h(r-3)
h(r-2)

... h(0) 0,
... h(1) h(0)

h(r-4)
h(r-3)

0 h(r- 1) h(r- 2)

h(2)

h(1)

0

h(3)

h(2)

0

h(r - 1) ...

(2.4.5)

o

o

o ...

0

0

0

..-

o

h(r - 1)

0

0

and
T,
G(z) = G = [go gl""gr-1]

(2.4.6)

where T denotes the matrix transpose.
The squared free distance of the received signal sequence after the ISI
channel can be written as:

4

-

~

i----0

h(k)g~-k
k=0

+

h(r

+ i - j)gj

. (2.4.7)

j=i+l

Wenow only choose values of g~,0 _< i _< F - 1, in the set {1,-1}
independently. Assumethe probabilities of g~ choosing symbols 1 and -1
are 1/2. Then, for fixed variables go and gr-1, the conditional mean of
d} .... c given go and gr-1 is obtained as follows:
E

go,gr-1 = F + 2h(0)h(F - 1)gogr-1,

(2.4.8)

where the means of other products gigy, i ~ j, are zero due to their symmetry properties around zero. It is easy to show that, when we choose go
and gr-1 as
sign(gogr-1) = sign(hohr-1),

(2.4.9)
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the corresponding conditional mean of df 2.... e is greater than 4F. This
indicates that there exists an MCG with entries of {-1, 1} such that the
d} .... c of the MCC(z) is greater than 4F.

2.5

More Results

on Coding Gain

In this section, we investigate the existence of rate 2/F MChaving coding
gain over a given ISI channel with F taps. Wealso study some upper and
lower bounds of the coding gain. The results in this section are summarized
from [44].

2.5.1

Existence

of

Rate

2/1"

MC with

Coding

Gain

Wefirst present some results on the MCexistence of rate 2/1" with coding
gain for an ISI channel hn -- h(n), where the new notation h,~ is used
simplify the equations.
Theorem 2.4 Let H(z) be an ISI channel with F > 1 taps and the BPSK
be used for the information sequence x(n). /~ 0 < Ih0hr_l] < 1/2, then,
there exists a rate 2/F block MCG(z) with coding gain compared to the
uncoded A WGNchannel.
Proof. We only need to prove that there exists a normalized G(z)
such that the squared free distance of the combined MCC(z) after the ISI
channel is greater than 2F.
Consider the following rate 2/F MC
l~(Z)

----

(ao,G1),

r = (ao
Go
al r = (~o~1

"’"

By using the trellis diagram, the free distance of the received signal
sequences after the ISI channel is as follows
d2_f ree,C

4 - min{A~, A~,

A3,
,

A4}

2.5.
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where
A1

i=O

"

= ~

~

= ~

(2.5.1)

P--1

h~o~_~+ ~ h,~+~_j~

i=0

,

j:i+l

k:O

F-1

~

hr+~-jgj

+

= E

, (~.~.~)

j=i+l

k=O

h~(~_ +~_~)

_l(a
~--1

F--1

+ ~ hr+i-j(gj

(2.5.4)

- ~)

j=i+l

In order to simplify our analysis, we select the parameters gi,~i,O <
i < F- 1, as zeros and g0~0~gF-l~F-1 ~ real numbers with mean zero.
~rthermore, consider the following normalized MC:
F

~g+~g_~ = ~,
~+og_~ = ~,
and the corresponding formul~ (2.~.1)-(2.~.4)
~

=

~;

=

~a.

become

- + 2hohr-~9ogr-~,
2

-2 + 2hohr-~OoOr-~,
~
= (9o+N) ~+(gr-1
+Op-1)
+2hohr_~ (9o + Oo)(gr-1 + Or-~),

(2.5.g)
(2.~.6)
(2.g.7)

~ = (~o - 0o)~ ~
+ (~r-~- Or-~)
+2hohr-~ (90 - 0o)(gr-~ - Or-~).

(2.~.a)
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it is easy to obtain that, if we choose

sign(gogr-1) = sign(~o~r-1) = sign(hohr_~),
then we have
F
A1 -- 2 + 21h°hr-~g°gr-ll

F
> -~’

F
A2 = ~ + 21hohr-l.0o~r_ll

F
> -~.

In the following, our main focus is on the proof of A3 r and A4 > F for
the same values of go,~0o,gr-l,.0r-1. First, let us consider the case when
sign(hohr-1) >
If sign(hohr_~) > 0, we choose go > 0,//o < 0, then (2.5.7) and (2.5.8)
can be rewritten as follows

~3

~4

/r
--2
r gov~

= F+29o

~_~ + ~r-l~--g~

~-~_~-20r_l

-

As go ~ +0, ~r-~ ~ -0, and combining with the assumption Ihohr-ll
1/2, we have
Aa ~ r(1

- hohr-1)

~4 ~ r(1 + hohr-1)

<

F
F

Thus, there exist some values of go > 0,~o < 0, gr_~ > 0,0r_~ < 0 such
that A~ > ~ for i=1,2,3,4.
The case when sign(hohr_~) < 0 can be similarly proved.
Theorem 2.4 indicates that there exists a rate 2/F MCcode having
coding gain over ISI channels except the worst case when Ihohr_ll = 1/2
and h2 .....
hr-2 = 0.
Theorem 2.5 Let H(z) = ho + h~z-~ + " ¯ hrz -r be an ISI channel with
F + 1 taps, F > 0 and the BPSKbe used for the information sequence
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x(n). If 0 < Ihohrl < 1/2, then, there exists a rate 1/F normalized MC
G(z) = Go + Giz -1 with coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel, where Go,G1are constant F x 1 vectors.

Proof. It is easy to obtain that
H(z) = Ho + z-lH1,
where Ho, H1 are the following F by F constant matrices
ho
hi

0
ho

0
0

...
...

0
0

:

:

:

:

:

hr-3
hr-e

hr-4
hr-3

hr-e
hr-1

...
...

ho
hi

""
...

he
h3

hi
h2
:

0
0
(2.5.9)
0
h0

and
hr
0

hr-~
hr

hr-e
hr-1

:

;

:

:

:

0
0

0
0

0
0

.-...

hr
0

(2.5.10)

hr-1
hr

Thus, the combination of the MCG(z) and the ISI channel H(z) becomes
C(z) = H(z)G(z) HoGo + (HoGI

+

H1Go)z -1

q- H1Glz -e.

(2. 5.11)

By observing the trellis diagram of C(z), if we choose the all zero path
the reference, we find that there are only three different error paths which
mayreach the free distance. The squared free distance between the received
signal sequences is
d~ree,C

4 - min{Ao, A1, Ae},
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where Ao, A1, and A2 are the squared distances between the three paths
and the all zero path, respectively. They can be calculated as

hkgi-k+

~o = ~
i=0

k=O

+

E h~i_~ +

hr+i-jgj

k=0

hr+i-jOj

2F

,

j-~i

A1

= E

h~gi_k

i=0

t 2

+

~=o

hk(g~-~ + ~-~) +

hr+~-jgj

~

Similar to the previous proof, the conditional means of Ai for i = 0,1,2
given go and ~o are as follows
E{/Xolgo, ~o} =
E{Allgo, ~o} =
E{Aelgo,
=

F + 2hohrgo~o,
2F(1 - hohr) + 2(1 2hohr)go~o,
2F(1 + hohr) + 2(-1 2hohr)go~o.

If we choose go, ~o such that the following conditions are satisfied:
sign(go,o) = sign(hohr),
and
go --~ 0 or ~o ---~ O.
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By combining with the assumption lhohrl < ½, we have
E{Aolgo,~Oo} >
E{Allg0,~00} >

F,
F,

E{~2tg0,~0}> r.
This indicates E{d~eelgo,~o } > 4F. Theorem 2.5 is then proved. ¯
Whenth0hr_ll = 1/2, by the normalization condition (2.3.1) it is not
hard to see that h0 = ±l/x/~, hr-1 = ~l/v/~, and h: .....
hr-2 = 0.
The following theorems deal with two tap ISI channels.
Theorem 2.6 Let H(z) = ho+hr_lz -(r-D be the ISI channel with F > 1.
There does not exist a rate 1/(r - i), r > i _> 1, block MCG(z) = G with
coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
Proof. It is easy to show that for any i, F - 1 > i > 1, there exist two
integers S and P satisfying
F- 1 = P(F-i) +S, F- 1 _> P _> 1 and
F - i > S _> 0. By using the definition of ds 2.... c, we have
d~.... c -< 4Ao,
where
F--i-I
Ab----h02

E g~
k----0

F-i-S--1
+h~-I

E

g~2+h~_l
k=0

F-i--1
E g~"
j=F-i-S

By the normalizations of G(z) and the ISI channel h(n), we have
d}.... c ~ 4A0 = 4(F- i).
Theorem 2.6 is proved. ¯
Theorem 2.6 tells that when the ISI channel pulse response h~ two
taps, there does not exist rate 1/(F - i), 1 < i < F - 1, block MCG with
coding gain compared to the uncoded ISI channel. The following theorem
gives an answer on the existence of rate 2/(F + 1) MC.
Theorem 2.7 Let H(z) = ho hr -~z -r+~ bethe ISI channel with F > 1 .
There exists a rate 2/(F+ 1) block MCG(z) = G with coding gain compared
to the uncoded A WGNchannel.
Proof. Let the normalized MCG(z) be a F + 1 by 2 constant matrix:
~(z) = (a~, a~),
a[ = (~0 ~,""
a~ = (909~ "’" ~r),
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r

r

i=0

i----0

F+I

The squared free distance of the received signal sequences after the ISI
channel is
d~vee,C

4 - min{Al’ A2, A3,

where
A1

=

A3

~

+2hohr_~ ((go + ~o)(gr-1 + ~r-1) + (gl + ~l)(gr
F

= (ho + t4_ )
+2hohr-~ ((go - ]o)(gr-~ - ~r-~) + (g~ - ~)(gr
Given go, gr-1, ~1, ~r, the conditional meansof A~, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are
F+I
E{A~go,gr-~,g~,~r}
2 + 2hohr-lgogr-1,
E{A2]go,gr-~, g~, ~r}

-

E{A~go,g~_~, gl,~r}
E{Aa]go,gr-~,g~,gr}

=
=
If we choose go, gr-~, gl, gr with
sign(gogr-~)

F+I
2 + 2hohr_~g~gr,
F + 1 + 2hohr_~(gogr-~ + ~l~r),
F + 1 + 2hohr-~(gogr-~ + ~r).

= sign(~r) = sign(hohr-~),

we have
E{Allg0,
}

gr-1,

~1, ~p

E{A2lgo,gr-~,O~,Or}
E{A3lgo,gr_l,O~,~r
}
E{A4lgo,gr_l,~,~r
}

F+I
2 ’
F+I
>
2 ’
> r+l,
> r+l.
>
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This indicates that under the same conditions,
given go, gr-1, gl, gF satisfies

the conditional

mean

Theorem 2.7 is then proved. ¯
Theorem2.4 tells us the existence of rate 2/I" MCwith coding gain for all
ISI channels except the case when Ihohr_ll = 1/2. WhenIhohr_~l = 1/2,
Theorem2.7 says that there exists a rate 2/(I" + 1) MCwith coding gain,
where the rate is slightly decreased. In next section, we study higher rate
MC.
2.5.2

Some Sufficient
Conditions
on the Existence
Higher
Rate
Block
MC with
Coding
Gain

of

One can see from Theorem2.6 that, for a two tap ISI channel, there does
not exist a rate 1IN with N -- F - i, i _> 1, normalized block MCG having
coding gain over the ISI channel. Based on this result, in what follows we
choose N _> F in the rate KIN MCG(z). Let hn : h(n) be the ISI channel
impulse response, where hn has only at most F non-zero taps h0, hi, ..., hr-1
with ho ~ 0 and hr-1 ~ 0. WhenN _> F, the ISI channel pseudo-circulant
matrix H(z) in (2.3.3) becomes n(z) = Ho + Hlz-~, where
ho
hi

0
ho

0
0

..-.-

0
0

:

:

:

:

:

hN-2
hN-1

hg-3

hg-4

hN-2

hN-3

....

0
0
(2.5.12)
0
ho

ho

hi

"’"

and
0
0

hN-1
0

hN-2
hN-1

h2
h3

h~
h2

:

:

:

:

:

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

hN-1

Clearly Ho is invertible.

0

(2.5.13)

0

This proves the following lemma.

Lemma2.3 Let H(z) be an ISI channel with F > 1 taps. If N >_ F, then
H(z) -- Ho + z-~H1, and
[tH = H~o Ho + H~HI
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1
R1

R1
1

R2
R1

RN-2
RN-1

RN-3
RN-2

’’’
RN-3

R3
R2

...
""

RN-1
RN-2
(2.5.14)

1
R1
¯ " R1

R1
1

where, l < i < N-1,
N-l-i

Ri = E h~hi+p.
Furthermore, matrix

~H

(2.5.15)

iS positive definite.

From (2.5.15), when F < N, it is clear that Ri = 0 for i = F,F
1,--- , N - 1. Wefirst study rate 3IN MC.
Theorem 2.8 Let H(z) be an ISI channel with F taps, > 3, andthe
BPSKbe used for the in]ormation sequence x(n). If O < IR~I 1< ~
(1<i<
F - 1), there exists a rate 3IN block MCwith N = F + i such that it has
coding gain compared to the uncoded A WGNchannel.
Proof. If we choose a normalized MCG(z) as an N by K constant
matrix G(z) = = (g n,k)gxg :
(Gal," " , G K- 1) , whereGi is thei-t h
2
column vector of G, then the squared free distance dfre~
can be obtained
as follows
-- ~i=/=~ {(HoGU)t(HoGU) + (H1GU)t(HIGU)}

=
°

= min~(GU)t(HtoHo
U~Ot

+ HtlH1)(GU)}
(2.5.16)

T is a K by 1 vector, whose elements are in
where U = (uo,ul,--" ,IrK--l)
the set {-1,0, +1}.
WhenN = F+i and K = 3, we select g0,o, gr-l,0, go,l, gr-l,1, gi,2, gr+i-l,2
as non-zero real random variables with mean zero, and other elements of G
as zeroes. Furthermore, we consider the following normalized MCblock G,

~
z
go,o+gr-x,0

-

2
2
go,~+gr-l,~

--

2
g~2,~ +gr+~_l,~
-

N
3
N
3
N
3

F + i
- 3 ’
F + i
- 3 ’
F + i
- 3

(2.5.17)
(2.5.18)
(2.5.19)
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In this case, we have
( GU)%~t~(
+ 2Rr-lgo,lgr-~,~)

+2gr-l,OUo(Rr-lgo,~ul + Rr-i-lgi,2u2

u~

+ gr-l,~Ul + Rigr+i-l,2U2)

+2go,lul(go,ouo + Rig~,2u2) + 2gi,~u2(Rigo,ouo + Rr-~-igr-~,lUl)
+2Rr-~go,ogr-l,lUOUl + 2Rigr~-~,lgr+i-~,2u~u2.
Let
sign(go,ogr-~,o) = sign(go,~gr-~,l) = sign(g~,:gr+~_~,~) = sign(Rr_~),
and
~gr-l,O] = ~go,~ = ~g~,~ ~ 0.
In this case, (2.5.16) can be rewritten

~ (~ + 2tRr-~go,ogr-~,oI)

U~ + (~ + 2Inr-~go,~gr-l,l’)

+ (P ~ + 2lnr-~g~,~gr+~-~,:[)
+2Rr-~go,ogr-~,~uoul + 2R~gr_~,~gr+~_~,~u~u~.
The assumption 0 < [R~[ implies that there exists an hi ~ 0 for some j
with 0 < j < F - 1. Thus, by (2.3.1) and (2.5.15), we
[Rr-~] = ]hohr-~[

~

2

< ~.

(2.5.20)

Therefore, when ]gr-~,o[, ]go,~[, and ]gi,2] are small enough, by (2.3.1),
(2.5.17)-(2.5.19) and (2.5.20) and the ~sumption ]Ri[ < 1/2, we

,
+ (~+ 2,Rr-lg~ ~gr+~-l ~,) u~,

+i
- --F~,uou~,

F+i
- ~,UlU~,.
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Prom the above inequality, it is easy to show that for any U ~ 0,

> F+i

(av)*
which implies
d~ree,c
4

F+i
3

This proves Theorem 2.8. ¯
We next study rate 4IN MC.
Theorem 2.9 Let H(z) be an ISI channel with F taps, F >_ 4, and the
BPSKbe used for the information sequence x(n). /fmax(IR~l, IRr_il) < 1
for some i >_ 2, then there exists a rate 4IN block MCwith N = F + i + 1
such that it has coding gain compared to the uncoded A WGNchannel.
Proof. Let G be an N by 4 constant matrix. By using (2.5.16),

4

we have

Ticno

whereUT ---- (no, Ul, u2, u3) and u~, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, are in the set {-1, 0, 1}.
Select g0,o, gF-l,O~ gl,1, gr,1, gi,2~ gF+i-l,2, gi+l,3, gF+i,3 as non-zeroreal
numbers with mean zero and other elements of G as zeroes. Furthermore,
the following normalized MCG are considered,
2
go~,o +gF-Lo
2

2

g1,1 +gr,1

--

gi2,2 T g~+i-1,2 -gi21,

3+

2

+ gr+~,3

_

N
4
N
4
N
4
N
4

-

F+i+I
4
’
F+i+I
4
’
F+i+I
-4 ’
_ F+i+I
4

Let
sign(g0,0gr-l,O) = sign(gl,lgr,1)
---- sign(gi,2gr+i-l,2) ----- sign(gi+l,3gr+i,3) = sign(Rr_l),
and
[gr-l,ol = Igl,l[ = [gr+i,2[ = Ig~+l,31 -~ O.
We have
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N(F+i+14

+
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+ 2[Rr-lgoogr-l,o[)U~,

F+i+I

+

F+i+I
4

+

F+i+I
4

+2R~go,og~,2uou2+ 2Rr_~g~,egr_~,~u~ue+ 2R~gr,~gr+i,3u~u3.
From the assumption max(IR~l, IRr_~l) < ½, similar to the proof of Theorem 2.8 we have
(aU) * [~.(aU)
>- (F+i+I4

+ 2~Rr-~go,ogr-~,o~ u~ +
)
+

F +i + 1
+ 2]Rr-~g~,~gr,~] u~
( 4
)

F+i+I
-- 4+ 2]Rr-lgi,2gr+i-l,2[)

F+i+I
+ -- 4+ 2]Rr-lg~+l,3gr+~,3]) F + i u~
+ l[ulu3[
’
F+i+I
F+i+I
4
I~ou~l
4
[UlU2[
4
and for any U # O,
(aU)t~,(aU)

F+i+I
4

This proves Theorem 2.9. ¯
By using the above two theorems, the following corollary, is straightforward.
Corollary 2.9 (i) If F = 3 and 0 < JR1[ < ½, then there exists a rate
3/5 normalized MCwith coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
(ii) If r = 4 and IR2l < ½, then there exists a rate 4/7 normalized MC
with coding gain compared to the uncoded A WGNchannel.
The next result is for two tap ISI channels.
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Theorem 2.10 Let H(z) = ho hr _lZ -r+l wi th F > 1. Let the BPSK
be used ]or the in]ormation sequence x(n). There exists a rate FIN with
N = 2F - 1 block MCwith coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
Proof. Let G be an Nby Fconstant
using (2.5.16), we have

matrix

with N = 2F-1.

- min { (GU)*[~H(GU)
U#O

where UT = (u0,ul,.-{-1,0, 1).
Weselect

and ui,i = 0,1,...

,u[,_l)

By

’

,F - 1, are in the set

go,o, gr-l,o, gLl , gr,1, " " , gi,i, gr +i-l,i, " " ,gr-l,r-l,g2r-2,r-1
as non-zero real numbers with mean zero and other elements of G as zeroes.
Furthermore, we consider the following normalized MCG: for 0 < i < F-1,
N
g~2,i + gr+~-l,~ F "
Let
sign(gLigr+i_L~) = sign(Rr_~),
and
[gr-~,o[ = [gr-l,r-~[ -~ O.
Then,
(GU)* [~H(GU)

+
i=0

Similar to before, for any U # 0, we have
(aU)*~u(aU)

N

This proves Theorem 2.10. ¯
This theorem tells us that whenthe ISI channel length is 2, there exists
a rate 2/a normalized block MChaving coding gain. WhenF is large,
there exists a rate higher than 1/2 normalized block MCwith coding gain
compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
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Estimation

of

MC

In this section, we want to estimate a rate r given an ISI channel such that
there exists a rate r MCwith coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel. To do so, let us first see two lemmas.
Lemma2.4 For ~H defined in (2.5.14),
satisfies %m~x
> 1.

its maximumeigenvalue

Proof. From Lemma1, we knowthat
This means that all the eigenvalues of
trace result, we have

is & positive definite matrix.
positive. By using the matrix

~H

/~max

~H are

N

=N.
i~l

Assumethe maximumeigenvalue of ~H is not greater than 1. Then (2.5.21)
implies that hi = 1 for 1 < i < N, i.e., ~H : IN. This implies Rr-1 =
hohr_~ = O, which contradicts with the assumption h0 ~ 0 and hr-1 ~ 0.
The lemma is proved. ¯
Lemma2.5 I] p~,p2,"" ,PN are N positive

numbers, and satis]y

N

Z Pi = N,
i----1
then,
N

i=l

Pi

Wenow have the following sufficient condition in terms of the eigenvalues of the matrix ~H in (2.5.14).
Theorem2.11 For ~H defined in (2.5.14), let its eigenvalues be arranged
in the decreasing order, ~ >_ ~2 >_"’" >_i~y > O. I]
1

1

1

<p

is satisfied for a positive integer p, then there exists a rate pin block MC
with coding gain compared to the uncoded A WGNchannel.

4O
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Proof. Since /~H is a positive definite matrix, there exists an N by N
unitary matrix V such that
Vt~HV = A = diag(Al,A2,...

,AN).

Define
W = VG = (wi,j)~r×p.
Clearly,

i,j

and,

(au)~[~n(au)= (wU)tA(WU).
If the matrix Wis selected as WT = (diag (Wl,1, We,2," ’ " , Wp,p),0p × (N-p)),
the above formula becomes
P
2

2

(2.5.23)

i---1

For i = 1, 2, ...,p, let
Wi,i

=

-~ ~i --’~

(2.5.24)

where 5i > 0 is chosen to satisfy the following condition

=pi=1

(2.5.25)
i=l

The equalities (2.5.22), (2.5.24) and (2.5.25) ensure

2E gi,j

= N,

i,j

i.e., the MCG is normalized. ~om(2.5.23) and (2.5.24), it is not hard
see that
d}~,c
_~,
,
,
m,n~aU/~(aU~
> --.N
4
P
This proves Theorem 2.11. ¯
~omthe above proof, we can similarly prove the following result.
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Theorem2.12 For ~H defined in (2.5.14), let its eigenvalues be arranged
in the decreasing order, A1 > A2 > ... > AN > O. I]
1

1

1

<p

is satisfied for a positive integerp, then there exists a rate l/N, 2IN,... ,piN
block MCwith coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGNchannel.
Using Lemma2.4 and Theorem 2.11 we can see that, when N -- F,
there always exists a rate 1/F MChaving coding gain over the ISI channel,
which coincides with the one in Theorem2.3.
Let us consider an application of Theorem2.11 to two tap ISI channels.
Corollary 2.10 Let H(z) = ho hr-~z -r+l with F > 1. There exi sts a
rate (F - 1)/F block MCwith coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
Proof. WhenN = F, the eigenvalues of /~H are A1 -- 1 + Ihohr_ll,
A2 .....
AN-~= 1, and AN= 1 - Ihohr_~]. By using Theorem 2.11 and
take p = N - 1, Corollary 2.10 is proved. ¯
Wenext want to use the results in Theorems2.11-2.12 to simulate the
probabilities of the existence of rate r block MCwith coding gain for a
given ISI channel for different r. The ISI channels are assumed to have
independent real coefficients and the same Gaussian distributions.
The following two tables showthe existence probabilities for two different cases on the rates of MChaving coding gain. In Table 2.1, the length
of ISI channel is chosen to be the same as the row number of the block MC
G(z) = G, i.e., N = F. In Table 2.2, the row number of the block
G(z) = G is chosen as N = 2FSince the conditions in Theorems2.11-2.12 are only sufficient conditions
on the existence, the simulation results presented in Tables 2.1-2.2 are the
lower bounds on the existence probabilities of a block MC. By observing
the results in Tables 2.1-2.2, we find that there exists a rate higher than
1/2 MChaving coding gain for most of the ISI channels with finite lengths.
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Table 2.1: Lowerboundsof the existence probabilities of MCwith coding
gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel, where N = F.

N=4

Rate

1/4

2/4

3/4

Existence Prob.

1.0

1.0

0.638515

N=5

1/5

2/5

3/5

4/5

1.0

1.1}

0.98775

0.40855

1/6

2/6

3/6

4/6

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.9749

1/7

2/7

3/7

4/7

5/7

~/7

1.(1

l,O

1.0

11.9975

0.9269

o.3389

1/8

2/8

3/8

4/8

~8

1.0

1.0

l.()

0.9997

0.9942

1/9

2/9

3/9

4/9

5/9

1.0

t.0

1.0

0.999955

Rate

Existence Prob.
N= 6

Rate

Existence Prob.
N= 7

Rate

Existence Prob.
N= 8

Rate

Existence Prob.
N= 9

Rate

Existence Prob.

5~
0.3156

0.9995

~8
0.9125
~9
{}.99111

7/8
0.3798
7/9
0.8665

8/9
0.4155
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Table 2.2: Lowerboundsof the existence probabilities of MCwith coding
gain comparedto the uncoded AWGN
channel, where N = 2F - 1.

N= 7

Rale

1/7

2/7

3/7

ExistenceProb.

1.0

1.0

1.11

0.999

N=9

I/9

2/9

3#)

4#)

5/9

7/9

8/9

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.9958

0,9837

0.8347

0.37155

1/11

2/I1

3/11

4/11

5/11

6/11

7/11

8/11

1.0

I.II

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.9993

0.9945

0.9582

1/13

2113

3/13

4/13

5/13

1,0

1.0

l.O

1.0

1.0

7/13

8/13

9/13

1(1/13

11113

0.9997

0.9987

Rat¢

ExistenceFrob.
N=II

Rate

ExistenceProb.
N= 13

Rate

ExistenceProb.
N= 13

Rate

ExistenceProb.
N= 15

Rate

ExistenceProb.
N= 15

Rate

ExistenceProb.
N= 17

Rate

Existelite Prob.
N~ 17

Rate

ExistencePooh.

4/7

5/7

6/7

0fi478

0.31145

{I.9889 (I.93118 (I.6972

1/15

2/15

3/15

4/15

5tl5

1.0

1.0

1,0

1.0

I.I)

8/15

9/15

11/15

12/15

0.99995 0.9995

10/15

0.99(-,6 11.9819 ft.8t399

6/9

6/13
0.9999
12/13
11.32355
6/15

7/15

11.99995! 0.99995
13115
0,6388

14115
0.293

1/17

2/17

3/17

4/17

5117

6/17

7/17

8/17

1.0

1.0

1.0

131

I.(1

1.0

1.0

1.0

9/17

10117

12/17

13/17

14/17

15/17

16/17

1.0

0.9999

11/17

0.9989 I 11.9938 0.9713

0.8598

0.5902

0.27195
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Upper

Bounds

on

the

Coding

Gain

In Corollary 2.8, an upper bound of the coding gain of an MCover a given
ISI channel has been given, which is the length of the ISI channel and
independent of the coefficients of the ISI channel. The upper bound may
not be tight enough in some cases. In this section, we first present some
new upper bounds of the coding gain of some special MC.In particular, we
discuss the case of the ISI channel with two taps. Wethen present a lower
bound of the coding gain of the optimal rate l/I" MC,where F is the length
of the ISI channel and the optimality me,ms the maximalfree distance.
Theorem 2.13 Let H(z) Ho+ z- l H1 be an ISI channel with Ho and HI
as in (2.5.9)-(2.5.10) and the BPSKbe used for the information sequence
x(n). Let G(z) = Go + z-~G1 +’" "-t- z-PGp, where Gp for p = O, 1,... ,P
are N by K constant matrices, be a rate KIN normalized MCwith N = F.
Then, the coding gain 7Isl of the MCG(z) compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel is upper bounded by:
7ISI ~__ Am~x(Ho~Ho
+ Hi, Hi), if G(z) =
7is, _< max{A.... (2HtoHo+ H~H~),A .... (HtoHo + 2H~HI)}, if G(z)
GO -~-

z-lG1;

7ISI <_ 2Amax(IttoHo+ H~IH1), otherwise,
where ~ denotes the complex conjugate transpose, and Am~(A) denotes the
maximumeigenvalue of matrix A.
Proof. According to the trellis
diagram and the randomness of the
information vector sequence, we choose the correct path as all-zero path,
T,
and the input signal vector sequence with length P + 2 as (1, 1, 1,. ¯ ¯ , 1)
(1, 1, 1,-.. , 1)T, .--, (1, 1, 1,--. , 1)T , the corresponding error path as
(1,0,0,...,0)
~ (0,1,0,." ,0)-~ (0,0,1,0,..-,0)
~-.., ~ (0,0,0,.--,0,1)
1)T (note
and the other input signal vector sequence as (1, 1,... ,-1,..-,
that the signal vector has only one entry of -1 in its k-th component)
(1,1,1,--.,1) T, ..-, (1,1, 1,--. , 1) T. In this case, we knowthat the distance Ak between the two input signal vector sequences is equal to 4 and
the corresponding distance between the combined MCoutput sequences is
as follows:
kt H~HoGo+
t k
Ak = Go
P

~(HoG~

~
~t t
k t (HoGp ~ +H 1@_~}
~
+ H
1@-1}
+GpH1H~Gp,

p=l

where G~ denotes the k-th column vector of matrix G~. As we know, the
free distance of the combined MCshould be equal to or less than Aa for
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all k = 1, 2,...
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, K. Thus, we have
d}.... c
E~K__IAk
< min Ak <
4 - ~
K

(2.5.26)

First, let us consider the case of G(z) = Go. In this case, (2.5.26) becomes
d} .... c ~-~¢ I G~ {HtoHo + H:H1}G~o
K
4
By the normalization property of G(z) it is easy to see that
d}.... c
,
N
--4 - < Amax(~g0
+ H1H1)
~.
By using the coding gain definition in (2.4.1), the conclusion is obtained.
WhenG(z) = Go + z-lG~, by using the triangular inequality, we have
d}.... c ~_IG~t{2H~Ho+
H~H~}G~ +G~t{H~Ho+
4 K
Using the same method, the above formula becomes

2H~H~}G~

d~ .... c < A....
(2Ho~Ho+ ~f~’~o
Ht~H~)~.K_=I
4
K
+Amax
(Hot Ho+ 2H:H1)~kK=l ~1~21
_<

max {,~max(2HotHo

÷ HtlH1),,,~max(Htog

~
EK ~G~tG
K

t/~21Ul

K

0 ÷ 2H:gl)
}

~t~

--

K"

The last part of Theorem2.13 can be similarly proved. ¯
By using the aboveresult, the following corollary can be obtained directly.
Corollary 2.11 let H(z) = ho + hr_iz-(r-D be the ISI channel with
1, and the BPSKbe used for the information sequencex(n). Then, the
coding gain ~1 o] a rate K/F MCG(z) is upper bounded

1÷ Ih0hr-~l
<~.5,

~] ~(z)= ~0,

0’zsz < ~+~+V’(~-~°~)(~+~°~) < 2.8, i]

2{1÷ Ihohr-~l}< 3,

G(z) = Go + z-~G~,

otherwise,

(2.5.2Z)
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and the coding gain ~ of a rate K/(F - 1) MCG(z) is upper bounded by

//G(z) = Go,

1,
max{1 + h~, 1 + hi_l}
2,

< 2, ifG(z)=Go+z-iG1,
otherwise.
(2.5.28)

This corollary shows that, when the ISI channel has two taps h0 and
hr_l: if F = 2, then the new upper bound is looser than the one, 2, in
Corollary 2.8; if F = 3, the new upper bound is the same as the one in
Corollary 2.8; if F > 3, the new upper bound is tighter than the one in
Corollary 2.8.
r-l)
As an application of Corollary 2.11, we let H(z) = ho -(
hr-lz
be the ISI channel with F > 1, and the BPSKbe used for the information
sequence x(n). The coding gain of rate 1/(F - 1) MCis upper bounded
(2.5.28), which implies that there does not exist rate 1/(F - 1) block
having coding gain over the above ISI channel, which coincides with the
result in Theorem2.6.
In the following, we will present a lower bound of the coding gain of the
optimal MCover a given ISI channel.
Theorem 2.14 Let H(z) be an ISI channel with F taps with F > 1, and
ho ~ 0 and hr-~ ~ O, and the BPSKbe used ]or the in]ormation sequence
x(n). Then, the coding gain ~/tsI,opt of the optimal rate 1/F MCover the
ISI channel is lower bounded by
F--s--1

7ISLopt

> max {1 + E. hihi+~
-- s=1,2,...

,F-1

i=0

}.

(2.5.29)

I"

Proof. Let G(z) be F by 1 constant matrix. The free distance of the
received signal sequence after the ISI channel is given by
d}.... c r-1
i
- ~ ~=oh~gi-~
4
i=o

2

~
hr+i~y g~ 2 ¯

+
j=i+l

Then it is not hard to see that

Without loss of generality,
this case,

we only consider normalized MCG(z).
F-1

i=0

2.5.
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Choosego and gs satisfying the following conditions
sign(g0gs) = sign
\

hih~+~ , Igog~l = -~.
i=0

Thus,

This indicates that, for all F - 1 > s > 1, the free distance of the optimal
normalized MCover the given ISI channel satisfies
>F
4

max

-- s:l,2,...

,F--1

1+ ~ hihi+s

¯

By using the coding gain definition in (2.4.1), (2.5.29) is proved.
Wenext want to see some examples.
Example 1: Let the ISI channel be
1
1
1
~ = IVY’ V~
In this case, the lower bound of the coding gain in (2.5.29) of the optimal
rate 1/2 MCis 1.5. The upper bounds of the coding gain in Corollary 1
and F of the rate K/F MCin Theorem 2.3 are
1.5,
ifG(z)=G0,
1.5 _< "~IsI,op~ <_
2, otherwise.
Example 2: Let the ISI channel be
h = [0.5,-0.5,0.5,-0.5].
In this case, the lower and upper bounds of the coding gain of the optimal
rate 1/4 MCcode are
2.7748,
1.75 <_ "fzSl,op, _< 4,

ifG(z)=G0,
otherwise.
Example 3: Let the ISI channel be N taps, and the channel response
be
h= [~’~N
1 1
1
In this case, the lower bound of the coding gain of the optimal rate 1IN
MCcode is
N-1
7ISI,opt
~ 1 + ~ -+ 2 = 3dB, as N --~ oo.

Chapter 3

JOint
Maximum-L ike liho o d
Encoding and Decoding
In this chapter, we study the maximum-likelihood MCencoding and decoding combined with an ISI channel. Wefirst present the performance
analysis by using the union bound, which is determined by the distance
spectrum of the combined MC. Wethen present an algorithm to calculate
the distance spectrum by introducing the error-pattern trellis due to the
simple MCencoding operations. Wealso present an algorithm to find the
optimal MCgiven an ISI channel such that the free distance of the combined
MCis the maximal. In this chapter, the results in [178] are summarized.

3.1

Performance

Analysis

of MC

Wenow present the performance analysis of MCcoded ISI channel using
the maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE)when the ISI channel
is known at the receiver. Since the combination of an MCand an ISI
channel is an MCin the AWGN
channel, to study the performance, we
only need to study it in the AWGN
channel. The encoder for an MCis a
finite state machine (FSM), whose transitions are determined by the input
data sequence. The decoder attempts to retrace the path, i.e., the state
sequence, which the encoder has taken. An error will be madeif the decoder
follows a path that does not coincide with the one taken by the encoder.
An important performance measure is the error event probability, which is
49
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similar to the one for trellis codes, for example[119].
Let us first review the performance bounds for trellis codes. Fig.3.1
showsa correct path (solid line) and a set of possible error paths (dotted
lines) in a trellis. The code length is l (l time units), and the code is always
assumed to start at the all-zero state and terminate also at the all-zero
state. The error event probability, Pe, is an averaged probability of error
paths per time unit. The average is taken over all possible correct paths.
Thus, Pe is bounded by the following union bound

where p(c) is the probability that the encoder chooses path c, and ei is the
ith error path departing from the correct path c in a time unit.
lengthl

Figure 3.1: The correct path and a set of possible error paths.
The upper bound of the error probability is evaluated in [119, 17]. Let
:D denote the set of all possible squared Euclidean distances between the
signals on two different paths in the trellis code. Wecount how often each
of the distances d occurs, and denote Ad2 the average number of times the
distance d occurs, which is namedthe average multiplicity of d. The error
probability is upper bounded by
(3.1.2)
where R = KIN is the code rate, Eb is the energy per information bit, and
No is the one-sided noise power spectral density. The smallest d found in
the trellis is called the ]ree Euclidean distance, dlree , or free distance for
short.

3.1.
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The information bit error probability (BER) associated with the code
can also be similarly treated. Each error event c -~ ei will cause a certain
number of information bit errors. Wecount the averaged number of information bit errors, Bd~, on all error paths with distance d. The average
is taken over all possible correct paths c. If Ad~ in equation (3.1.2) is replaced by Bd2, we obtain a bound on the information bit errors per time
unit. Since an (N, K) trellis code processes K information "bits per time
unit, the average bit error probability is boundedby (see [119]),

The infinite set of triplets {d2,Ad2,Bd~} is called the distance spectrum
of the trellis code. Each triplet {d2, Ad~, Bd~} in the distance spectrum is
called a spectrum line.
The lower bound of the error probability is determined by 2 [17],

-

.

Algorithms have been presented for computing the distance spectrum,

{d~, Ae~,Be~},
for trellis coded modulation (TCM)with some special properties, such
the quasiregularity in [112].
Since MCare also trellis codes with Euclidean distances, ~he above performance bounds apply directly to MC.In a time unit, K symbols are input
to an MCencoder, i.e., Klog~Mbits. The bounds of bit error probability
for MCare

2

~b

> Kl~g2MB~Q

[

/

RE~

.

A method to compute the distance spectrum for an MCis presented in the
following section.
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A Method for Computing the Distance
Spectrum of Modulated Codes

Let us first review the methodfor distance spectrum computation for trellis
codes. It has been mentionedin [9, 112] that distance spectrum of a trellis
code can be computedfrom a trellis error diagram, which corresponds to the
error-pattern trellis for an MClater. However,there are two main reasons
that finite-field:defined
trellis codes (e.g., TCM)usually do not use the
trellis error diagram in distance spectrum computation. First, for regular
trellis codes, the set of distances of incorrect paths from a correct path
does not depend on the correct path, and hence the distance spectrum can
be calculated by assuming that a specific information sequence, e.g., the
all-zero information sequence, was sent [138, 67]. Therefore, the distance
spectrum can be computed from the trellis code’s owntrellis and it is not
necessary to build a trellis error diagram. Second, for non-regular trellis
codes, e.g., quasiregular trellis codes, all correct paths do not contribute
the same to the distances. Thus, we have to consider all correct paths
to compute a precise distance spectrum. A solution is to build trellis error
diagrams. However, due to the nonlinear binary-to-complex mapping, there
is no unique trellis error diagram from which a precise distance spectrum
can be computed. In other words, a set of trellis error diagrams have to be
built and the distances must be averaged over all these diagrams, which may
be too complicated in practice. As an approximation approach, Rouanne
[112] has shownthat the worst case distance spectrum of quasiregular codes
can be computed by first assuming that the all-zero information sequence
was sent, and then following the method for regular trellis codes. The BER
bound computed from the worst case distance spectrum is clearly a looser
upper bound than the one in equation (3.1.3).
We note that an MCis a nonlinear code, i.e., the sum of any two
codewords may not be a codeword. A consequence of the nonlinearity is
that there does not exist any all-zero path in an MCtrellis. Furthermore,
correct paths give different contributions to the distances (see details in
Section 3.2.1). Thus, trellis error diagrams must be built to compute the
precise distance spectrum. Although an MCis nonlinear in terms of finite
symbol input information sequences, i.e., the codewords, it is linear when
all the input sequences are treated as arbitrary complex-valued, i.e., the
MCencoding operation is the complex matrix-vector multiplication. This
special property of an MCimplies that the distances can be computed
from a unique trellis error diagram, the error-pattern trellis, by applying
the generator matrix G(z) directly to the error sequences along the paths
in the trellis. The error-pattern trellis represents the multiplicity Ad2 and
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Bd2 averaged over all correct paths in the MCtrellis.
Thus, the precise
distance spectrum can be obtained by using some searching algorithms on
the error-pattern trellis, e.g., the bidirectional stack algorithm [112, 67],
and the tight BERupper bound in equation (3.1.4) can be computed.
the next subsection, we present a method to build up such an error-pattern
trellis.
3.2.1

Error-Pattern

Trellis

First, let us define an error-pattern trellis. The difference between any two
information symbols (with total Msymbols) is called an error symbol. Let
Medenote the numberof all different error symbols including error symbol
"0". In each time unit n, K symbols are input to the MCencoder with
a generator matrix G(z). These K symbols are called an input vector,
i.e., X(n). There are MK different possible input vectors. The difference
between two input vectors, U(n) ~- Xl(n) - X2(n), is defined as branch
g. The
error pattern. The numberof all possible branch error patterns is M~
error-pattern trellis associated with the MCG(z) (or simply error-pattern
trellis) is defined as the trellis with K error symbolsas the input and G(z)
as the generator matrix. Note that the numberof states of the error-pattern
trellis is M~,while the one of the original MCtrellis is M~, where ~ is the
constraint length of the MC.For each state in the error-pattern trellis, there
g branches entering it and also M~
g branches leaving it.
are M~
Let us see the following example. Weassume an MCwith K = 2, N = 4,
constraint length ~ = 2 and the generator matrix G(z) as follows:

G(z)

-0.4695
-0.4044
1.0321
1.0840

0.1720
0.6677
0.2742
-1.1829

-0.3806
-0.6796
-0.1820
0

-0.9119
0.5152
0.4657
0

(3.2.1)

BPSKsignal set {1,-1} is used as the information symbols. Fig.3.2 shows
the trellis o~ the code G(z). There are four branches leaving each state and
another four entering it. If binary "0" mapped to BPSKsymbol "1" and
binary ’T’ mappedto "-1", the four branches leaving each state correspond
to input symbol vectors {1,1},{1,-1},{-1,1},{-1-1}, respectively. If these
four input .vectors occur at the encoder with equal probability l/S, where
S = MK is the number of input vectors, any path with length l in the
trellis occurs with a probability of 1IS~. In this example, S = 4.
Given the generator matrix G(z), if two different input vector sequences
are {Xl(n)}~= o and {X2(n)}/n=o and their output vector sequencesare
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Figure 3.2: The trellis

of a modulated code.

{Y1(n)}~=o and {Y2(n)}~=0, respectively, due to the linearity of the MC
coding operation, the distance between the two output sequences, d(Y~,
is determined only by {U(n)}tn=o = {Xl(n) -Z2(n)}~= o (see (2.2.4)).
Therefore, by exploring all the possible patterns of U(n), the distance set
can be determined.
Weform the branch error patterns by computing all possible values of
U(n) = XI (n) -X2 (n). Table 3.1 shows the possible branch error patterns.
There are total Me = 3 error symbols: {0, 2,-2}, and they form M~g = 9
branch error patterns. One can see that the error pattens in Table 3.1 occur
with different frequencies. Somepatterns are more likely toe.occur , and some
patterns are less likely. Wename the frequencies of these occurrences the
weights, a, of the error patterns, as listed in Table 3.2. Table 3.2 also lists
the number, b, of information bit errors associated with each branch error
pattern. Similar tables for other signal alphabets can be found in [75].
Table 3.1: Possible branch error patterns.
error input vector Z2 (n)
1, 1
1,-1
-1, 1
-1, -1

correct input vector X~ (n)
1, 1 I 1,-1 1-1, 1 ]-1,-1
0,0 0,-2
-2,0
-2,-2
0,2
0,0
-2,2
-2,0
2,0
2, -2 0,0
0,-2
2, 2 2, 0
O, 2
O, 0
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Table 3.2: Weights and bit-error numbers of error patterns.
branch error pattern
0, 0
0, 2
2, 0
0, -2
-2, 0
2, 2
2, -2
-2, 2
-2, -2

weight (a)
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

bit-error

number(b)
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Note that, for a particular correct path c, only some of the error patterns in Table 3.1 may occur. For example, if we consider a correct path
with input x(n) (1, 1, 1, 1,. .. ), only thebranch error patt erns in t he second column of Table 3.1 occur. In order to obtain the complete distance
spectrum, we must consider all correct paths in the trellis. Therefore, we
label the error-pattern trellis with the weight a’s and bit-error numbersb’s
listed in Table 3.1.
Fig.3.3 shows the error-pattern trellis. The state number is M~"= 9,
state 0 conrresponds to the error symbols {0,0} in memory,state 1 to {0,2},
state 2 to {0,-2} and so on. Fig.3.3 only shows 9 branches, but actually for
K = 9 branches leaving it and 9 branches entering
each state, there are M~
it.
The branches are labelled with their branch error patterns (taken as input vectors), as well as their weight a’s and bit-error numbersb’s as (a, b).
A path p in the error-pattern trellis is called an absolute error path. When
applying generator matrix G(z) to the input sequence on such a path
as shownin equation (2.2.4), we obtain a distance triplet of 2, ApdB2p, ~d 9 J
(superscript p denotes path p). The computation of {A~2, B~2} is straightforward [108, 112, 115]. The number A~2is the product of the l weights a~,
i = 1, 2,..., l, t,
along the l branches of the path p and then divided by S
and
B~2
isAP
d~times
the
sum
ofthelbit-error
numbers
hi,i =1,2,.
.., l,
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Figure 3.3: The error-pattern trellis.
along its l branches, i.e.,

l

B~2 = A~ ~bi.

(3.2.3)

i=l

Fromthe definition of an error-pattern trellis,
following Lemma.

it is not hard to see the

Lemma3.1 An absolute error path in an error-pattern trellis can be decomposedinto 1-[~=l a~ different pairs of correct paths c and error paths e.
All of the pairs in the decomposition have the same Euclidean distance and
the same numberof bit errors.
The possibility of each correct path is 1/S~. Therefore, the absolute error path p contributes Ad 2 : ~" Hi=I ai to the multiplicity of the distance d.
For example, the absolute error path with input (U(n)) = ({2, 0}, {-2, -2))
can be decomposedinto 2 pairs of correct paths and error paths: a correct
path with input
(X(n)) = ({1, 1}, {-1,-1})
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and an error path with input
(~(n)) = ({-1, 1}, {1,
or a correct path with
(X(n)) = ({1,-1},

(-1,-1})

(2(n)) = ({-1,-1},

{1,

and an error path with

The number B~2, following its definition, is the averaged bit-error number
of the 1-I~=1 ai pairs over all possible correct paths. Since each pair occurs
with the probability of 1/S~ and has the bit-error numberof Y~ti=l bi, the
averaged value is
t 1 ~’~bi

B~= =

l

~
m=l

1 ~

= ~a~b~
i=1

i=1

(3.~.4)
i=1

l

= 4=
i=1
=
where Ptot~t is the total numberof pairs decomposedfrom an absolute error
path, and ~ is the bit-error number of each pair, or the bit-error number
along the absolute error path p, i.e,,
l
gtotal

~

1-Ia~,

(3.2.7)

i=1
l

i----1

3.2.2

Distance Spectrum and Bidirectional
Searching Algorithm

With the error-pattern trellis, the distance spectrum {d2, Aa2, Ba2 } for an
MCcan be easily computedby following the bidirectional stack algorithm,
which was presented in [112, 67] for quasiregular trellis code. The detailed
bidirectional distance spectrum calculation algorithm is as follows.
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The searching algorithm on an MCerror-pattern trellis is based on a
bidirectional
stack algorithm for TCMin [112]. The algorithm extends
paths forward and backward along the error-pattern trellis simultaneously.
A forward path leaves the all-zero state in the forward direction and
reaches a non-zero state. A backward path leaves the all-zero state in the
backward direction and reaches a non-zero state. Once a path has remerged
with the all-zero path, it is discarded. If a forward path and a backward
path reach the same state, we say that the forward path merges with the
backward path, or a merger occurs, and a distance d occurs.
A path is determined by the following information.
¯ fw: forward or bw: backward - direction
¯ s - terminal state
¯ l - length
¯ d - distance
¯ A - multiplicity
¯ B - numberof bit errors.
The terminal state s is the last state reached by a path of length 1 (l branches
from the all-zero state for an fw path, or l branches to the all-zero state for
bw path). A is the product of the weights a~, i -- 1, 2,..., l along I branches,
l
i.e., A= 1-Ii=l
ai. B is the sumof bit-errornumbers
b.¢,, i -- 1, 2,
...,
l along
l branches, i.e., B = ~-~-~=1
t b ~" The squared distance d2 is computedby:
1. applying G(z) to the input sequence (U(n)) on the path, and obtaining the output sequence (W(n))
({wl (1), w2(1),..., WN(1) }, {wl (2), w2(2),...,

WN(2)},.

(l), w2(l),...,wN(l)}).
2. letting d

--~

Ei:l

ENn--1 W2n(i)"

Twopaths are identical if and only if they have the same direction, terminal
state s, length l and distance d. Twostacks are used for storing the information of paths, one for each direction. Each entry in the stack contains a
path with all its information. All paths are ordered from ~he stack top by
the order of increasing distances. So the top path in the stack is the most
likely to give the free distance. Wealso have a table that stores the ternporary spectrum lines {d~, Ad~, Bd: } by the order of increasing distances.
The algorithm is described as the following steps.
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Load the forward and backward stacks with the origin node s = 0,
with squared distance de = 0, length 1 = 0, and A = 1, B = 0.
Extend the top path in forward stack by computing its Mysuccessors. For each successor, if it reaches all-zero state, it is discarded;
otherwise, computeits l, d2, A and B. If the top path has It, d~t, At
and Bt, then the squared distance de, the length l, the multiplicity A
and the bit-error number B of a successor are
l

(3.2.9)

= It + 1,
N

=
A
B

+

= At x at,
= Bt + bl,

(3.2.10)
(3.2.11)
(3.2.12)

(N)}, a~ and b~ are, respectively, the outwhere {vl(1), vl(2),...,
put symbols, weight and bit-error number on the /th branch of the
successor.
Delete the top path from the stack.
For each successor, check its information with the paths in forward
and backward stacks. Three situations mayoccur as follows.
(a) The successor is not identical to any forward path. Then, create
a new entry in the forward stack to store the successor as a new
path and its information.
(b) The successor is identical to a forward path. Then, update the
information of the identical path by
A,~e~, = Aold + A
Aold × Bold + A × B
B,~e~ =
Aotd + A

(3.2.13)
(3.2.14)

where Aold, Bold are the old information of the identical path in
the forward stack, and A .... B,~ are the updated information
in the stack, respectively. Note that although the paths are
identical (same direction, s, l and d~), they mayhave different
multiplicity and bit-error number. So B is the number of bit
errors averagedover the total multiplicities of all identical paths.
(c) The state s is the terminal state of one or more backwardpaths
in the backwardstack. Thus, the successor is mergedwith these
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backward paths, and one or more distance pairs are achieved.
Let d~w, lfw, AI~ and Biw denote the squared distance, the
length, the multiplicity and the bit-error number computed in
step (b) of the successor, and 2db~, lb~, A~wand B~ denote the
ones in the backward stack of a backward path that merges with
the
, successor, respectively. Thus, the squared distance, d~erger
the length, lmerger, the multiplicity, Amerger, and the bit-error
number, Bmerg~r, of the merger are computed by
d2m~rger = d~ + d~w
Imerger = ll~ +l~
Amerger = AI~ × A~

(3.2.15)
(3.2.16)
(3.2.17)

Bme~ge~

(3.2.18)

=

Bf~

+ Bb~

Following equations (3.2.2)-(3.2.8)
and Lemma3.1 in Section
3.2.1, the multiplicity and bit-error number, denoted by
2
2
A(d,~e~g~)
and B(dme~ge~),

respectively, are what the merger contributes to the spectrum
line for the squared distance d2 = d~m¢~ge~.They can be computed via
2
)A(d,~erg~
2

B(d,~erge~
)

=

S~.~
Am~g~
~ ,

(3.2.19)
2

Bme~ge~ × A(dme~ge~). (3.2.20)

If an entry with squared distance d = dme~ge~has existed in the
table of the temporary spectrmn lines, we increase the values of
its multiplicity and bit-error number, {Ad:, Bd~ }, by
2
{A(dm~ge~),

2

.

If an entry with such a distance has not existed, we create a new
entry of {d’~merger ,A(merger)
d2
d
(,Bme~ge~)}
in the table.
5. Rearrange the forward stack and the table of the spectrum lines in
the order of increasing distance.
6. Output all the spectrum lines in the table whose distances are smaller
than the sum of the minimumforward and backward distances. These
spectrum lines are "mature" since their values of {Ad~, Bd~} will not
be increased any more. After the output, these spectrum lines are
erased from the table of the temporary spectrum lines.
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SIMULATIONEXAMPLES

7. Change to the backward direction and repeat steps 2-6: extending
K successors, check their merging
the top backward path by its M~
information etc. Keep on changing the directions and repeating steps
2-6 until the desired numberof spectral lines have been output, then
stop.
Fig.3.4 shows the distance spectrum (the first 50 spectral lines) of the
MCG(z) in the example. In this case, ds~e~ is 13.0555. Fig.3.5 shows
comparison of the computer simulation results we performed with the performance bounds computed from the spectra of the MCG(z). An AWGN
channel is used.
3
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Figure 3.4: Distance spectrum of the MCG(z).

3.3

Simulation

Examples

In this section, we study the optimal modulated codes searched for the ISI
channel
h = [0.5000, 0.5000, -0.5000, -0.5000].
It should be emphasized that the ISI channel can be arbitrary and the
above example is purely for convenience. Due to the high complexity in
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MCv=O,free d2=13.0555,channel=[0.5;0.5;-0.5;-O,5]

s~rnulation I..
lower boundl..

4
10
Eb/N
0

Figure 3.5: BER of the MCG(z) on AWGN.

searching for good MCwith long constraint lengths, we only consider MC
with the constraint lengths of ~ = 0, 1, respectively. The distance spectrum, simulated BERperformances and BER bounds are also shown. The
performance comparison with the optimal binary convolutional code on the
same channel is presented.
Let C(z) with K = 2 and N -- 4 be the combined generator matrix
as shown in (2.3.2) of an MCG(z) and the channel h. The generator
matrix C(z) produces another MC. The performance of the MCG(z)
the ISI channel is the same as the performance of the MCC(z) with
AWGN
channel, and thus is lower bounded by the free distance of the MC
C(z). Therefore, we search for an optimal matrix G(z) that maximizes
free distance of the corresponding C(z). Randomsearching 1 is performed,
and suboptimal matrices G(z) for the ISI channel with constraint lengths
~ = 0, 1 are as follows. The combined matrices C(z) associated with G(z)
and their free distances are also shownbelow.

1Anoptimal MCsearchingalgorihtmwill be presentedlater.
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The case of ~ --- 0, i.e.,
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block MC:

Go(z)

-0.9390
0.1302
0.9951
0.3641

0.3440
0.9915
-0.0990
-0.9314

Co(z)

-0.4695
-0.4044
1.0321
1.0840

0.1720
0.6677
0.2742
-1.1829

-0.3806
-0.6796
-0.1820
0

-0.9119
0.5152
0.4657
0

= 13.0555.
The coding gain in this case is
~ISI,O

13.055
-- 2.127dB.
8

--

The case of ~ = 1:

Gl(z)

0.0432
-0.2061
-0.1953
0.8042

0.7248
0.9041
-0.6854
-0.5756

0.6876
-0.3742
-0.7015
-0.1481

0
0
0 ’
0

C,(z)

0.0216
-0.0814
-0.2223
0.3859

0.3624
0.8145
-0.2530
-1.4450

0.9466
-0.1478
-1.2838
-0.5815

-0.3972
0.6305
0.2878

0.4638
0.4248
0.0740
0

+z_
~

d o (C1)

0’

0
0
0
0

14.0422.

The coding gain in this case is
VISI,1

14.0422
- 2.4435dB.
-- 8

Note that the above codes Ci(z) are obtained by numerous computer
searches, which may not be the optimal ones for the channel h as we will
see later. The distance spectrum of the combined code C0(z) is the same
one as shown in Fig.3.4. Its BERperformance and bounds are also shown
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Figure 3.6: Distance spectrum of the MCCl(z).
in Fig.3.5. The distance spectrum, BERperformance and bounds of the
code C1 (z) are shownin Fig.3.6 and Fig.3.7, respectively.
The optimal binary convolutional codes (CC) with K = 2 and N for the ISI channel h with constraint length p -- 0 or 1 are also searched by
maximizing the free distance of the combined codes of the CC and the ISI
channel. The BPSKsymbols {1,-1} are used after the CC. The optimal
CCwe obtained after searching and the maximumfree distances of their
combined codes are listed below. Their BER performances are compared
with the optimal MCin Fig.3.8. The figure also shows the performances
of uncoded BPSKon an AWGN
channel and the rate 1/2 CC on the ISI
channel with the following generator matrix C~3(D ). The CC (]3(D) has
constraint length ~ = 3 and its free distance is optimal for an AWGN
channel. In the above simulations, all the decoding algorithms are the joint
maximumlikelihood decoding MCor CCwith the ISI channel. In Fig.3.8,
the BER vs. Eb/No curves are shown for uncoded BPSKon AWGN
channel
marked by dashed line; the channel independent CC G3 (D) marked by
the optimal binary CC Go(D) marked by o; optimal binary CC (~I(D)
marked by *; the MCG0(z) marked by/k; and the MCGl(z) marked
[~.
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EXAMPLES
MCv=l, free d2=14.0422,
channel=[0.5;0.5;-0.5;-0.5]
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5,5

Figure 3.7: BERperformance of the MCC1 (z).

1 1
Go(D)

1 0
1 0

d~o(Co) = 6.0000,
1
1
0
0

G~(D)

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

= 10,

G3(D)

=[ 1

where D denotes the delay v.ariable.

1

0+D~[

1
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channel=[0.5;0.5;-0.5;-0.5]
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optimal CC v=l ,d2=10
MC v=O,d2=l 3.0555
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Figure 3.8: BER performance comparison of MCand CC codes on the ISI
channel.

3.4

An Algorithm for Searching
MC Given an ISI Channel

the Optimal

In the previous section, we presented an efficient algorithm to calculate the
distance spectrum for a combined MCC(z). In this section, we present
an efficient algorithm to search the optimal MC~G(z) of a given size for
a given ISI channel such that the free distance of the combined MCC(z)
is maximal.. For convenience, in this section all coefficients are considered
real valu,ed.
In what follows, the ISI channel H(z) of F + 1 taps is fixed and the size
of the combined MCis also fixed, where an (N, K) MCencoder G(z)
order Qc is used and the constraint length/2 of the combined C(z) is thus
fixed to
/2 =/21K, where /21

F
----

r~l

-{-

Qc.

(3.4.1)

In other words, the error-pattern trellis diagram is fixed, i.e., the input
patterns are fixed while the outputs on the trellis depend on a particular
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MCencoder G(z). For a given G(z), the bidirectional searching algorithm
presented in Section 3.2 is used to find the free distance df .... c of C(z),
which is the minimal norm amongthe output sequences of all the nonzero
paths in the error-pattern trellis. Since the MCencoding is over the real
field, the norms of the output sequences on the paths can be calculated as
follows.
Similar to Section 3.2, {U(n)} denotes a difference sequence of two
different input signal sequences {Xl(n)} and {X2(n)}, which corresponds
to a path or input sequence in the error-pattern trellis. The norm of the
output sequence {W(n)} on this path

where W(z) = C(z)U(z).

Therefore,

d~.... c = minu¢0~ ]lW(n)]]2 = r~i¢~ ]lC(z)U(z)]]2y.

(3.4.3)

Wenext want to express the output sequence norm in (3.4.2) in terms
the coefficients in an MCencoder G(z) and an input path {U(n)}.
convenience, let us first consider it in the z-transform domain.
Let G(z) (glj(z)) and g~(z) = [g~l(z),’" ,g ig(Z)] T. Then,

(U(z)) T 0 ...
W(z)=H(z)

0

(U(z)) T -.-

0

0

0

gl(z)

0

g2(z).

"’" (U(z))T

gN(z)
(3.4.4)

Let W= [... , WT(n--1), WT(n),..- IT be the sequence vector of the output
W(z) with the input U(z). Then equation (3.4.4) tells us
YY = A(U)6,

(3.4.5)

where ~ is a (KN(QG+I))× 1 column vector formed from all the coefficients
of total number KN(QG+ 1) of g~(z) since each gij(z) has order/degree
Q~, and A(U) is a constant matrix formed from the coefficients of H(z)
and U(z). Therefore, the squared norm of the output sequence {W(n)}

2 =IlWll

(3.4.6)
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which is a quadratic form of ~. If a path or an input sequence {U(n)}
repeats a non-all-zero state, i.e., there exists n2 # nl such that
s = [UT(n2+ 1),...,

UT(n~+ Vl)]

=

[UT(nl -]- 1),...

,

uT(nl -t-/21)1 # 0,
(3.4.7)

then there always exists another shorter path {Ul(n)} such that the norm
of its corresponding path output sequence {W1(n)} is the same or smaller,
where {U1 (n)} is simply obtained by cutting the segment between the same
state. This means that the path (U(n)} can be ignored or deleted in
free distance calculation. Therefore, to consider the free distance all the
paths that have repeated non-all-zero states can be excluded. The length of
a path {U(n)} is defined as l = n2 -n~, where U(n) for n _< n~ and n _>
are the all-zero state, i.e., U(n) = 0 for n < nl + Ul and n > n2 - Ul, and
it does not reach the Ml-zero state in the middle, i.e.,
[UT(n + 1),.-.

, UT(n +/11)] ¢ 0, for n~ _< n < nz -- ul.

Let 79 denote all the paths {U(n)} of length M~’+I,where v is the constraint
length of the error-pattern trellis and defined in (3.4.1). Clearly,. the set
has a finite number of paths. Note that there are total M[ states and each
K paths joining in and M~K paths going out. By the above
state has M~
non-repeating state argument we have
d}.... c = min -~-~llW(n)lluo#UEP ~"

(3.4.8)

min ~T.AT(U).A(U)~.
o:~UEP

Therefore, the optimal (N, K) MCGlopt(Z) of order Qa with the coefficient
vector ~op, is
~ovt = arg max{ min ~T.AT(U).A(U)~ : 11~112 = N},

(3.4.9)

where 116[] 2 = N is the normalization condition of an MC.WhenK = N =
1, this problem has been considered in [48, 115]. Usually the number of
paths in the set 7) is large and the optimization problem in (3.4.9) is too
expensive to solve. Wepresent the following efficient algorithm proposed
in [115].
Algorithm
Step 1: Choose a subset 7)0 with a few number of paths of ).
Step 2: Solve the following optimization problem:
Go~,t,o = arg max{ min

6 -o:#U~’Po

~T,AT(U).A(U)~:

[1~[[

2 =

g}. (3.4.10)
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Step 3: Find the free distance ds .... c of the combined MC C(z)
using the above MCGopt,O and a shortest path U0 E 7) that reaches
this free distance.
Step 4: If U0 E Po, stop. Otherwise, add this path to the subset:
P0 = ~0 t2 {U0}and go to step 2.
Since the free distance is always reached in 7) and P has only finite
elements, the above algorithm always stops in finite steps. Furthermore,
it is not hard to see that the solution from the above algorithm is always
the optimal MCGovt (z). As a remark, the initial path subset Po in step 1
usually takes the first few shortest paths in the error-pattern trellis. Similar
to what was mentioned in [115], this algorithm works very efficiently from
our numerical examples.
Example 1:
Consider the ISI channel h = [0.5, 0.5, -0.5, -0.5] in Section 3.3. The
optimal block (4, 2) MC

Got()

-0.4641
-0.9982
-0.0240
0.8875

0.8875
-0.0240
-0.9982
-0.4641

2
The squared free distance of the combined MCis dsr~,c
= 13.2547. It has
coding gain 2.19 dB compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel, which is
slightly better than the one in Section 3.3 with the same constraint length.
The optimal (4, 2) MCof constraint length 2

Gopt (z)

0.3716
-0.0287
-0.7245
-0.3990

-0.1667
-0.6248
-0.2528
0.7082

0.6264
0.7041
-0.1660
-0.4914

0.7712
-0.1469
-0.6064
-0.2283

The squared free distance of the combinedMCis dl 2.... c = 16.4367. It has
the coding gain is 3.13dB compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
Notice that the upper bound of the coding gain of an MCfor this channel
compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel is 6dB.
Example 2:
Consider the ISI channel [1/Y~, 1/y~]. The optimal (2, 1) MCof constraint length 0 is
1
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The squared free distance of the combined MCis df~e,c - 12 and the
coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel is 1.76dB.
The optimal (2, 1) MCof constraint length 1
Gopt(z)

0. 8629 +
0.5054 ] "
[0.5055] z_l [ 0.8629

The squared free distance of the combined MCis d~ .... c = £4.4671 and
the coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel is 2.57dB.
The optimal (3, 2) MCof constraint length 0
Gopt(z) =

1.0105
0.6913
-0.0327

0.0326 ]
-0.6914
.
-1.0104

2
The squared free distance of the combined MCis dfre~,c
= 8.704 and the
coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel is 1.62dB.
The optimal (3, 2) MCof constraint length 2

Gopt(Z)

=

0.3175 -0.7121
0.7598 -0.3851

+ z -1 0.3700 0.6290
0.0041 0.4694

.

The squared free distance of the combinedMCis d~, 2.... c = 10.187 and the
coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel is 2.3dB.
Notice that the upper boundof the coding gain of an MCfor this channel
compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel is 3dB.

Chapter 4

Modulated
Code Coded
Decision Feedback
Equalizer
In the previous chapter, we studied the joint maximum-likelihood MCencoding and decoding, where the input signal constellation is fully used.
Its complexity is, however, high when the ISI channel length, or the MC
size, or the signal constellation size is large. In this chapter, we study a
suboptimal encoding and decoding method, namely joint decision feedback
equalizations, where the input signal constellation can be arbitrary. The
results in this chapter are summarizedfrom [168, 167, 179, 185].
In this chapter, we first introduce MCcoded zero-forcing (ZF) decision
feedback equalizer (DFE) and its performance analysis and the optimal
design. Wethen generalize it to the minimummean square error (MMSE)
DFE (MMSE-DFE),which may perform better than the ZF-DFE for some
ISI channels. In the third section, we introduce another optimal MCdesign
such that an ISI channel becomes an ISI-free AWGN
channel. Notice that
all the MCdesigns in this chapter are input symbol independent.

4.1

MC Coded Zero-Forcing

DFE

In this section, we study the MCcoded ZF-DFEstudied in [167]. The block
diagram for the MCcoded ZF-DFEis shown in Fig.4.1, where Ig is the
K by K identity matrix, and the/( by 1 vector decision takes the best
by 1 vector of all the possible K by 1 information symbol vectors, and ~ is
71
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the channel additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and the variance
2 = No/2.

binary
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Figure 4.1: MCcoded zero-forcing decision feedback equalizer.
The role of the matrix multiplier D(z) at the receiver in Fig.4.1 for the
MCcoded ZF-DFEis to convert the nonsquare matrix polynomial C(z)
the combined MCinto a square matrix polynomial so that the DFEcan be
implementedas shownin Fig.4.1. It is usually the case that the higher the
order of the ISI channel to equalize is, the worse the DFEperformance is.
To makethe order of the overall ISI system F(z) with the matrix multiplier
as low as possible, where

F(z) ~ D(z)C(z) D(z)H(z)G(z),

(4.1.1)

and H(z) is from (2.3.3), the matrix multiplier D(z) simply takes
N constant matrix. It also suggests that the MCG(z) takes a block code,
i.e., G(z) is an N by K constant matrix. Wenext want to study the
design rule for the ZF-DFE. Consider an N by K block MCG(z) =
and a constant K by N matrix multiplier
D(z) = E. The combined
becomes
-P, -~ +.-. +
C(z) H(O)G + H(1)Gz

H(P)Gz

(4.1.2)
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P H(P)z-p for some P _> 0 and
where H(z) = ~p=o

h(0)
h(1)

0 ...
h(0) ...

0
0

H(0)

h(N-1) h(N- 2) ...

(4.1.3)

h(0)

which is nonsingular when h(0) # 0. From the feedback loop in the ZFDFEin Fig.4.1, we want to have EH(O)G= Ig, i.e., the feedback does not
depend on the current vector. Therefore, the matrix multiplier D(z) =
is the right inverse (pseudo inverse), (H(0)G)-1, of the N by K constant
matrix H(O)G.
4.1.1

Performance

Analysis

Since the matrix multiplier D(z) = E is implemented at the receiver, the
channel additive noise ~ is also multiplied by the matrix E. Let E =
(eij)KxN.
Then the mean power of the multiplied noise ~/of ~ is
K
Ei=l
a~2 =

N
]eij]

Ej=I

2 2

an =

K

E/K_1

Ej=IN

]eij 12 No.

2K

(4.1.4)

By the normalization condition of the MCG, the mean transmitted signal
poweris still a 2 Similar to the conventional ZF-DFEfor invertible ISI
S.
channel, see, for example, [68], the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after the
MCcoded ZF-DFEfor the invertible C(z)
SNR = a~2 =

2Ka2~

Based on this SNRanalysis at the receiver,
the following optimal MCdesign rule:
K

to maximize the SNRwe have

N

min ~-’ E le~Jl2 under the condition
G

(4.1.5)

~
i=1 j=l

where the MCG satisfies

EH(O)G= IK,

(4.1.6)

the normalization condition
N

K

E E [giJl2
i=1 j=l

= N.

(4.1.7)
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Let the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix H(O)Gbe
U~VU,. = H(0)G,

(4.1.8)

where Ut and U~ are N × N and K × K unitary matrices, respectively,
V= [ diag(A1,’",AK)
O(N_K)K

’

and
(4.1.9)

and A~ for i = 1, 2, ..., K are the singular values of the matrix H(O)G.Then
the matrix multiplier E should be
D(z) = =

(4.1.10)

U~r~/’-lv~l,

where t denotes the conjugate transpose and
V-1 = (diag(1/A1,...

, 1/AK), OK×(N-K)).

(4.1.11)

Thus, the total energy of the matrix E is
K

N

K

1

i=1

j=l

i=1

~i

2:
EE ,Jl

(4.1.12)

Therefore, using the elementary inequality on the right hand side of (4.1.12)
we have
K N
E ~ ]eiJl2
i=1 j=l

1

>g

(4.1.13)

\i=1

where the equality (the minimum)is reached if and only
AI = A2 .....AK = A.

(4.1.14)

The optimality condition (4.1.14) is the one to design the MCG that
whitens the matrix H(0) generated from the ISI channel. In the next subsection, we propose a method to design such MCG given an H(0).
We now study the error probability
for the MCcoded ZF-DFE in
Fig.4.1. Let us consider the vector decision block in Fig.4.1. For a general MCG at the transmitter and the matrix multiplier E with the form
in (4.1.10), each K × 1 multiplied noise vector ~ for a fixed time may
colored when K > 1. In this case, the vector decision is necessary for the
optimal detection. If the MCG whitens H(0), i.e., the condition (4.1.14)
holds, then it is not hard to see that each K × 1 multiplied noise vector ~
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Figure 4.2: MCcoded zero-forcing decision feedback equalizer with optimal
MC.
for a fixed time is white too. Thus, the vector decision in Fig.4.1 can be
reduced to the symbol-by-symbol detection as shown in Fig.4.2.
Assumethat the condition (4.1.14) for the MCencoding holds, which
is always possible to design as we shall see later. In this case,
N

K

i=1 j=l

Let Ps (Ts) denote the symbol error probability at the symbol SNR"Ts for
the binary-to-complex symbol mapping used at the transmitter in Fig.4.1.
For convenience, in what follows we only consider the BPSKbinary-tocomplex symbol mapping. In this case, the symbol error probability is
P~(%)= Q(2x/q~), where % is the SNRbefore the decision block in Fig.4.1.
Using the SNR(4.1.5), the corresponding %

Then, the bit error rate (BER) for the MCcoded ZF-DFEat the Eb/No is
(4.1.16)
where 7 is the coding gain as follows, which is based on the joint ZF-DFE
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decoding and compared to the uncoded BPSKin AWGN
channel:
,~K
N’

(4.1.17)

where,~ is defined in (4.1.14).
4.1.2

The

Optimal

MC Design

In this subsection, we present the optimal MCdesign such that the optimality condition (4.1.14) is satisfied.
Let the singular value decomposition of the N × N matrix H(0)
defined in (4.1.3)
g(o)

= W~AW~,

(4.1.18)

where W~and Wr are two N x N unitary matrices
A = diag(~l,...

and

, (N),

(4.1.19)

where ~1 _> "’" _> ~N _> 0 are the N singular values of H(0). Since H(0)
nonsingular, we have
~1 ~ "’"

[

~ ~N > 0.

(4.1.20)

Thus, using the singular value decomposition (4.1.8) for H(O)Gwe have

w, tu, y =AWrGU
.
Let
~ = WrGU~ and U = W~tUt.

(4.1.21)

A-1UV = ~.

(4.1.22)

Then

It is not hard to see that ~ is normalized if and only if G is normalized.
Let the N x N unitary matrix U = (uij)NxN and the MC~ (Oij)Nxg.
The normalization condition on ~ becomes
N

K

N

K

~=~=1

2
2,tt..

:

~=~=~

~

(4.1.23)
=N.
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The optimality condition (4.1.14) implies that
N1K

N

(4.1.24)

i=1 ~i j=l

Fromthe coding gain formula (4.1.17), the larger A is, the more the coding
gain is. Therefore, from (4.1.24) the optimal normalized MC~ is obtained
by optimally designing the unitary matrix U such that the left hand side of
(4.1.24) is minimal. By the unitariness of the matrix U, there are at most
N - K many ai that are zero, where
K
Oli ~ E luijl2"
j=l

Using the monotonic order property (4.1.20) of ~i, the minimumof the left
hand side of (4.1.24) is reached when
K
°~i ~ E }uijl2

=0 for i = K + l,K + 2,...,N.

j=l

Thus, the optimal unitary matrix U has the following form
U=[Ul10

(4.1.25)

U220],

Ull and U22 are arbitrary
K x K and (N - K) x (N - K) unitary
matrices, respectively. In this case,
where

K

Eluijl2=

l,

(4.1.26)

i=1,2,...,K.

j=l

Thus, we can solve for the optimal A2 given K and N from (4.1.24)

A2 _ N
E -I

(4.1.27)

where ~i, i = 1, 2, ..., K, are the first K largest singular values of H(0).
Going back to (4.1.18)-(4.1.22),
the optimal normalized MC
(4.1.28)
G°pt=Wtr~Ur=W~A-1U[O(N--K)XK)~IK

]Ur,
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where U~ is an arbitrary K × K unitary matrix, U is defined in (4.1.25),
is the N x N unitary matrix defined in (4.1.18), A is the diagonal matrix
defined in (4.1.19), and A is defined in (4.1.27). This concludes the following
result.
Theorem 4.1 Given an ISI channel H(z), the optimal normalized (N,
modulated code G for the MCcoded zero-forcing decision feedback equalizer
in Fig.411 is given in (4.1.28).
Using the optimal A in (4.1.27) and the optimal coding gain formula
(4.1.17) for the BPSKsignaling, we haw~ the following optimal coding
gain using the optimal (N, K) MCGopt in (4.1.28) for a given channel:
K
")’ZF-DFE

--

E =I

(4.1.29)

where~i, i = 1, 2, ..., K, are the first K largest singular values of H(0).
Notice that the sum of all squared singular values ~ of H(0) is equal
the sum of all the sqnared coe~cients in H(0), i.e., from (4.1.3),
N

N

= th(N - i)l
i=l

(4.1.a0)

i----1

Clearly, when

a coding gain for the MCcoded ZF-DFEis achieved. In particular, when
K =- 1 and the largest singular value ~1 of the matrix H(0) is greater than
1, a coding gain for the MCcoded ZF-DFEis achieved.
4.1.3

Some Simulation

Results

In this section, we want to present somesimulation results to illustrate the
theory for the optimal MCdesign for the MCcoded ZF-DFEdeveloped in
the previous sections. We only consider low channel SNRand the BPSK
signaling.
Three ISI channels are tested. Channel A: [1/x/r~, 1/x/~]; Channel B:
[v/-~, v/~]; Channel C: [0.815, -0.407, -0.407]. Channel A and Channel C are spectral null while Channel B is none spectral null. BPSKsignaling is used for all the following simulations.
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Wecompare four equalization techniques, namely (i) conventional convolutionally coded and uncoded ZF-DFE;(ii) conventional convolutionally
coded and uncoded TH precoding; (iii) MCcoded ZF-DFE; and (iv)
coded joint MLSE.Theoretical BERvs. Eb/No curves for BPSKin AWGN
channel and the MCcoded ZF-DFEwith BPSKsignaling are also compared
with the simulation results. In (i), the CCdecoding and the ZF-DFEare
separated, i.e., the ZF-DFEis implemented first and then the CCViterbi
decoding is implemented. The ZF-DFEstructure in (i) is the same as the
one in the MCcoded case. As a remark, we have not implemented more
sophisticated DFEalgorithms, such as [42, 40], which is because a) we only
use the BPSKsignaling and b) these algorithms can also be used in the
proposed MCcoded ZF-DFE. In (ii), the CC and the TH precodidg are
separately implemented.
In all the following optimal normalized MCGZF--DFE in (4.1.28), the
unitary matrices U and Ur are set to the identity matrices. In the following conventional convolutionally coded ZF-DFEand the TH precoding
methods, the rate 1/2 and constraint length 2 with the optimal df~e = 5
convolutional code, i.e., the convolutional code (2, 1, 2), is used. Since the
data rate in the MCcoded ZF-DFEis 1/2, we do not implement the comparisons with the TCMwhere the data rates for the TCMare not below 1.
The combined TCMand DFEcan be found in, for example, [23].
Channel A: [1/V~, 1/v~].
This is a spectral null channel. Wefirst consider the case whenK -- 1 and
N = 2 in the MCG. In this case, the optimal MCin (4.1.28)
1.2030 ] "
Gopt = 0.7435

(4.1.32)

The largest singular value of H(0) is ~1 = 1.1441 and the optimal coding
gain in (4.1.29) for the MCcoded ZF-DFEis ~ZF-DFE-’~ 1.17dB. For the
MCin (4.1.32), the squared free Euclidean distance of the combined
2
with the ISI Channel A is df~
= 11.58. Thus, the coding gain in (2.4.1)
the joint MLSEmethod is 71s~ = 1.6dB. It is 0.16dB less than the optimal
block (2, 1) MCobtained in Section 3.4 based on the optimal design based
on the joint MLSEfor the BPSKsignaling. However, the above optimal
ZF-DFEdesign does not depend on the signal constellation.
In Fig.4.3, the BERsvs. E$/No for the conventional uncoded ZF-DFE
are plotted with the solid line marked by o; the BERsvs. Eb/No for the
convolutionally coded ZF-DFEare plotted with the solid line marked by
the BERsvs. Eb/No for the uncoded TH precoding are plotted with the
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solid line marked by A; the BERsvs. Eb/No for the convolutionally coded
TH precoding are plotted with the solid line marked by *; and the BERs
vs. Eb/No for the MCcoded ZF-DFE with the above optimal MCcode
in (4.1.32) are plotted by the solid line. The theoretical BERsvs. E~/No
for uncoded BPSKin the AWGN
channel are plotted with the dashed line.
The BERsvs. Eb/No of the joint MLSEfor the MCin (4.1.32) and Channel
A are plotted with the solid line marked by +.
performance
comparison
for Channel
A [0.7071,0.7071]
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Figure 4.3: Performance comparison for different
Channel A and MCcode rate 1/2.

equalization

methods:

We then consider the case when K = 2 and N = 3 in the MCG. In
this case, the optimal MCin (4.1.28)

Gopt =

0.5825
0.7264
0.3233

-1.0497
0.4671
0.8418

(4.1.33)

The first two largest singular values of H(0) are ~1 = 1.2742 and ~2 =
0.8817 and the optimal coding gain in (4.1.29) for the MCcoded ZF-DFE
is ")’ZF-DFE"~ 0.22dB. For the MCin (4.1.33), the squared free Euclidean
2 = 6.52.
distance of the combined MCC(z) with the ISI Channel A i~ d~.,~
e
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Thus, the coding gain in (2.4.1) of the joint MLSE
methodis ~’xs~ = 0.36dB.
It is 1.26dB less than the optimal block (3,2) MCobtained in Section
3.4 based on the optimal design based on the joint MLSEfor the BPSK
signaling.
In Fig.4.4, we compare the performances of the optimal rate 1/2 and
rate 2/3 normalized MCin (4.1.32) and (4.1.33), respectively, with
theoretical and simulation results. The BERsvs. Eb/No for the rate 1/2 in
(4.1.32) are plotted with the solid line markedby o and the corresponding
theoretical performance is plotted with the dashdot line. The BERsvs.
Eb/Nofor the rate 2/3 in (4.1.33) are plotted with the solid line marked
+ and the corresponding theoretical performance is plotted with the solid
line marked by x. The uncoded BPSKin the AWGN
is plotted with the
dashed line. The BERs vs. E~/No for the joint MLSEof the rate 2/3 MC
in (4.1.33) and Channel A are plotted with the solid line markedby [:3.
Fig.4.4, we also compare the performances of the MCG = [1, 1]T, which is
plotted by the solid line marked by *.
performance
comparison
for ChannelA [0.7071, 0.7071]
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Figure 4.4: Performance comparison for different rate and different normalized MC: Channel A.
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V~].

This is a none spectral null channel. Similar to before, we first consider the
case when K = 1 and N = 2 in the MCG. In this case, the optimal MC
in (4.1.28)
1.1547 ]
Gop, = 0.8165 "

(4.1.34)

The largest singular value of H(0) is ~1 = 1.1547 and the optimal coding
gain in (4.1.29) for the MCcoded ZF-DFEis ~[ZF-DFE= 1.25dB. For the
MCin (4.1.34), the squared free Euclide~m distance of the combined
with the ISI channel Channel B is d~r~e = 11.56. Thus, the coding gain in
(2.4.1) of the joint MLSEmethod is 9’xsl = 1.6dB. Similar to Channel
and the results shown in Fig.4.3, the simulation results for Channel B in
this case are shownin Fig.4.5.
performance
comparison
for Channel
B [0.8165, 0.5774]
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Figure 4.5: Perfor~nance comparison for different
Channel B and MCcode rate 1/2.
We then consider
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the case when K = 2 and N = 3 in the MCG. In
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this case, the optimal MCin (4.1.28)

Gopt =

0.5811 -1.0170 ]
0.7452 0.3385
.
0.3746 0.9043

(4.1.35)

The first two largest singular values of H(0) are ~1 = 1.2667 and ~2
0.9182 and the optimal coding gain in (4.1.29) for the MCcoded ZF-DFE
is ~ZF--DFE= 0.44dB. For the MCin (4.1.35), the squared free Euclidean
distance of the combined MCC(z) with the ISI Channel A is df~e = 6.82.
Thus, the coding gain in (2.4.1) of the joint MLSE
methodis "~ISl : 0.56dB.
Similar to Channel A and the results shown in Fig.4.4, the simulation and
the theoretical results for Channel B in this case are shownin Fig.4.6.
performance
comparison
for Channel
(~ [0.8165, 0.5774]
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Figure 4.6: Performance comparison for different rate and different normalized MC: Channel B.

Channel C: [0.815,-0.407,-0.407].
This is another spectral null channel. In this case, we only consider the
case when K = 1 and N = 2 in the MCG. In this case, the optimal MC
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in (4.1.28)
Gopt: [-0.87051"1146
].

(4.1.36)

The largest singular value of H(0) is [1 = 1.0435 and the optimal coding
gain in (4.1.29) for the MCcoded ZF-DFE is "~ZF-DFE : 0.37dB. For
the MCin (4.1.36), the squared free Euclidean distance of the combined
MCwith the ISI Channel B is df~ec = 9.2535. Thus, the coding gain in
(2.4.1) of the joint MLSE
methodis ~’~s~ = 0.63dB. It is interesting to note
that the decrease of the coding gain for the MCcoded ZF-DFEis due to
the increase of the ISI channel length. For the ZF-DFE,the performance is
usually better for shorter ISI channels, which can be seen from the following
simulation results. Fig.4.7 is similar to Fig.4.3 except that, in Fig.4.7, the
theoretical performance for the MCcoded ZF-DFEwith the optimal rate
1/2 MCin (4.1.36) is plotted with the dashdot line.
pe~ormance
comparison
for Channel
C[0.815,-0.407,-0.407]
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparison for different
Channel C and MCcode rate 1/2.
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From all the above simulation and theoretical results, one can see that
the CC coded ZF-DFEand the TH precoding are even worse than the ones
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of the corresponding uncoded systems. Wethink that the reason is because
the CCdecoding is separated from the equalization. After the equalization
the noise is no longer AWGN,
which degrades the CC performance because
the CC with rate 1/2 and constraint length 2 is optimal in terms of the
AWGN
channel. One can also see that the simulation and theoretical results
for the MCcoded ZF-DFEalmost coincide.
It is knownthat in the THprecoding, [133, 57], the modulo operation
of 2Mis used, where Mis the numberof levels in the PAMsignaling at the
transmitter. Due to the modulo operation at the receiver, the performance
is degraded by the size Mis small, such as 2 in the BPSKcase here.

4.2

MC Coded Minimum
Error DFE

Mean Square

In the previous section, we studied the MCcoded ZF-DFEand its performance is determined by matrix H(0) in (4.1.3) from the ISI channel.
This matrix, however, may have small eigenvalues for some channels where
h(0) is small. In this section, we want to develop a general minimummean
square error DFE(MMSE-DFE)
for the MCcoded ISI channel obtained
[179]. Voois [153] presented the optimal decision-delay for a conventional
MMSE-DFE,
see for example [116, 43, 28, 29, 4, 6], and derived the optimal scalar filter coefficients. Unlike the scalar coefficients in [153], the
filter coefficients in this section are either vectors or matrices. Wewant to
extend Voois’s derivation from scalars to vectors/matrices. The results in
this section are from [179].
4.2.1

Optimal
Decision-Delay
MC Coded
MMSE-DFE

and

Coefficients

of an

The channel in this section means the combinedchannel, C(z), of an (N,
MCG(z) and an ISI channel H(z), unless otherwise specified. The block
diagrams of the MMSE-DFE
are shown in Fig.4.8 and Fig.4.9.
Let Wdenote the L f-tap feedforward vector

W= [W0T,
Wl ... WL~-I]
where each Wi is a K × N matrix.
Let B denote the Lb-tap feedback vector
T.
B = [B~ B2 ...
where each B~ is a K × K matrix.

BLb]
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Let X denote the channel input vector
X = [X(n) X(n- 1) ...

X(n- (nf 1) - p)] T.

where each X(n - i) is a K x 1 vector, and P is the highest order of the
polynomial matrix C(z) (the combined channel matrix).
Let Y denote the channel output vector
Y = [Y(n) Y(n - 1) ...

T,
Y(n - (L I - 1))]

where each Y(n - i) is an N × 1 vector.
Let r/denote the noise vector
r/= [r/(n) r/(n - ... ~(n - (L I 1))] T.
where each r/(n - i) is an N x 1 vector of Gaussian noise with zero-mean
and variance
Rnn = diag(a~,..., an2).
Let )~:(n) denote the output signal after the decision.
Let C denote the following block Toeplitz channel matrix
C(O) ...
C(P)
0 ......
0
C(O) ...
C(P) ......
.
......

C =

o

o ...

o c(o)

(4.2.1)

...

c(P)

We have
Y =CX+v.
The autocorrelation

and the crosscorrelation
Rxx

=

RXy

=

E(XX*)
t
RxxC

Ryy

:

CRxxC t

of X and Y are

+ R~.

For an (N, K) block MCG, a given feedforward filter length I and a
given feedback filter length Lb, the error vector between the DFEestimate
X(n - A) and the input X(n - A) is expressed as

e(n) = x(,~ - A)- 2(,~ - A)
Bi£(n-A-i))~=,
X(n--A)--(wTy--~
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Weassume that all feedback vectors are correct, i.e.,
n. Thus,
e(n)

= X(n-

A)

wTy-.EB, X(

MC CODED DFE
.~(n) X(n) for an y

n-A-i)

i----1
:

]~Tx

--

wTy

where t~ is the extended feedback vector as follows
t~

= [0Kx(KA

)

IK

BT

T,
OK×J]

(4.2.2)

where
J = K(P + (Lf 1) -- Lb
Note that the optimal length of the feedback filter is Lb = P+ (Lf - 1) and any longer filter does not perform better due to the finite length of the
channel. So we assume Lb <_ P + (LI - 1) - A.
The mean-square-error (MSE) e 2 is
2

O"
e

=
= E((I~Tx - wTy)t(t~Tx
-- wTy))
*
= trace(WTRyyW .~- ]~TRxx]~*
-l~TRxyW * -). WTRtxy]~*

(4.2.3)
(4.2.4)
(4.2.5)

Let
f(W)

A:WTRyyW*+~TRxx

~* -t~TRxyW * *.
--WTR~y]~
(4.2.6)

Then, the MSEis minimized when
O(trace(/(W)))
OW

=0,

which is equivalent to
tr

,Of(W),
ace[--~---)

Eqn. (4.2.7) is satisfied when

=

(4.2.7)
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For a given B, the MMSE
solution is
WT = ~TRxyR~,,.

(4.2.8)

2 trace(~rRxly]~,),

(4.2.9)

The corresponding MSEis
O" e ~

where
Rxly

-1 t
= Rxx - RxyRyvRxy.

Wenext want to find the optimal feedback vector B. Recall the form
of l~ in Eqn. (4.2.2). The MSEin Eqn. (4.2.9) can be reduced

where Q(A, Lb) is the K(Lb + 1) x K(L~ + 1) subblock of matrix RxlY,
follows
T,
Q(A, Lb) = SRxlyS
where
S

:

[

OK(Lb+I)×A

Wefurther partition

IK(Lb+I)×K(Lb+I

)

OK{Lb+I)x

J

].

(4.2.11)

Q(A, Lb)
Q(A, Lb)= AK×~
q

qt ]
P ¯

Then Eqn. (4.2.10) is further reduced to (note that P = PI due to
Hermitian property of matrix Q(A, L~))
a2E = trace(AK×K -- qIp-lq) (B* + p- lq)t 7) (B*+ p-lq )).
Note that, matrix (B* + p-lq)t 7) (B* + 7)-1q) is non-negative definite.
2 is [153]
eThus, the optimal feedback vector that minimizes the a
B --~ _(7)-lq),,

(4.2.12)

and the minimum MSE (MMSE)
(4.2.13)
a~,,~i
_q~7)-lq).
~2 =trace(AgxK
Wenote that[153], the decision-delay A determines the position of
Q(A, Lb) in Rxl¥. The decision-delay A can vary from 0 to P. Therefore, we compute the MMSE
for each value of decision-delay from 0 to
P, and choose the optimal decision-delay A which yields the least MMSE
[1531.
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Optimal Block MCfor MCCoded MMSE-DFE

In Section 4.1, the optimal MCG for the ZF-DFEis based on the singular
decomposition of the matrix Hi0). This is, however, not necessarily the
best block MCfor the MMSE-DFE.
For an MC coded MMSE-DFE,we design a block MC G based on the
singular decomposition of each constant coefficient matrix H(i), 0 < i <
of the blocked channel H(z) in (2.3.3):

H(i) = W~(i)V(~)W~(~)

(4.2.14)

Vii) = diag(~l(i),-..

(4.2.15)

,~g(i)),

where P1 is assumed the order of H(z). Following Eqns. (4.1.18)-(4.1.28),
we compute a block MCGi for each H(i), 0 < i
G~ -- W,.(i)t(V(i))-IU

[)~(i)~
O(N-K)

where

]

u~(~),o < i < Pl

~2 (i) = ~K=
(i))-2"
1 (~k
N

(4.2.16)

(4.2.17)

Then following Eqns. (4.2.8)-(4.2.13),
we compute the MMSE-DFE
coefficleats (feedforward Wand feedback B) and its MMSE
for each Gi, 0
O.e,min2 (Gi) = trace(A(Gi)KxK -- (q(Gi))t(P(Gi))-iq(Gi)),
where A(Gi) and q(Gi) are the corresponding A and q in (4.2.13) with
respect to MCGi. We choose MCGi thai; yields the le~t MMSEamong
allGi, O < i < P~:
Go~t = arg{ min (a~,,~i,(Gi))}.
0<i<P~

(4.2.18)

It is clear that the above MCcoded MMSE-DFE
with the above MC
Gopt performs at le~t ~ well as the ZF-DFEone. The performance of the
MMSE-DFE
over the ZF-DFE is, however, channel dependent. Examples
and simulation results are given in the following section.
4.2.3

Simulation

Results

In this section, we simulate the MCcoded MMSE-DFE
on some ISI channels using (2, 1) MC.
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D

Channel D is h = {-0.4083, 0.8165,-0.4083}.
matrix H(z)
-0.4083
= 0.8165

H(z)

-0.4083

The blocked 2 x 2 channel

+

0

-0.4083

"

In this c~se, P1 = 1 and
H(0)= [-0.4083
0.8165

0 ]
-0.4083

H(1)=[-0.4083 0

0.8165
-0.4083

and

channelresponse
h=[-0.40820.8165-0.4082] variance/tap=O

~~ <~
~’~~

2

.........

i
: ..............

~
i
: ....... +
:: ....... - - -

ZF-DFE(I)
I ............
ZF-DFE{Iheor.)
Uncoded AWGN............

.........

5

7

8

Eb/N
o (dB)

Figure 4.10: BERperformance on Channel D.
Feedforward filter length Lf = 2 and feedback filter length Lb = 1
are sufficient for this channel. The MSEof the ZF-DFEis 0.0051. The
minimum MSEof the MMSE-DFE
is 0.0038, which is achieved when the
MMSE-DFE
is designed based on the channel matrix H(0) and the decisiondelay A = 1.
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The BER curves of the MMSE-DFEand the ZF-DFE are shown in
Fig.4.10. The theoretical
BER of the ZF-DFE and the BERof uncoded
BPSKon the AWGN
channel are also shown in Fig.4.10. One can see that
the MCcoded ZF-DFE has no coding gain, while the MC coded MMSEDFEcan achieve ~nore than ldB coding gain, compared to the uncoded
BPSK in the AWGN
channel.
Channel E
Channel E is h = {0.2271, 0.4602, 0.6883, 0.4602, 0.2271}. The blocked ISI
channel matrix H(z)

i0 0 ]
+
0.46010.2270

+z-2

0

0.2270

0.46010.6881
"

channelresponseh=[0.2270.46010.68810.46010.227] variance/tap=0

"~’"~ ...........................
lo-’L......~ ..........

: ....... I

~
---~-! .......
I

ZF-DFE(1)
I ............
ZF-gFE(theor.)
I ...........

4
10
2

4

6

8

10
Eb/N
o (dS)

12

14

16

Figure 4.11: BERperformance on Channel E.
The matrix H(0) has singular values of ~1 = 0.5532 and ~2 = 0.0931.
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Following Eqn. (4.1.29), the coding gain for the ZF-DFEis 7ZF-DFE=
-5.14 dB, which is negative compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
For the MCcoded MMSE-DFE,
feedforward filter
length Lf = 3 and
feedback filter length Lb = 2 are sufficient for this channel. The MSEis
minimized when the MCis designed based on the matrix H(1) and the
decision-delay of the DFEA = 2.
The BER performance of both the MMSE-DFEand the ZF-DFE are
plotted in Fig.4.11. Compared to the uncoded BPSKon the AWGN
channel, neither
MC coded MMSE-DFEnor MC coded ZF-DFE has coding
gain. However, MC coded MMSE-DFE
performs more than 3 dB better
than the ZF-DFEdoes.
Channel F
Channel F is h = {0.8165,0.5774}.
For this channel, both MCcoded
MMSE-DFEand MCcoded ZF-DFE achieve more than ldB coding gain
compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel and their performances are almost the same as shown in Fig.4.12.
channelresponseh=[0.81650.5774]variance/tap=O

10-

’

1

2

3

4
Eb/N
0 (dt~)

5

6

7

Figure 4.12: BERperformance on Channel F.
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An Optimal MC Design Converting
ISI Channel into ISI-Free Channel

The block-based transmission techniques, or block MC,in [72, 5] and the
MCcoded ZF-DFEand MMSE-DFE
in Section 4.1 and 4.2 assume no interblock interference (IBI) either explicitly or implicitly: the IBI is eliminated
by inserting zeros in each block in the vector-based precoding in [72, 5]
and the IBI is assumed to be eliminated completely by the DFEin the MC
coded ZF-DFE and the MMSE-DFE.
In this section, a different MCdesign is proposed by taking the complete
blocked channel matrix into account, rather than considering only single
coefficient matrix H(0) of the ’blocked channel matrix H(z). The results
in this section are from [185]. The new MCdesign optimally converts an
ISI channel with AWGN
into an ISI-free AWGN
channel and the data rate
expansion may provide the coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel in some cases. Since most of the existing error correction coding
(ECC) techniques are good for AWGN
channels, the MCdesign in this
paper is particularly useful when any further ECCis applied before the
MCencoding, such as turbo coding.
Receiving
filter D(z)

__
binary
AWGN

Figure 4.13: MCcoded system.
Although the globally optimal MCdesign of the proposed approach
is hard to implement in practice, the si~nplified sub-optimal MCdesign
performs well. Experimental results show its performance advantage over
the previous MCdesign.
In this section, we are interested in the communicationsystem shownin
Fig.4.13, where G(z) is a modulated encoder and D(z) is a receiving filter.
The transmitted and received symbols are grouped into equal-size blocks.
The receiving filter D(z) is usually required at the channel output
order to recover the K by 1 signal vector X(z) as the same in Section 4.1.
Then the combination of the MCG(z), the filter D(z) and the ISI channel
H(z) becomes:
Y(z) D(z)(H(z)G(z)X(z) +

(4.3.1)
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where the signal is the following K by 1 vector
Ys(z) D(z)H(z)G(z)X(z),

(4.3.2)

and the noise is the following K by 1 vector
Y~(z) = D(z)r/(z).

(4.3.3)

In what follows, we impose the following condition on the MCdesign
D(z)H(z)G(z)

(4.3.4)

which ensures that the filtered output is ISI free. Another advantage of
such design will be seen later.
As a remark, in the maximum-likelihood MCdecoding studied in Section 3.1 the receiving filter D(z) is not used while the decoding complexity
maybe high, in particular whenthe input signal constellation has a large
size.

4.3.1

An Optimal Modulated Code Design

The objective of an optimal modulated code design is to design G(z) and
D(z) such that it is optimal based on a given criterion. In what follows,
use the criterion of maximizing the output SNRnormalized to the mean
transmission power per information symbol in the following sense:
SNRy
max
’
D(~)H(z)G(z)=SK E(Ivl2)N/K
where SNRyis the SNRin (4.3.1),

(4.3.5)

i.e.,

SNRy- E{Iysl2}

’
E{IY,~I~}

(4.3.6)

and E(lvl 2) is the mean transmission power. Assumethat the mean signal
power before the MCencoding is E~ and the variance of the AWGN
is
a,2 = No~2. Then,
E{[Y~I2} : [ID(z)H(z)G(z)II~FE~,
K
and

E{iy~I2}_ IID(z)ll~
K

2
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Meanwhile, the mean transmission power is

E(lvlS)E~IIG(z)II~
N

To normalize the mean transmission power such that it is the same as
the following condition is always imposed on an MCG(z) from now on:

IIG(z)ll~
-By noticing

that,

(4.3.7)

when D(z)H(z)G(z)

IID(z)n(z)G(z)ll~
the criterion (4.3.5) can be rewritten
max

7(G(z))

=
max
D(z)H(z)G(z):lK Il D(z)[l~

D(z)n(z)G(z):IK

,

(4.3.8)

where

~(G(z)) a_ 2
NIlD(z)ll~
can be viewed as the coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
Regardless whether the channel matrix H(z) comes from blocking
linear time invariant channel H(z) or not, if the channel matrix H(z) is
constant matrix, i.e., H(z) = H0, the optimal solution of (4.3.8) is the
that whitens the channel Ho, see Section 4.1.
Lemma4.1 When H(z) Ho, a constant ma trix, th

e so lution of (4. 3.8)

i8

1

n

Gop~: : -~V{j

"’" ,A~
1)

[diag(A;1,

,

¯
O(N_K)×K

H
1KxN " Uo

Dopt = A .

]

(4.3.9)

(4.3.10)

where Uo, Vo, and Ao are the singular value decomposition of rio, i.e. Ho =
UoAoVo,Uo and Vo are two N ×N unitary matrices, A0 =diag(A1, As,"- , AN)
with AI >_ As >_"" >_ AN>_ O, and
A=

~
k:l

k

¯

(4.3.11)
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WhenH(z) is not a constant matrix, which is always the case when the
ISI channel H(z) has more than one tap, similar result still holds as follows.
Theorem 4.2 For a general channel matrix H(z), the optimal solution of

is
]l (v(eJ~))H[diag()~l(eJ°~),...,)~l(eJ~))
G°pt(e3~) A(eJ~)
O(N_K)xK
(4.3.12)
Dopt(ej~) = i~(eJ~)IK×N(U(e-i~) H,

(4.3.13)

where U(eJ~), A(eJ~), and V(e~) are the singular value decomposition o]
H(ej~) for each w, i.e.,
H(e/~) = U(e~)A(ei~)V(e~),
i~)
~)
where U(e
and V(e are two unitary matrices and
A(ej~) = diag(Al(eJ~), £2(eJ~), ...
with Al(ej~) k A:(ei~) k ...
-2
A(eJ~)
.

(4.3.14)

, AN(eJ~))

k £N(ej~) ~ 0 for each w ~ [0,2r),
= ~(A~ (e~))

and
(4.3.15)

~omthis theorem, one can see that the received signal after the above
optimal receiving filter D(ej~) is
r(n) = x(n) + ~(n),

(4.3.16)

where ~(n) is an AWGN
with mean 0 and variance
2

which is because U(e-j~) is unitary in the receiving filter. In other words,
the ISI channel H(z) after the optimal MCand the opitmal receiving filter
in Fig.4.13 becomes an ISI-free AWGN
channel. When7(Go~t(z))
then a coding gain is achieved compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
~om (4.3.12)-(4.3.15),
one can see that, for an arbitrary H(z),
~bove optimal MCGopt(Z) ~nd the optimMreceiving filter Dolt m~y not
have finite impulse responses (FIR), which m~ycause the implementation
problem at both the transmitter and the receiver. Wenext want to introduce a suboptimal MCdesign method.
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4.3.2

A Sub-optimal

Modulated

Code

MC CODED DFE
Design

There are two ways to simplify the transmitter and the receiver implementations. One way is to only consider the constant matrix part H(0) of the
channel matrix H(z) for the optimal transmitter and receiver design, which
was basically used in Section 4.1. This method may not perform well. As
an example, let the ISI channel be
h = [0.099 0.225 0.456 0.681 0.456 0.225 0.099].
Fig.4.14(a) shows the BERperformance of constant MCwith the (5, 3)
coded ZF-DFEdesign in Section 4.1.
The other way is to only consider the receiving filter D(z) to be
constant matrix D. This method simplifies the receiver. In what follows,
we will focus on this method. The problem can then be described as follows:
2K
max
7(G(z))
max
(4.3.17)
’DH(z)G(z)=IKN IIDII~F
DH(z)G(z)=IK
where D are K × N constant matrices.
There are two issues associated with this optimization problem:
(i) The existence of D and polynomial matrix (FIR) G(z) such
DH(z)G(z)
(ii)

=

The optimal D and G(z) under the existence.

Westudy these two issues next.
The FIR Solution

Existence

To study this issue, let us first consider a special case whenD = IK×N.In
this case, the equation
Dn(z)G(z)
becomes
I~:×NH(Z)G(z)
or its transpose
GT (z)HT (z)IN×K =
The existence of FIR G(z) thus becomes the existence of the FIR inverse
of the polynomial matrix HT(z)IN×~:, or the existence of the FIR inverse
of the ISI channel H(z) using the MCI~rxK, which is reduced to the same
case studied in Section 2.3. WhenD is an arbitrary K x N constant matrix,
we have the following existence result.
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Theorem 4.3 For an arbitrary K × N constant matrix D and an arbitrary
finite tap ISI h(z), there almost surely exists an FIR N x K polynomial
matrix G(z) such that DH(z)G(z) = Ig, H(z) i s the blockedversion
ofh(z).
Proof. Similar to the derivation of Theorem2.1, the existence of the
right FIR inverse of DH(z) is equivalent to the one of DH(zN). So, we
next only consider DH(z~V). Using (2.3.10) and absorbing W~vA(z
) into
G(z), the existence of the right FIR inverse of DH(z) is equivalent to
one of

q(z) DA-I(z)WNV(z),
which is equivalent to the greatest commondivisor (gcd) of the determinants of all the K × K minors of K × N polynomial matrix Q(z) to be n°
dz
for some non-zero constant d and an integer no. Let Q1 (z) = -l(z)wg.
Due to the diagonal forms of V(z) and A-l(z), it is not hard to
that the determinant of the K by K submatrix of Q(z) at its columns
1 <_ll < 12 < ... < IK (_ N is
K

Cht2"’"KZ--d’’"~’"’K H g(zW]~)

(4.3.18)

a constant and Clll~...lK Z -dlll2"’’lK
is the determinant of
the K by K submatrix of Q1 (z) at its columns 1 _< ll < 12 < .-. Ig(_ N.
Notice that, when D = IK×N, the above CtIZ2...tK is the Vandermonde’s
determinant of a K × K submatrix of the first K rows of the DFTmatrix,
which is always nonzero. As long as none of the constants ct~t~...t K is zero,
the condition (2.3.12) is sufficient for the existence, which holds almost
surely for an arbitrarily given polynomial H(z). By noticing the form of
Ql(z), it is not hard to see that, for an arbitrarily given D, it is almost
surely that none of the constants c~,t~...t~ is zero. This proves Theorem4.3.
where Clll2...IK

iS

Fromthe above proof, one can see that it is similar but more general to
the proof of Theorem2.1 in Section 2.3.
The Optimal Solution
Wenext want to present the optimal solution of the optimization problem
(4.3.17).
Theorem4.4 For a finite

tap ISI channel H(z) with its blocked version

H(z) -- H(0) 4- H(1)z -~ +...

+ -P,
H(P)z
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let its SVD be H(z) -- U(z)A(z)V(z) for each complex z ~ 0 including
z = c~. If all the components in matrix U(z) are analytic for Izl > r for
some 0 ~ r < 1, then the optimal constant receiving K × N filter matrix
D and the optimal FIR N × K modulated code G(z) based on the criterion
(4.3.17) are given
t,
Dop~ = )~IK×~v(Uo)
1
{
~opt(Z) = ~ arg rain IIG(z)IIF:

(4.3.19)
DoptH(z)G(z)
~

= 4.3 .20)
~

where ~ is a scaling factor such that llGopt(z)l~ = N and Uo is the left
unitary matrix in the SVDof H(O), i.e, H(0) = UoAoVo.
ProoL ~omTheorem4.2, regardless of a scaling factor, the optimal receiving filter D(e~) in the frequency domain is ~(e jw) ?.
= IKxg(V(eJw))
As long as the receiving filter is given, the optimal MCG(z) is the minimumnorm solution of the equation ~(z)H(z)G(z) Since we are onl y
interested in a constant receiving filter D, the optimal constant receiving
filter ~ should be the constant projection of the above ~(ej~) in the finite
2.
energy signal space L
By the condition that U(z) is analytic for ]zl > r for some constant
r < 1, it can be expaaded as follows
U(z) = U~z -~, lz l > r.

(4.3.21)

By replacing z with e ~, (4.3.21) becomes
U(ej~) -"
= j~
~ ,U,e
which is
U(e~) is,
~(e j~) is
from the
Let z

(4.3.22)

the Fourier expansion of U(eJ~). The constant projection
thus, U0. Therefore, the optimal constant approximation of
D = IN~N(Uo)t. Wenext want to show that Uo can be obtained
SVDof H0.
= ~ in (4.3.21), we have U(z)[~=~ = U0. On the other hand,

n(z)l~=~ U(z)lz=~A(z)l~=~V(z)l~=~.
While H(z)]~=~ = H(0), it implies that the SVDof H(0)
H(0)

UoA(z)l==~V(z)].. ..
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This proves Theorem 4.4. ¯
The analyticity condition of U(z) in the above theorem is more general
than the one of FIR U(z). However, it is still not easy to check and
rather a theoretical result. On the other hand, this theorem explains the
optimality of the MCdesign from some theoretical perspectives. For more
about the analyticity condition, see [111]. This theorem also suggests that
the optimal Dovt and (]opt(z) can be obtained as follows:
Algorithm
Step 1: Do singular value decomposition of the constant matrix H(0)
of H(z) as H(0) = UoAoV0
with A0 =diag(Al," ¯ , AN)and A1 _>
AN >0.
Step 2: Let/~ = t.
IK×N(Uo)
Step 3: Find the minimumnorm solution of G(z) from the equation
bH(z)G(z)

Ig

as

(~(z) = arg min{llG(z)llF : /~H(z)G(z) Ig}.
Step 4: The optimal MCis
Gopt(z)

- ~
G(z)"
IIC~7~IF

Step b: The optimal constant receiving filter
Dovt -

I I~(z)lIF~.

(4.3.23)
matrix is
(4.3.24)

Whenthe optimal constant projection /~ is obtained, the minimum
normsolution of G(z) in Step 3 is the pseudo-inverse of the linear equations

=
of the variables in matrices G(n) in G(z) = ~,~ G(n)z-’~. As long as the
order of the channel matrix H(z) is known, the maximal order of the
G(z) can be estimated. In our following simulations, the estimated order
of G(z) is the McMillandegree [142] of H(z).
An important remark is that, although the optimal receiving filter D is
based on the constant matrix H(0) of the channel matrix H(z) for the
of the receiving filter simplicity, the optimal MCG(z) at the transmitter
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based on the whole polynomial matrix H(z). This is a difference between
the study in this section and the ones in Section 4.1 and [72, 5]. A difference
of the above MCdesign and the MCcoded MMSE-DFE
design in Section
4.2 will be explained later.
4.3.3

Delayed

Design

The above design can be generalized as follows, if we add a delay
(4.3.4), the optimal design problem in (4.3.17) becomes

Z-d

into

g2

max

7(G(z))

Dn(z)G(z):z-’~I~:

max
Dn(z)(~(z)~-z--dIKxK~
[["DI[

(4.3.25)

For some cases, such delayed MCdesign performs better. With some
minor modification, the optimal solution can be obtained in a similar way
as before.
4.3.4

Some

Simulation

Results

In this section, we will verify the performance of the proposed polynomial
MCdesign via simulations, and compare it with the constant block channel matrix based MCdesign. Ccomparisons are also made with the TH
precoding and the MSE-DFE
equalizer. In all the simulations, we assume
the input signals are i.i.d, random sequences with zero mean.
New Sub-optimal

MC Design

vs.

Constant

MC Design

Wefirst compare the performance of the sub-optimal MCdesign with the
constant channel matrix based design techniques in Section 4.1 and [72, 5,
30]. Without loss of generality, the optimal constant MCZF-DFEdesign
in Section 4.1 is compared, where the constant channel matrix is equivalent
to the one in [72, 5, 30] if L (number of channel taps) zeroes are inserted
after each block.
The ISI channel h = [0.099 0.225 0.456 0.681 0.456 0.225 0.099] is tested.
The input i.i.d, signals are chosen from binary set {-1, +1} and (5, 3)
are used. The theoretical coding gain (assume no error in DFE)of the optimal constant MCwith ZF-DFEdesign, is: -25dB, while the coding gain
of the sub-optimal MCdesign (with delay d = 1 ), is -14.2dB. Fig.4.14(a)
shows their BERsimulated performance.
Next, we examine the asymptotic performance of the sub-optimal MC
design. Table 4.1 shows the coding gains (losses) of rate 2/3 MCdesign
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Rate=3/5,
Blocksize=5,for normalized
channel
h=[0.0990.2250.4560.6810.456 0,2250.099]

:

1°~

110

I

~ Our new subsptimal

115

210

3/5

2i5

MC

30

Eb/N
o (dB)

Rate=8/12,
Blocksize=12,for normalized
channel
h=[0.0990.2250.456 0,6810.4560.2250.099 ]

_ ---e-- Co!~!"t~nt
8/12
MC
with
ZF-DFE
I ....... \i ................
i
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o (dB)
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(b)
Figure 4.14: Bit error rate performanceof the constant MCwith ZF-DFE
and our sub-optimal MC.
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the above ISI channel, where the coding gain/loss is comparedto the ideal
AWGNchannel.
Table 4.1: Codinggains for different block size.
Block size (N) Coding gain (theory)
Coding gain of
sub-optimal MC(dB)
MC with ZF-DFE (dB)
3
-22.3230
-18.0145 (d=l)
6
-23.9676
-13.4890 (d=l)
9
-13.4793
-12.1571 (d=l)
12
-11.2472
-11.5629
18
-10.1252
-10.2951
-9.20
c~
-9.20

Note: The first three block sizes 3,6 and 9, and the delayed sub-optimal
MCdesign are used with d = 1 in (4.3.25). The infinite block size coding
gain here is obtained by using sufficient large block size (N=1000).See also
[5] for the calculation of the optimal coding gain of infinite block size. The
results in the second column in Table 4.1 also apply to the vector coding
[72, 30] as we explained before.
As we observed from Table 4.1, the coding gain/loss of both MCdesign approaches asymptotically to the same optimal value as the block size
increases. The reader may notice that there is a small difference between
the theoretical coding gain of the constant MCand that of the sub-optimal
MC,when the block size is larger than 12 in Table 4.1. The theoretical
result on the ZF-DFEis, however, based on the complete cancellation of
the IBI from the DFE, which may not be true for spectral null channels, in
particular when the channel SNRis not so high, as indicated in Fig.4.14(b).
MC Design

vs.

TH Precoding

In this subsection, we compare the performances of the MCcoding and the
TH precoding. The test channel is h -- [0.7071 0.7071]. Two MCdesigns
are tested. One is the simple MCwith D(z) = D = Ig×g in Fig.4.13. In
this case, the receiver does not need to implementthe filter D and the ISI
is completely compensated by the transmitter filter. With this aspect, the
MCcoding is similar to the TH precoding, where the receiver in the TH
precoded system does not need any filter either. Unlike the MCcoding,
in the TH precoded system, the receiver needs the modulo operation that
may degrade the performance when the modulo size is small, such as in
the BPSKcase. The other MCdesign is the suboptimal MCdesign, which
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implements the filter D at the receiver. The BERvs. Eb/No curves are
shownin Fig.4.15, where the (4, 3) and (4, 2) MCare used. One can clearly
see the improvement over the TH precoding.
Channelh=[0,707 0.707]
lO° ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
..... i ..............
~ .............
[ .............
[ .............
I
10-~ |

; .............. : ..............
i ............. ..............
~ .............. ..............
:
:

: ......... ~
i ......... +
i ......... I --$-’::
/~

~ .............

~ ............

:

Simple 3/4 MC
I’~
Suboptimal 3/4 MC
I ’~
Suboptimal 1/2 MC
L-~
Uncoded BPSK on AWGpI
/
~

-4
10
SNR
per bit (dB)

Figure 4.15: Performance comparison of the MCcoding and the TH precoding.

Suboptimal

MC Design

vs.

MSE-DFE

Wenow want to compare the performances between the sub-optimal MCdesign and the conventional decision feedback equalization (DFE) technique.
Consider ISI channel h’= [0.417 0.815 0.417] that has severe ISI.
In order to maintain the same data rate for both systems, the binary
signal set {-1, +1} is chosen as the input signal sets for the DFEsystem,
and the QPSKsignal set {-1,-j,+l,j}
is chosen for the 1/2 code rate MC
coded system. The block size N for the sub-optimal MCis N -- 10, i.e.,
(10, 5) MCis used. Fig.4.16 shows their BERperformances.
MC Design vs.

Turbo-Equalizer

As we explained before, one of the most important advantages of the MC
design methodproposed in this section is that the MCconverts the ISI into
the AWGN
channel with coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
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Rate=5/10,
Block
siza=l
0,forChannel
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Figure 4.16: Performance comparison of the sub-optimal 1/2 rate MCdesign of block size 10 and QPSK,and the uncoded MMSE-DFE
with 21-taps
and BPSK.
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channel if only the first K symbols of each N symbols are maintained at
the receiver. This property allows us to add a turbo code before the MCand
the BER vs. SNR curves of the turbo code performance over the AWGN
channel are then shifted by the coding gain to the left over the ISI channel.
This is not achievable for the MCcoded ZF-DFEin Section 4.1 and the
MMSE-DFE
in Section 4.2.
Let us consider the ISI [0.7071, 0.7071]. Whenwe choose the MCof size
K = 10 and N = 20, i.e., of rate 1/2, the suboptimal MCdesigned from
steps 1-5 in Section 4.3.2 has 1.85dB coding gain compared to the uncoded
AWGN
channel. If the rate 1/2 turbo code is used before the MCand the
turbo decoding is used at the receiver, the performance of the turbo/MC
coded ISI channel is shownby * in Fig.4.17, where the turbo code of the
BER10-5 at Eb/No = 0.TdB is assumed. The current performance limit of
the turbo-equalizer (joint turbo and ISI channel equalization) is the information rate curve markedby o in Fig.4.17 and the current state of the art
turbo-equalizers are markedby +, see for example[51, 49]. It is surprising
that our result in the ISI channel even outperforms the AWGN
channel capacity at Eb/No =- -1.15dB, which has broken the achievable performance
limit of all current joint coded equalization, such as joint turbo-equalizer,
i.e., the ISI channel information rate. The above suboptimal (20, 10)
is listed as follows.

G(z)

0.0591
0.1169
0.172
0.223
0.2687
0.3082
0.3406
0.3647
0.3804
0.3873
0.3851
0.3736
0.3535
0.3254
0.2895
0.2465
0.1978
0.1451
0.089
0.028

-0.1181
-0.2249
-0.3108
-0.368
-0.3909
-0.377
-0.328
-0.2488
-0.1463
-0.0299
0.0893
0.1997
0.2917
0.3569
0.3887
0.3836
0.343
0.2715
0.1749
0.0563

0.1759
0.3156
0.3898
0.3826
0.296
0.1484
-0.0301
-0.2029
-0.3334
-0.3941
-0.3732
-0.2753
-0.1201
0.0608
0.2288
0.3483
0.3958
0.3627
0.2546
0.0853

-0.2335
-0.3814
-0.3905
-0.2579
-0.0313
0.2072
0.3702
0.3978
0.2807
0.062
-0.1794
-0.3563
-0.4031
-0.3023
-0.0917
0.1511
0.3392
0.4058
0.3252
0.1153

0.2885
0.4163
0.3114
0.0318
-0.2655
-0.4138
-0.3309
-0.0637
0.2392
0.4092
0.3502
0.0947
-0.2135
-0.4014
-0.3652
-0.1263
0.1836
0.3931
0.3838
0.1469
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-0.3434
-0.4157
-0.1607
0.2203
0.4278
0.2991
-0.0653
-0.379
-0.394
-0.098
0.275
0.4306
0.2473
-0.1296
-0.4048
-0.3626
-0.0346
0.3232
0.4278
0.1805

ml
.~_Z

0.3944
0.3774
-0.0338
-0.4103
-0.3581
0.0688
0.4237
0.3354
-0.1031
-0.4332
-0.3109
0.1353
0.4404
0.2866
-0.1668
-0.4474
-0.2606
0.201
0.4546
0.2167

-0.0054
-0.0038
0.0012
0.0021
-0.0007
-0.0015
0.0006
0.0011
-0.0005
-0.0009
0.0005
0.0008
-0.0005
-0.0007
0.0005
0.0006
-0.0005
-0.0005
0.(}007
0

-0.4453
-0.3005
0.2421
0.4637
0.0714
-0.4149
-0.3519
0.1764
0.4713
0.1429
-0.3748
-0.397
0.1065
0.47
0.2111
-0.3286
-0.4334
0.038
0.4619
0.2564

-0.011
-0.0077
0.0024
0.0043
-0.0014
-0.0029
0.0011
0.0022
-0.001
-0.0018
0.001
0.0015
-0.001
-0.0013
0.001
0.0011
-0.0011
-0.001
0.0014
0

0.4909
0.1873
-0.4196
-0.3474
0.2873
0.4572
-0.1132
-0.5008
-0.0774
0.4718
0.2571
-0.3744
-0.3997
0.223
0.4847
-0.0395
-0.5002
-0.149
0.4474
0.3006

-0.0166
-0.0117
0.0037
0.0065
-0.0{)21
-0.0044
0.0017
0.0034
-0.0{)15
-0.0{)27
0.0014
0.0023
-0.0014
-0.002
0.0015
0.0017
-0.0{)16
-0.0{)15
0.0021
0
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-0.5368
-0.041
0.5337
0.0817
-0.5275
-0.122
0.5182
0.1615
-0.5059
-0.2
0.4907
0.2374
-0.4727
-0.2732
0.4522
0.3072
-0.4296
-0.3387
0.409
0.3508

-0.0224
-0.0158
0.005
0.0087
-0.0029
-0.006
0.0023
0.0046
-0.002
-0.0037
0.002
0.0031
-0.002
-0.0027
0.002
0.0023
-0.0022
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0.0028
0

-0.0286
-0.0201
0.0064
0.0111
-0.0037
-0.0077
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0.0058
-0.0026
-0.0047
0.0025
0.004
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-0.0034
0.0026
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-0.0028
"0.0026
0.0036
0
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-0.0351
-0.0247
0.0079
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-0.0045
-0.0094
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0.0072
-0.0032
-0.0058
0.0031
0.0049
-0.0031
-0.0042
0.0032
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-0.0034
-0.0032
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0

-0.0422
-0.0296
0.0094
0.0164
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0.0086
-0.0038
-0.007
0.0037
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-0.0051
0.0038
0.0044
-0.0041
-0.0038
0.0053
0

-0.0499 -0.0585 -0.0683
-0.0351 -0.0411
-0.048
0.0112
0.0131
0.0153
0.0194
0.0228
0.0266
-0.0064 -0.0075 -0.0088
-0.0134 -0.0157 -0.0183
0.0051
0.0059
0.0069
0.0102
0.0119
0.0139
-0.0045 -0.0053 -0.0062
-0.0082 -0.0097
-0.0113
0.0043
0.0051
0.006
0.0069
0.0081
0.0095
-0.0043 -0.0051
-0.006
-0.006
-0.007
-0.0082
0.0045
0.0053
0.0062
0.0052
0.0061
0.0071
-0.0049 -0.0057 -0.0067
-0.0045 -0.0053 -0.0061
0.0063
0.0074
0.0086
0
0
0
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Chapter 5

Capacity and Information
Rates for Modulated Code
Coded Intersymbol
Interference
Channels

In Chapter 2, we studied the distance property of the MCcoded IS! channel
and showed that, for any finite tap ISI channel, there exists an MCwith
coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel. This tells that using
a proper MCat the transmitter and the joint MLSEat the receiver, the
BERvs. Eb/No performance of the MCcoded ISI channel is better than the
one of the uncoded AWGN
channel. In this chapter, we want to study the
capacity and the information rates of the MCcoded discrete-time Gaussian
channel with ISI (or ISI channel with AWGN)
(1.0.2). Wefirst derive
lower bounds and then prove the existence of MCsuch that the MCcoded
ISI channel has larger information rates than the ISI channel itself does at
low channel SNR. This suggests a combination of turbo and MCcodings
for an ISI channel, which is also. discussed in this chapter. The results, in
this chapter are summarizedfrom [45, 184].
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Some Lower Bounds of Capacity
Information Rates

and

Wefirst derive some lower bounds for the capacity and information rates
of an MCcoded ISI channel. Prom (2.3.6), the MCcoded system becomes
the following multi-input and multi-output (MIMO)system (or multivariate
channel):
Y(z) = C(z)X(z) + ~(z) = H(z)G(z)X(z)

(5.1.1)

where E(n) is an N x 1 vector sequence and all componentsare i.i.d. Gaussian and is blocked from ~(n) in (1.0.2). Prom(5.1.1), one can see that
MCcoded system becomes a K-input and N-output system. To study its
capacity and information rates, we need the following capacity result for an
N-input and N-output multivariate system obtained by Brandenburg and
Wyner [21]. Let an N-input and N-output multivariate channel be
Y(z) = P(z)X(z)

(5.1.2)

where all components in the noise ~(n) are i.i.d. Gaussian and with the
same statistics of ~(n) in (1.0.2). Then, the capacity of the multivariate
channel (5.1.2)
C(S,N)

= ~ E d0max 0, log 2 2Ak(O)Ks
1
N/~
{
No
k----1
~

’

(5.1.3)

where
2~r1
k=l

d0max
~~ F 0, {Ks ~0 ~-1(0
)}

= S,

(5.1.4)

and Ak(0), k = 1, 2, ..., N, are the N eigenvalues of matrix pt(eY°)P(eJ°)
for each 0 with -~r _< 0 < ~r, the dagger ~ denotes the complex conjugate
transpose of matrix P(eY°), and S denotes the mean norm squared, i.e.,
IIxII2, of N × 1 vectors X and is treated as the signal meanpower of N x 1
vectors. The information rate of the multivariate channel (5.1.2) can
derived similar to (1.3.3):
Ci.i.d. (S, N) =

1~ ~..~..1 /

log 2 1 + NNo ] dO,

(5.1.5)

where Ak(0) are the same as in the capacity (5.1.3). Notice that the units
of the capacity C(S, N) and the information rates Ci.i.d. (S, N) are bits per
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vector symbol of size N, i.e., bits per N symbols. The signal mean power
5: is also the mean power of vectors of size N, i.e., the mean power per N
symbols.
With the above results it is not hard to derive some lower bounds for
the capacity and the information rates of the MCcoded system in (5.1.1).
Notice that the MCcoded ISI channel in (5.1.1) does not have the same
number of inputs and outputs as in the multivariate channel in (5.1.2)
studied by Brandenburg and Wyner [21].
j°)
For each 0, -~r _< 0 < ~, let the singular value decomposition of C(e
be
C(eje) -- H(eJ°)C(e je) = U(eJe)A(eJe)v(eie),

(5.1.6)

where U(ej°) and V(ej°) are N × N and K × K unitary matrices and
A(eJ°)----

O(N_K)×K~(eJO) ]

, (5

.1.7)

where
/~(e~’°) = diag(~l (0),..- ~K(O)),

(5.1.s)

xK is the (N - K) by K all zero matrix, and ~k(0) >_ 0 are
singular values of C(e~°). In what follows, we assume~k (0) > 0, 1 < k
which is possible by employing MCeven when the ISI channel H(z) has
spectral nulls as we have seen in Section 2.3.1. Then, (5.1.1) becomes
O(N_K)

Y1(ejO) = A(eJ°)Xlj0) + -~1 (eJ°),

(5.1.9)

where
Yl(e jO) =U~(eJ°)Y(eJ°),

Xl(e jO)

--V(eJ°)X(eJ°),

zl (e

(5.1.1o)

Since U(ej°) and V(eJ°) are both unitary, the capacity and the information
rates of the system (5.1.9) are the same as the ones of the system (5.1.1),
i.e.,
supI(X~,Y1)=supI(X,Y),
X1

X

sup I(X1,YI)=
i.i.d.

X1

sup I(X,Y).
i.i.d.

(5.1.11)

X

Let
Y:(ej°) ---/~(eJ°)x~ j°) + E2(eJ°),

(5.1.12)
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where "~2(ej°) only takes the first K rows of ~l(e jt~) and ~(ej~) is defined
in (5.1.8). Since the system (5.1.12) is obtained by cutting the last N
rows from the system (5.1.9), the information is not increased, i.e., from
(5.1.11),
supI(X,Y)

>_ supI(X1,Y2),

X

X1

sup I(X,Y)
i.i.d.

>_ sup I(XI,Y2).

X

i.i.d.

(5.1.13)

X1

Notice that the system (5.1.13) is nowa K-input and K-output multivariate
system and therefore we may apply the Brandenburg and Wyner’s capacity
and information rate results (5.1.3) and (5.1.5). Although the MCcoded
ISI system can be converted to an MIMO
system (5.1.1), it is however
single-input single-output (SISO) system. Therefore, the units for vectors
in (5.1.3) and (5.1.5) need to be changed to the units for symbols.
doing so, we obtain the following lower bounds for the capacity and the
information rates of the MCcoded ISI channel. The capacity, CMc(Es), is
lower bounded by
CMc(Es)

~_ ~

dOmax 0,

log 2 No

’

where
~d~max
and A~(0), k = 1, 2, ...,

O, Ks-

k (8)

= KEs,

K, are the K eigenvalues of the following matrix

Ct(eJ~)C(eJ~) = Gt(eJe)Ht(eJ~)H(eJe)G(eJo).
The information rates,

(5.1.15)

(5.1.16)

CLMC(Es), are lower bounded

where ,~k(0) are the same as in the capacity (5.1.14).
Note that the MCencoding causes the rate KIN loss, which has been
taken into the account in the above lower bounds. Otherwise, the factor
1IN in (5.1.14) and (5.1.17) would 1/K.

5.2

MC Existence
tion Rates

with Increased

Informa-

With the lower bound (5.1.17) of the information rates of the MCcoded ISI
channel, in this subsection we want to prove the following existence result
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by constructing an MCfor an arbitrarily

given finite tap ISI channel H(z).

r-1
Theorem 5.1 For any finite tap ISI channel H(z) = ~k=o h(k) z-k with
h(0) # 0, h(F - 1) # andF > 1, th ere exists an MC suchtha t, wh en
the SNR, Es/No, is su]ficiently low, the MCcoded ISI channels have larger
information rates than the original ISI channel, i.e.,
Ci.i.d.,Mc(Es) > Ci.i.d.(Es),

(5.2.1)

whenE~ is small,

where the rate reduction due to the MCencoding has been taken into the
account in the MCcoded ISI channel.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the ISI channel
H(z) is normalized as in (2.3.1). Consider N x 1 modulated code G
[gl,"" ,gN]T with
N

~] Ig~t 2 = N,

(5.2.2)

where N > 2F - 1 is chosen. The condition N > 2F - 1 will be used later
for ensuring the MCexistence. In this case, the blocked version in (2.3.3)
of the ISI channel H(z) can be written as

(5.2.3)

-1,
H(z) = H(O) + H(1)z
where
H(0)
h(0)
h(1)

0
h(0)

.-.
...

:

:

:

h(r-1)
0

0
0

0
0

h(r-2) .-. h(0)
h(r-1) ... h(1)

0
h(0)

...
...

0
0

...
...

0
0

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

0

0

...

0

0

... h(r- 1) ...

h(0)

NxN

(5.2.4)
and
H(1)=
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0 h(r- 1) h(r-2)
0

0

h(r-

:

:

:

h(1)

1) ...

h(2)
:

:

0
0

0
0

--.
...

0

0

0

... h(r- 1)

0

0

0

...

0

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

0

0

.--

0

0

0

-..

0

Let gN-r+2 ....

(5.2.5)

NxN

= gN = 0 in the MCG, i.e.,
N-F+1

G--

[gl,""

,0] T,

,gN-r+l,0,...

and

E Igkl2

= N.

(5.2.6)

k=l

In this case, it is not hard to see
H(1)G =

(5.2.7)

In the following, we want to apply the information rate lower bound
(5.1.17) to prove the existence. To do so, we first need to calculate the
eigenvalues

of the matrix

Ct(eJ°)C(e j°)

in (5.1.16).

By (5.2.3)

and (5.2.7),

we have
j~
)
Ct(eJO)C(e

= Gt(gt(o)

+ gt(1)e-J~)(g(o)

+ g(1)eJ°)G = G~HI(O)H(O)G. (5.2.8)

Let Hi(0) be the submatrix of the first N - F ÷ 1 columns of H(0), i.e.,
H(0) = [Hi[0], H2(0)]. By the normalization H(z), i.e .,
F-1

E Ih(k)12 =
k=0

We have
Hll

Ht(0)H(0)=

H12

Hit2

H2~

]

(5.2.9)

where Hn is the following nonnegative definite matrix
gn = glt(0)gl(0)
1

hi,2

-.-

hl,N-F+I

h~,2

1

""

h2,g-r

h~,N_F+ 1 h~,N_ F "’"

1

(5.2.10)
1

(N-F+I) × (N--F+I)
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,gN-F+I]

T.

Then,

Ct(eJO)C(e jo) -= GtHt(O)H(O)G = G~HnG~.

(5.2.11)

Let H~I have the following diagonalization
HI~ = UtAU,

(5.2.12)

where U is an (N - F + 1) x (N - F + 1) unitary constant matrix
A = diag(A~,...

, AN-r+~)

and A~> ... >_ AN-r+1_> 0 are the eigenvalues of H~I. Clearly, by (5.2.10)
we have
N--F+I

~ Ak---- trace(H1,) ---- --r 4 - 1.

(5.2.13)

Weclaim that, under the condition on the ISI channel length, F > 1, the
following inequality holds:
AN_F+ 1 < 1.

In fact, if AN-F+~> 1. By (5.2.13) and A~ > ...

(5.2.14)
> AN-r+, > 0, we have

In other words, the matrix H~ is the (N - F + 1) × (N - P + 1) identity
matrix IN-r+~, which is not possible when h(0) # 0, hr-~ # 0, F >
N > 2F - 1, and the vector { hk
( )}k=0
r-~ has the unit norm.
By (5.2.13) and (5.2.14), we
N-F

~ Ak > N- F.

(5.2.15)

k=l

In.other words, if we let

then,
a > 1.

(5.2.17)
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We are now ready to design the MCG such that the MCcoded ISI
channel has larger information rates than the ISI channel itself does. Let
T.
F = UGt = [ft,

f2,"" , fg-r+t]

(5.2.18)

Then, by (5.2.11), (5.2.12), and (5.2.18), we
N-F+1

Ft AF = y~ If~ l~.

Ct(eJe)C(e/°)

(5.2.19)

k=l

Let
fl -= f2 .....

fN-r

= N-

and fg-r+t = 0.

F’

(5.2.20)

Clearly,
N-F+1

~ Ifkl 2 = N.
k-----1
Since

U is unitary,

by (5.2.18)

we have
N-F+I

at --

UtF, and Z

Igk[2 -- N,

(5.2.21)

k----1

which ensures that the MCG in (5.2.6) is a normalized N x i MC.Wenext
want to prove that this MCis what we wanted for the existence proof.
In fact, by (5.2.19), (5.2.20) and (5.2.16), we
Ct(eJ°)C(eJ°) = Nt~ = A(t~),

(5.2.22)

where A(0) is the only eigenvalue of Ct(eJ°)C(ej°) and it is also 0 independent. Using the information rate lower bound (5.1.17) we have

C,,Mc(E) > ~-~1

I

+2Es

(5.2.23)

By Jensen’s inequality, it is not hard to :prove that the capacity of the
AWGN
channel is greater than or equal to the information rates of any ISI
channel with AWGN,
i.e.,
Ci.i.d.(E~)=~

log 2 1+2 ]H(eJ°)] 2 d0.5[log

2 1+2

.
(5.2.24)
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Therefore, by (5.2.23) and (5.2.24) we

Since the limit of the right-hand side of (5.2.25) is ~ when E~/Nogoes to
0, i.e.,
~~
2[ log
l+~E~

No

J

~>1

as

E~
~ ~0.

(5.2.26)

~ log~ [1 + 2~]
The inequalities (5.2.25) and (5.2.26), thus, imply that, for any N ~ 2Fthere always exists E > 0 such that when E~/No < E, we have

C~.~.~.,Mc(E~)
> C,.,.~.(E~),
which proves Theorem 5.1. ¯
The above proof is constructive and the MCto ~chieve the l~rger information rates is given in (5.2.6), (5.2.18), (5.2.20), and (5.2.21).
proof (5.2.14)-(5.2.15), one can see that the ISI provides the information
r~te gMnat low SNR.The inequalities (5.2.23)-(5.2.25) in the above proof
also provide the following lower bound of the information rate gain of the
MCcoded ISI over the ones of the ISI itself.
Corollary 5.1 For a normalized ISI channel of length F with AWGN,the
ratio of the information rates of the MCcoded ISI channel over the ones of
the ISI channel itself is lower boundedby

C~.g.e.,~c(E~)>

>
Nlog2 ][1’ + 2~o
(5.2.27)

where ~ is defined in (5.2.16) and > 2F- 1 .
The above lower bound can be evaluated when the ISI channel H(z) is
known.

5.3

Numerical

Results

In this section, we want to evaluate the capacities (5.1.14) and the information rates (5.1.17) of some MCcoded ISI channels and compare them
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with the ones of the ISI channels themselves. Weconsider two different ISI
channels:
Channel A: [0.5, 0.5, -0.5, -0.5], which is a spectral null channel;
Channel B: [x/~,
spectral null.

V/~] ~[0.8165,

0.5774],

which does not have

The MCGAfor Channel A is chosen from Section 3.3, which is obtained
by using the joint MLSE.The (4, 2) MCGA is

CA

-0.9390
0.1302
0.9951
0.3641

~

0.3440
(}.9915
-0.0990
-0.9314

The coding gain for the MCin (5.3.1) is ~ISI

2.127dB compared to the

ISI channel[0.5,0.5,-0.5,-0.5]

1.8

T

~ ~tes
with
~el
information
......
1.4

:

(5.3.1)

+

an
optimal
rates

MC

]

i

ISl channel capacity
I
.~’
MCcodedinformation rates with an a~bitrary MCI/~ : ..........

o.8

0.4
0.2

-6

-4

-2

0

2
4
6
channel SNR2Es/No(dB)

8

10

12

Figure 5.1: Channel A: MCcoded and uncoded information rates. The
curves for the infor~nation rates of the MCcoded channels are the lower
bounds.
uncoded BPSKover AWGN
channel.

Fig.5.1 shows the information

rates
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and the capacities for Channel A. The information rates of Channel A with
AWGN
and without MCcoding are shown by the solid line. The lower
bound (5.1.17) of the information rates of the MCcoded Cha~nel A with
AWGN
are marked by +, where the MCin (5.3.1) is used. One can see that
the MCcoded information rates are above the uncoded information rates
when the channel SNR2Es/No are below 4.7dB. The capacity of Channel
A with AWGN
is shown by the dashdot line and the capacity lower bound
(5.1.14) of the MCcoded Channel A with AWGN
is marked by *. Although
the capacity and the information rates of the uncoded Channel A have a
significant gap whenthe SNRis below 12dB, their corresponding ones of the
MCcoded channel are rather close, which is due to that the MCencoding
improves the ISI channel condition. The last curve markedby o is the lower
bound of the information rates of the MCcoded Channel A with AWGN
and the MCis arbitrarily chosen, which is far below the rest curves.

ISI channel[0.8165,0.5774]

......
1.,I

---e--

ISI

channel
MC coded

capacity
information

I
rates

with

~...~

/Z
.........

0,8
0,6
0,4

0.2

-6~2

channelSNR2Es/No(dB)

Figure 5.2: Channel B: MCcoded and uncoded information rates. The
curves for the information rates of the MCcoded channels are the lower
bounds.
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The MCGBfor Channel B is chosen from Section 4.1, which is obtained
by using the MCcoded ZF-DFEcriterion.
The (2, 1) MCGB is
GB = 0.8165
"
[1.1547]

(5.3.2)

The coding gain based on the MCcoded ZF-DFEis 1.25dB and the coding
gain based on the joint MLSEis ~/13I = 1.6dB, where both of them are
compared to the uncoded BPSKover AWGN
channel. Fig.5.2 shows the
information rates and-the capacities for Channel B. The information rates
of Channel B with AWGN
and without MCcoding are shown by the solid
line. The lower bound (5.1.17) of the information rates of the MCcoded
Channel B with AWGN
are marked by +, where the MCin (5.3.2)
used. One can see that the MCcoded information rates are above the
uncoded information rates when the channel SNR 2Es/No are below 2dB.
The capacity of Channel B with AWGN
is shown by the dashdot line and
the capacity lower bound (5.1.14) of the MCcoded Channel A with AWGN
is marked by *. Similar to Channel A, the capacity and the information
rate lower bounds of the MCcoded Channel B almost coincide due to the
channel condition improvement of the MCencoding. The last curve marked
by o is the information rate lower bound of the MCcoded Channel B with
AWGN
and the MCis arbitrarily
chosen, which is much worse than the
one using the MC(5.3.2) with certain optimality.
The above examples are, by no means, of any special purposes. They are
arbitrarily
chosen from the previous chapters. From these two examples,
one can see that, the worse the ISI channel spectrum is, the better the MC
improves the information rates, and the closer the information rate lower
bound and the capacity lower bound of the MCcoded ISI channel are.

5.4

Combined

Turbo

and

MC Coding

Turbo codes [16, 15, 37] have been used to approach the AWGN
channel
capacity at relatively low channel SNR. For an ISI channel, joint turbo
equalizations have been also studied in for example [39, 110, 50], where
the performance is bounded by the ISI channel information rates, i.e., the
maximal mutual information when the input is i.i.d. In the meantime, for
MC,as we have seen in the previous section, the MCcoded ISI channel
has higher information rates than the original ISI channel does when the
channel SNRis relatively low. This suggests a combination of turbo and
MCcodings.
In this section, we propose a joint iterative decoding of combinedturbo
and MCcoded ISI channel. In the combined turbo and MCcoded ISI sys-
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tern, we use the MCto encode the symbols generated from the turbo encoder after multiplexing/interleaving/binary-to-complex-symbol
mapping.
At the receiver, we combine the soft MCdecoder with the turbo decoder
through the exchange of two kinds of extrinsic information. Simulation results show that the combination of the turbo and MCencoding/decoding
on the ISI channel significantly outperforms the current tiarbo equalization
techniques. Our examples show that the combined system may outperform
the capacity of the AWGN
channel and the ISI channel information rates
at low SNR.The results in this section are from [184].
5.4.1

Joint

Turbo

and

Modulated

Code

Encoding

The structure of the combination of the turbo code and the MCis illustrated
in Fig.5.3, where ~rl and ~r2 are two interleavers. The turbo code is similar
to the one used in [16], i.e., the parallel concatenated convolutional code
(PCCC). The MCcan be designed in several ways, for instance, the optimal
design in Section 3.4 and the suboptimal designs in Section 4.
transmitter
i

receiver

i i

i...........
channel

turbo

encoder (PCCC)

Figure 5.3: The structure
coding.

of the combination of turbo and modulated en-

In Fig.5.3, the information bits {b~) are first encoded by the PCCC
turbo encoder, and after multiplexing, interleaving and symbol mapping,
the resulted symbols {c~} are then fed into the MC.Finally the coded data
{x~} is transmitted over the ISI channel.
5.4.2

Joint

Soft

Turbo

and

MC Decoding

The decoding structure is illustrated in Fig.5.4, which consists of three
basic soft-in and soft-out (SISO) decoding blocks that originated from
the SISO APP module in [14]. The SISO decoding block is a four port
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device that accepts two inputs Iu and Ic. The Iu represents the sequence
of the probabilities of the input bits (or symbols) {uk} in log domain,
i.e., Iu = {1ogP(uk)}~N__l,where N is the length of the data sequence.
represents the sequence of the probabilities of the output bits (or symbols)
{ck}, i.e., Iv = {logP(ck)}~g_l.

Figure 5.4: The structure of the joint soft turbo decoder and soft modulated
code decoder.
Based on the knowledgeof the trellis diagram, which can be either of the
convolutional code or of the MCcoded ISI, the SISO decoder generates two
outputs: O~ and Oc, where O~ is the sequence of the new estimated probabilities of the input bits (or symbols) after the decoder excludes the priorly
knownvalues Iu, and Oc is the sequence of the new estimated probabilities
of the output bits (or symbols) after the decoder excludes the priorly input
values I~, as shownin the following:
O~ = {logP(ukldecoding)}~N_l

--

Oc = {logP(c~ldecoding)}~N=l.-Note, O~ and O~ are also viewed as the extrinsic information of the corresponding input and output bits (or symbols) of the code.
In Fig.5.4, the decoding algorithm starts at the MCISI(combined modulated code and ISI) SISO decoding block. The initial value of I~Mczsl is
taken as zero, since no prior information about the MCinputs is knownin
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the beginning. The I~MCIsl is the soft information
symbols.
Assume that the channel noise is AWGN
with
I~MCISI can be calculated from the received signal
lows:
I~~’sI = {logP(c~]Yl}~N=~_--

125
of the channel output
variance an. Then,
Y = {Y }~=1
k N as fol-

{-lYk

ckJ2 }~v

The output O~MC~S~of the MCISISISO decoder is then de-interleaved
and de-multiplexed into two separate parts: I~~C1, I~~C2, which are then
input into the two constituent SISO decoders of the turbo decoder.
Inside the turbo decoder, it is similar to the decoding algorithm in [16]
that the decoded output O4 of either one is interleaved or de-interleaved
before entering the other SISO decoder as I~. The O~ is called the extrinsic information between the two constituent decoders that sustains the
iteration of the inner decoding loop in the turbo decoder.
Anotherextrinsic information, whichis different from [16], is the outputs
O~n~C~and O~n~C2of the turbo decoder that connects the turbo decoder and
the SISO MCISIdecoding block, and therefore sustains the iteration of the
outer decoding loop.
5.4.3

Simulation

Results

Wenow verify the performance of the combined turbo code and MCfor ISI
channels. The ISI channel [0.7071, 0.7071] is tested. The turbo code we
use here is the one from [16] with the interleave length 65536.
First, we use the following optimal (3, 2) MCof constraint length
designed using the joint MLSEdesign of Section 3.4:

G(z)

= 0.3175
-0.7121
0.7598 -0.3851

+ 0.3700
0.6290
0.0041 0.4694

-1,

which has the coding gain 2.3dB compared’to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
In order for the comparison with the same signal rate, the punctured 1/2
rate turbo code and the above rate 2/3 MCare combined, while in turbo
equalization the unpunctured 1/3 rate turbo code is used. Therefore, both
systems have the same coding rate, 1/3.
Fig.5.5(a) shows the BERvs Eb/No results of the combination of the
turbo and MCmethod and that of the turbo equalization method. It is
observed that our new coding scheme has about 0.9dB gain over the turbo
equalization methodand is also above the ISI information rate.
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As another example of MCis the following optimal (2, 1) MCof constraint length 3:
0.6614

+ 0.7463

z-l+

--0.0655

z-2+

-0.0025

which has the coding gain 2.62dB compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel. Fig.5.5(b) shows the performance of the combined turbo code and
the modulated code method. We notice that the BER reaches 10.4 at
Eb/No = -1.15dB, which is also above the information rate curve of the
ISI channel markedby dotted line in Fig.5.6. This information rate, in fact,
is the upper limit of the turbo equalization techniques. Surprisingly, this
performance is above the AWGN
channel capacity.
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COMBINF~D TURBO AND MC CODING
Performanceof the Turbo Equalization and the CombinedTurbo and ModulatedCoding
with rate 113and BPSK
modulation, on Channel[0.707
0.707]
10°

~ Turbo
Equalization
+ Combined
Turbo
and

::I
Modulated

".........
~..........
~:......."

-.-

1°-’~:~!~!!!!::::!i!::::::~-’,..!!~

Coding

i.......
i : i ........i .......
._

..:::,z!!!!!!i!!::

’:::i

SNREb/N0 (dB)

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I ~

SNREb/No (dB)

(b)
Figure 5.5: Performance comparison of the combined turbo code and modulated code method and the turbo equalization
method on the ISI channel
h = [0.7071 0.7071]: (a) overall code rate 1/3; (b) overall code rate
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ISI channel
h=[0.7071
0.7071]
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¯
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Figure 5.6: Performance of the combined turbo code and modulated code.

Chapter 6

Space-Time
Coding for
Channels

Modulated
Memory

Space-time coding for multiple transmit and receive antenna communication systems has recently attracted considerable attention, see for example
[158, 157, 132, 70, 131, 130, 129, 8, 19, 60, 62, 61, 65, 66], which is mainly
because of the significant capacity increase from diversities. Such studies
include, for example, the capacity studies [132, 70, 157], space-time trellis coded modulation (TCM)schemes [131, 130], the combination of the
space-time coding and signal processing [131, 130], and differential spacetime coding [129, 60, 62, 61, 65, 66]. Most studies for such systems so
far are for memorylesschannels that mayfit slow fading environment well,
where all the paths from different transmit and receive antennas are assumed constants and treated as independent random variables. A recent
study on multiple transmit and receive antenna systems with memorycan
be found in [8], where no space-time coding was considered. In this chapter,
we are interested in multiple transmit and receive antenna channels with
memory,where there are ISI for each pair of transmit and receive antennas.
However,we assumethat all the ISI channels for all the different pairs are
knownat both the transmitter and the receiver.
In this chapter, we generalize MCto space-time MCfor multiple transmit and receive antennaISI channels. Similar to the MCfor single antenna
ISI channels (in previous chapters), the space-time MCcan be naturally
combined with the multiple antenna channels. Wegeneralize the MCcoded
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ZF-DFEfor single antenna systems studied in Chapter 4 to space-time MC
coded multiple antenna systems. By using the capacity formula of the multivariate channel with memoryin [21], we first derive lower bounds of the
capacities C and the information rates Ci.~.d. for the MCcoded systems,
whereC~.i.d. is the i.i.d, information rates whenthe input is an i.i.d, source,
see for example [122, 121]. As a property of the space-time MC,it is proved
that for an N transmit and N receive antenna channel H(z) with memory
and AWGN
and for any rate r, 0 < r < 1, there exist rate r MCsuch that
the MCcoded systems have larger information rates C~.~.d. than the system
itself does, when the channel SNRis relatively low and the channel H(z)
not paraunitary [142]. Notice that for a channel H(z), the condition that
H(z) is not paraunitary holds almost surely. Another remark is that, when
N = 1 this result is more general than the one obtained in Chapter 5 for
MCcoded single antenna systems, where only rate lIP MCwith P _> 2F- 1
were constructed. The results in this chapter are summarizedfrom [176].

6.1

Channel

Model and Space-Time

MC

Before going to space-time MC,let us first describe the channel model.
Consider an N transmit antenna and Mreceive antenna channel with finite
memory and AWGN,i.e.,
N F--1

r,~(t)

= ~ ~ h,~,,~(k)s~(t

- k) + ~,~(t),

< M, (6.1 .1)

n-~l k-~O

where s,~ (t) is the information sequence at the nth transmit antenna, rm (t)
is the received signal at the ruth receive antenna, h,~,,~(k) is the ISI channel finite impulse response of length F corresponding to the nth transmit
antenna and the ruth receive antenna, and r/,~ (t) is the AWGN
at the mth
receive antenna. Let H,~,~(z) denote the z-transform of hm,,~(k) in terms
of variable k. Let H(z) denote the following M× N matrix polynomial
H(z) (H,~,,~(Z))I<,~_<_M,I<n<N.

(6.1.2)

Then, channel (6.1.1) is an N input and Moutput system with transfer
matrix function H(z), i.e.,
R(z) = H(z)S(z) -~-

(6.1.3)

where R(z) = (Rl(z),...
,RM(z)) T, S(z) (S ~(z),... ,S
N(z)) T, and
T,
y(z) = (r/l(Z),...
,~lM(Z)) T stands for the transpose, and R,~(z), S,~(z)
and ~/,~(z) are the z-transforms of rm(t), s,~(t), and y,~(t), respectively.
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For convenience, in what follows the above channel transfer matrix function H(z) is normalized so that the channel itself does not have any gain:
M

N

E E E Ihm"~(k)12

m=l n=l

(6.1.4)

=

k

In the following, we want to encode the information sequences s,~(t) by
using a space-time MCgiven the channel H(z).
A space-time MCfor N transmit antennas is an (NP, K) MC, where the
nth block of block length P of the MCencoded NPx 1 vector is transmitted
at the nth antenna as shown in Fig.6.1.

_~ Parallel
to serial
Binary to
complex
mapping

Space-Time
MC G(z)
..~

Parallel
to serial

[~

NP by K

Figure 6.1: Space-time modulated code encoding.
Similar to the combination of an MCand an ISI in the single antenna
case (2.3.2)-(2.3.6),
which corresponds to N = 1 and NPhere, the
space-time MCcan be combined with the multiple transmit and receive
antenna channel It(z) in (6.1.2) by blocking it with block size P.
combined MCand channel is
C(z) = 7/(z)G(z),

(6.1.5)

where 7/(z) is the blocked version of H(z) and has the following pseudocirculant form, see for example[175],
Ho(z)
Hi(z)

=

:

Hp_2(z)
Hp_l(Z)

z-lHp-l(Z)
H0(z)
:

- Hp-a(z)
Hp_~(z)

...
...
:

"’"
---

z-lH1 (z)
z-lH2(z)
:

z-IHp-l(Z)
H0(z)

(6.1.6)
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where Hp(z) is the pth polyphase component of H(z) = H(kz-k:
Hp(z) = H(Pl + p) -~, 0 <_ p <_ P - 1.
l

The space-time MCcoded system in (6.1.1) and (6.1.3) after the blocking
becomes

n(z)=C(z)X(z)
.=.(z),

(6.1.7)

where the size of 7~(z) is MP× 1 and the ruth receive antenna receives the
ruth block of block length P in the vector "R(z), the size of C(z) MP× K,
the size of X(z) is K × 1, and the size of .=.(z) MP× 1and it i s blocked
from ~/(z) in (6.1.3). All the componentsof ~(z) are i.i.d. Gaussian
mean 0 and single-sided power spectral density No. Since the rank of
in (6.1.7) and (6.1.5) is at most min{MP,NP, K}, for the decodability of
the MCcoded system (6.1.7), K has to satisfy the following condition

(6.1.8)

K _< min{MP, NP}.

In the following we shall study the MCcoded multi-input and multioutput (MIMO)system (6.1.7) under Condition (6.1.8).

6.2

Space-Time

MC Coded

ZF-DFE

Similar to single antenna MCcoded ISI channels, there are several decoding
schemes for the space-time MCcoded multiple transmit and receive antenna
systems discussed in the preceding chapters, such as the MLSEdecoding,
the MMSEdecoding, and the joint ZF-DFE and MMSE-DFE
decodings.
Different decoding algorithms also give different criterion for the optimal
MCdesign at the transmitter. In this section, we want to study the ZFDFEdecoding and the corresponding optimal space-time MCdesign. The
others can be similarly done.
6.2.1

MC Coded

ZF-DFE

and

Performance

Analysis

Consider an N transmit antenna and M receive antenna system with M × N
transfer polynomial matrix H(z). For a space-time (NP, K) MCG(z)
K < NP is always assumed in what follows. The block diagram for the
space-time MCcoded ZF-DFEis shown in Fig.6.2, where IK is the K by K
identity matrix, and the K by I vector decision takes the best K by 1 vector
of all the possible K by 1 information symbol vectors, and ~/is the channel
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additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance a~2 = N0/2, and
~/(z) is the blocked version of H(z) and has size MP× NP.
The matrix multiplier :D(z) at the receiver in Fig.6.2 for the MCcoded
ZF-DFEconverts the nonsquare polynomial matrix C (z) of the combination
into a square polynomial matrix so that the DFEcan be implemented as
shown in Fig.6.2. It is usually the case that the higher the order of the
ISI channel to equalize is, the worse the DFEperformance is. To make
the order of the overall system ~(z) after the matrix multiplier as low
possible, where
$’(z) ~ ~P(z)C(z) = T~(z)7-l(z)G(z),

~

(6.2.1)

Binaryto
complex
mapping

Matrix
multiplier
of size
K by IvIP

$(z)

|Kbyl

[

]

Parallel t~
serial and
complex

tobi .n~y|
mapping|

Figure 6.2: Space-time MCcoded zero-forcing decision feedback equalizer.
and 7-/(z) is as (6.1.6), the matrix multiplier T)(z) simply takes MP
constant matrix. It also suggests that the MCG(z) takes a block code,
i.e., G(z) is an MP by K constant matrix. Wenext want to study the
MCdesign rule for the above ZF-DFE. Consider an NP by K block MC
G(z) = ~ and a constant K by NP matrix multiplier
:D(z) = :D. The
combined MCof the channel and the transmitter MC~ becomes
C(z) = ~o~ + 7-tl~z -1 + + -rl
7-/rl, 6z
(6.2.2)
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where 7-/(z) = E~r~o 7-/kz -k and

g(0)

0

g(1)
7-{0 =

"’"

0

g(0)

:

(6.2.3)

:

H(P-1)

H(P- 2)

¯ ..

H(0)

MPxNP

where H(0), ..., H(P - 1) are Mx N constant coefficient matrices in the
channel H(z) = ~r__-o~ g(k)z -~. From the feedback loop in the ZF-DFE
in Fig.6.2, we want to have 7)7-lo~ = Ig, i.e., the feedback does not depend
on the current vector. Therefore, the matrix multiplier D(z) = is the
right inverse (pseudo-inverse), (7-/0~) -1, of the MPx K constant matrix
7-/o~. This also implies that the MCcoded matrix 7-/o~ should have full
column rank. In other words, the MP x NP matrix 7-/0 should have rank
at least K. For an arbitrarily given H(z), the matrix 7~0 almost surely has
full rank. Without loss of generality, in what follows we always assume that
7-/o has full rank. As we shall see later on the MCdesign, it is only needed
that the rank of 7to is at least K.
After the matrix multiplier of 79(z) = l) = (dij)KxMP at the receiver,
the mean power of the multiplied noise ~} of ~ becomes

2
Ea=I
MP Id~Jl ~

E K
12
i=:1 MP
E~=, IdlJ

No.
(6.2.4)
K
2K
By the normalization condition of the MCG, the mean transmitted signal
poweris still a~.
~ Similar to the conventional ZF-DFEfor invertible ISI
channel, see, for example, [68], the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)after the
MCcoded ZF-DFEfor the invertible C(z)
a~2 =E/K=I

an =

2
SNR = a~2

2Ka~
~

MP

B~ed on this SNRanalysis at the receiver,
the following optimal MCdesign rule:
K

"

(6.2.5)

to m~imize the SNRwe have

MP

min ~ ~ [d~jl ~ under the condition

D~oG = [K,

(6.2.6)

i=1

where the MCG = (glj) satisfies
NP

the normalization condition
K

~ ~[g~iI~
i=1 j=l

= NP.

(6.2.7)
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Let the singular value decomposition of the matrix 7/o~ be
UtVU~= 7/0~,

(6.2.8)

where Ut and U~ are MP× MPand K × K unitary matrices, respectively,
and
V= [ diag(~l,"’,AK)
O(Mp_g)×

’

g

(6.2.9)

and hi for i = 1, 2, ..., K are the singular values of the matrix 7/0~. Then
the matrix multiplier :D is

(6.2.10)
where
V-~ = (diag(1/)~l,...

, 1/AK),

OKx(MP-K)).

(6.2.11)

Thus, the total energy of the matrix :D is
K MP

E E IdiJl2
i=1 j=l

K

1
= E -i~.~
i=1

(6.2.12)

Therefore, using the elementary inequality on the right hand side of (6.2.12)
we have
K

MP

i=1 j=l

1

(6.2.13)

i=1

where the equality (the minimum)is reached if and only
(6.2.14)
The optimality condition (6.2.14) is the one to design the MC~ that
whitens the matrix No generated from the ISI channel. In the next subsection, we propose a method to design such MC~ given an 7/0 in (6.2.3).
Wenext want to study the performance of the MCcoded ZF-DFEin
Fig.6.2, i.e., the error probability. Let us consider the vector decision block
in Fig.6.2. For a general MC~ at the transmitter and the matrix multiplier
T~ with the form in (6.2.10), each K × 1 multiplied noise vector ~ for
fixed time may be colored when K > 1. In this case, the vector decision is
necessary for optimal detection. If the MC~ whitens 7-/0, i.e., the condition
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Figure 6.3: Space-time MCcoded zero-forcing decision feedback equalizer
with optimal MC.
(6.2.14) holds, then it is not hard to see that each K x 1 multiplied noise
vector r) for a fixed time is white too. Thus, the vector decision in Fig.6.2
can be reduced to the symbol-by-symbol detection as shown in Fig.6.3.
Assumethat the condition (6.2.14) for the MCencoding holds, which
is always possible to design as we shall see later. In this case,
MP

K

Z Z Idi~12
i----1 j=l

g
=~.

Let P8(%) denote the symbol error probability at the symbol SNR% for
the binary-to-complex symbol mapping used at the transmitter in Fig.6.2.
For convenience, in what follows we only consider the BPSKbinary-tocomplex symbol mapping. In this case, the symbol error probability is
P8(%) = Q(2x/~), where % is the SNRbefore the decision block in Fig.6.2.
Using the SNR(6.2.5), the corresponding %
2

Ka~

O"
x

%- 2a~

--

E/K=I

MP [dlj[2No
~=1

A2 a2x A2K Eb
-No NP No’

(6.2.15)
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where Eb is the total energy of all the transmit antennas per lJit. Then,
the bit error rate (BER) for the MCcoded ZF-DFEgt the Eb/No is

BER=Ps(%) = Q ( E2~NE--~0,)

(6.2.16)

where 7 is the coding gain as follows, which is based on the joint ZF-DFE
decoding and compared to the uncoded BPSKin AWGN
channel:
(6.2.17)

NP’
where A is defined in (6.2.14).

6.2.2

The Optimal Space-Time

MC Design

In this subsection, we present the optimal MCdesign such that the optimality condition (6.2.14) is satisfied. Consider the singular value decomposition
of
7-l~o7-lo = WtAW,
where W is an NP × NP unitary

(6.2.18)

matrix and

diag(~l~, "’" ,~vP),
diag(~,
, ~p,0,-..,

0),

when MP >_ NP,
when MR < YP,

(6.2.19)

where
~1 k "’"

~ ~rain{MP,

NP} > 0,

are the min{NP, MP} singular values of 7{0. Using the singular
decomposition (6.2.8) of 7/0~ we have
U~tWtAW~U~
= diag(A~:..

(6.2.20)
value

- , A~:).

Define
~ = W~U~.

(6.2.21)

Then
~+A~ = diag(A~,...,

A~K) st~ AIK,

(6.2.22)
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where step 1 is from the optimal criterion (6.2.14). Let
=

NP

(6.2.23)

ES,

and
NP-K)
~=[ diag(A/~l,-.-0(

×’’~/~K) ]’K

(6.2.24)

By (6.2.23), it is not hard to see that ~ is normalized. Since both Wand
Ur are unitary, by (6.2.21) the MC~ is also normalized. Clearly, ~ satisfies
the optimality condition (6.2.14), which is therefore optimal. Note that
only the inverses of the K largest singular values of 7-/0 are needed, and the
rank of 7-/0 only needs to be K or above.
Going back to (6.2.18)-(6.2.22),
the optimal normalized MC
~opt = Wt~Ur,

(6.2.25)

where U~ is an arbitrary K x K unitary matrix, Wis the NPx NPunitary
matrix defined in (6.2.18), and ~ is defined in (6.2.23)-(6.2.24).
Theorem 6.1 Given an N transmit and M receive antenna channel H(z),
the optimal normalized (NP, K) modulated code ~ for the space-time
codedzero-forcing decision feedback equalizer in Fig. 6.2 is given in (6.2.25).
Using the optimal ~ in (6.2.23) and the optimal coding gain formula
(6.2.17) for the BPSKsignaling, we have the following optimal coding
gain using the optimal (NP, K) MCGopt in (6.2.25) for a given channel:
K
%pt - ~’~1 ~2’

(6.2.26)

where ~, i = 1, 2,..., K, are the first K largest singular values of 740. One
might want to ask when the above coding gain 7opt > 1. We have the
following simple result.
Theorem 6.2 When K = 1 and P >_ F in the MC~opt in (6.2.25),
M > N, i.e., the numberof the receive antennas is greater than the number
of the transmit antennas, then the corresponding coding gain %pt > 1.
Proof. To prove this theorem, by (6.2.26) we need to prove that the
first singular value ~ of 740 is greater than 1, i.e., ~1 > 1. Assumethat all
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the singular values of 7/0 are less than 1. Wewant to derive a contradiction.
Consider the following matrix sequence for l = 1, 2, ...:

A,e

(6.2.27)

By (6.2.18),

2.+’
,At ....
Wtdiag(~,

~NP 2~+1
)W.

(6.2.28)

By the assumption that ~k _< 1 for all k, we have
all the magnitudes of the elements in matrix At are bounded by NP.
(6.2.29)
Wenowwant to see the direct expansion of At in (6.2.27). Let
P-1

H = E Hi(k)H(k)"

(6.2.30)

k=0

It is not hard to see that the left upper corner N x N submatrix of At is
always
Ct ~= (H)2’ + Bl,

(6.2.31)

where Bt is a nonnegative definite matrix. Since P >_ F, by the normalization condition in (6.1.4) on H(z) £nd the condition M_> N, we
trace(H)

= M>

(6.2.32)

)~1 k "’" k ")iN
0 ar e th e ei genvalues of H. Clearly, ~1 > 1by
(6.2.32). Since Bt is nonnegativedefinite, we have trace(Bl) _> 0. Therefore,
where

trace(Ct) = trace(H2’) + trace(Bt) _> ),~’ -4 (x~, whenl -~ c~. (6.2.33)
This implies that someelements in matrix At go to c~ as l goes to c~, which
contradicts with (6.2.29). This proves Theorem6.2.
Although in Theorem6.2 the condition M> N is required, the result
in Theorem6.2 still holds when M= N and the channel matrix H(z) is not
paraunitary. Since the proof in this case is notationally tedious, we omit it
here. Weshall see some numerical simulation results later.
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Capacity and Information Rates of the
Space-Time
MC Coded MIMO Systems

In this section, we want to study the capacity and information rates of the
space-time MCcoded channels similar to the one in Chapter 5. The basic
idea for the following capacity and information rate study is based on the
capacity formula obtained by Brandenburg and Wyner[21] for N-input and
N-output systems (or multivariate channels) with memory and AWGN.
6.3.1

Capacity
and
tems
without

Information
MC Encoding

Rates

of

MIMO Sys-

Let us now study the capacity and information rates of the MIMO
system
(6.1.3) using the ones in (5.1.3)-(5.1.5) for N input and N output systems
derived by Brandenburg and Wyner [21]. To derive the exact capacity
and information rates for the system (6.1.3), the difficulty arises from the
number N of the inputs may be different from the number Mof the outputs.
WhenM= N, the above capacity formula (5.1.3) and the information rate
formula (5.1.5) can be directly applied by replacing P(z) with H(z).
changing the units in (5.1.3) and (5.1.5) from per vectors to per symbols,
the capacity and the information rates of an N transmit antenna and N
receive antenna system are
C(Es,N)-

4~rN k=l ~

dOmax O,log
2

2Ak(0)KSNo
} ’

(6.3.1)

where
1
27r k=l

dO max 0,

Ks-~-Ak

(0)

=NEs,

(6.3.2)

and A~ (0), k = 1, 2, ..., N, are the N eigenvalues of matrix Ht(eJ°)H(eS°)
and E~ denotes the mean symbol power. The information rate is
C~" d" (E~,N) -47rN

log2 1+
k=l

~r

~oo J

dO,

(6.3.3)

where Ak(0) are the same as in the capacity (6.3.1).
Whenthe number of the receive antennas is not equal to the number
of the transmit antennas, i.e., M¢ N, we may use the singular value
decompositions of the MIMOsystem H(z) (6.1.3) and then convert it
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a subsystem with min{M, N} inputs and min{M, N} outputs. By doing
so, we have the following lower bound for the capacity and the information
rates.
C(Es,N,M)

1

{

min{N,M}

2d0max 0, log

>_ 4~rmin{N,M}

No

k=l

’

(6.3.4/

where
min{N,M}

d0max O, Ks - )~1(0)

2--~ E

k:l

= min{N,M}Es,

(6.3.5)

~r

and A~(0), k = 1, 2, ..., min{N, M}, are the min{N, M} squared singular
values of matrix H(eJ°). The information rate
C~.,.d.(Es,N,M)>_

1

min{N,M}

4~rmin{N,M}

Z

r-

J_ log2 1+
[

2EsXk(O)]

jd0,
(6.3.6
/

where A~(0) are the same as in the capacity (6.3.4).
6.3.2

Capacity
and Information
Rates
Time
MC Coded
MIMO Systems

of

the

Space-

Wenext want to study the capacities and the information rates of the
space-time MC.coded MIMO
systems (6.1.7). It is not hard to see that
the MCcoded MIMOsystem (6.1.7) is a K input and MP output system.
Based on the decodability condition (6.1.8), there are two cases for the
parameters K, NP, MP: Case (i) when K MP<_ NP and Case (ii)
when K < MP and K < NP.
Wefirst consider Case (i). Similar to (6.3.1)-(6.3.3), the capacity
the information rates of the space-time MCcoded system in (6.1.7) when
K = MP < NP are
4 ~r N P

dO max 0, log2 2At~(0)Ks
}’
(6.3.7)

where
-~1~=~1

dOmax 0, Ks- 2 k (0) KE,,
{
NoA_I
}
f

(6.3.8)
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and ,~k(8), k = 1,2,...,K,
are the K squared singular values of matrix
j°)
C(e
in (6.1.5). The information rate
Ci ¯ i" "d (Ss,

log 2 1 ÷ ~oo j de, (6.3.9)
K, NP, MP) - 1
4~NP ~=~ ,.

where Ak(~) are the same as in the capacity (6.3.7). Notice that the
rate loss K/(NP) in the above MCencoding h~ been taken into the account in the above formulas and otherwise the factor 1/(NP) in (6.3.7) and
(6.3.9) would be 1/K.
For Case (ii), similar to (6.3.4)-(6.3.6), the capacity and the information
rates of the space-time MCcoded system in (6.1.7) when K < MP and
K ~ NP are lower bounded by
C(E~,K,

NP, MP) > 1
- 4~NP

d~m~
0, log
2

~

J

,

where
~

dOmax O, Ks k=l

A~-t(O = KEs,

(6.3.11)

~r

and Ak(0), k = 1,2,...,K,
are the K squared singular values of matrix
C(ej~) in (6.1.5). The information rate is lower bounded
Ci.i.d.

1 ~/f.log2[1 + 2E~,~(0)]
(E~, K, NP, MP)>_ 4~cNP
-~o
k,.~l

dO,
(6.3.12)

where A}(0) are the same as in the capacity (6.3.10).
Wenext show that there exists space-time MCsuch that the information
rates of the MCcoded system in (6.1.7) are larger than the ones of the
original system in (6.1.3) when the channel SNRis low and the number
transmit antennas is equal to the number of receive antennas, i.e., M= N.
WhenM ¢ N, similar arguments can be used to show the space-time MC
existence with the larger information rate lower bound of the MCcoded
system over the information rate lower bound of the original system.
Before going to the results, we need to introduce two concepts on N x N
polynomial matrix H(z). An N x N polynomial matrix H(z) is called
paraunitaryif and only if, see [142],
H?(ei°)H(ei°) = diN, -~r _< 0 < ~-,

(6.3.13)
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where d > 0 is a constant. The above paraunitariness is a generalization of
the unitariness for constant matrices. WhenN > 1, an N x N polynomial
matrix H(z) is almost surely not paraunitary. WhenN -= 1, a polynomial
is paraunitary if and only if it is a single delay dz-~°, i.e., no ISI. AnN x N
polynomial matrix H(z) is called pseudo-paraunitary if and only if
H(e~) = d(eJ~)U(eJ~), -~r <_ 0 < ~r,

(6.3.14)

where d(ej~) is a scalar function of e~ and has at least two terms of e j~ for
different k and U(ej°) is an N x N unitary matrix for any 0. For an N x N
polynomial matrix with N > 1, it is almost surely not pseudo-paraunitary.
However, for N = 1, any polynomial H(z) is pseudo-paraunitary unless it
is only a delay, i.e., H(z) = -k°, and in thi s cas e it is paraunitary.
Lemma6.1 /f the blocked version 7t(z) in (6.1.6) with block size
an N × N polynomial matrix H(z) is pseudo-paraunitary (or paraunitary),
then H(z) is also pseudo-paraunitary (or paraunitary).
Proof. WhenN -- 1, the blocked version 7-/(z) can be diagonalized
follows, see (2.3.10),
~i(z P) = [W~,U(z)]tA(z)W~U(z),
pq
where Wp = :~(w,
1
)0<_v,q_<v-1, wp = exp(-j2~r/P),

(6.3.15)

U(z) = diag(1, z-l, ... , z-P+1),
and
A(z) = diag(H(z), n(zwp),...,
H(zwpP-1)).
(6.3.16)
P)
WhenN > 1, ?-l(z
can be permuted both row-wisely and columnwisely such that each P × P submatrix of the permuted H(zv) is pseudocirculant and corresponds to the case when N = 1. Therefore, the diagonalization (6.3.15) can be used to each P × P submatrix of the permuted
matrix of 7-[(zP). Then each diagonalized P x P submatrix of 7-l(z P) is
permuted back. Let 7) denote the permutation matrix. Then, ~l(z P) has
the following diagonalization
~-~(Z P) = 7)Tdiag ([W~U(z)]t, ... , [W~U(z)]t) 7)TA(z)7)T
diag (W~,U(z),¯ ¯ ¯ , W~U(z))

(6.3.17)
where A(z) has the form (6.3.16). Since all matrices Wp, U(z), and ) are
unitary, by the form of A(z) in (6.3.16), ~/(z) is pseudo-paraunitary
unitary) implies that H(z) is also pseudo-paraunitary (or unitary).
Weare now ready to state and prove the following results.
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Theorem 6.3 Let H(z) be an N × N transfer polynomial matrix of an
N transmit antenna and N receive antenna system with AWGN.If H(z)
is not pseudo-paraunitary, then for any 1 <_ K < NP, there exists an
(NP, K) space-time MCsuch that the information rates in (6.3.12) of
MCcoded system (6.1.7) are larger than the information rates in (6.3.3)
the original system (6.1.3), when the channel SNRis su~ciently low.
Proof. For each 0 with -~ _< 0 < ~r, let H(ej°) in (6.1.6)
following singular value deco~nposition
7t(e j~) = U(eJ~)A(eJ~)v(eJ~),

have the
(6.3.18)

where U(eie) and V(e~°) are both unitary and
A(eje) = diag(~l (~),. -. , ~NP(O))
with
~(~) >_ "’" >_ ~gP(~) >_

(6.3.19)

By the Parseval’s equality, the channel normalization (6.1.4) with M=
and the form (6.1.6) of 7/(z),
. NP ~(O)dO
--2~rl ~

=
tra,ce(Ht(eye)Tg(eje))dO

k:l

P

M

N

rn=l

n:l

Ihm,n(
)l

(6.3.20)

Let ~(e ie) be the following NP ~ K matrix
(6.3.21)
Then, the K squared singular values of matrix ~(e~°)~(e ~°) are
X~I)(o)=
Weclaim that,

~(0),

when H(~) is not pseudo-paraunitary,

2.

~ (O)dO>
~ k=l

(6.3.22)

1 < k <
we have

(6.3.23)
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In fact, if
1 //
27I"

K

E ~(O)dO <_
~r k=l

(6.3.24)

then, by (6.3.20) and (6.3.19) we
XI(O )

.....

~Np(O) = A(0), almost surely.

(6.3.25)

By (6.3.18), we know that ~(z) is pseudo-paraunitary.
Therefore,
Lemma6.1 H(z) is also pseudo-paraunitary, which contradicts the condition in Theorem6.3.
Let A,~(8), 1 _< n _< N, be the N squared singular values of matrix
H(eJe). By the normalization (6.1.4) of H(z) and the Parseval’s equality,
similar to (6.3.20) we have
),n(0)d8 =

~

(6.3.26)

Let

which only depends on the channel H(z). Therefore, by (6.3.22), (6.3.23),
and (6.3.26), we have
~; > 1.

(6.3.28)

If V(z) in the decomposition (6.3.18) is a polynomial matrix, i.e.,
component in V(z) has only finite terms of -k, t hen we c laim t hat t he
(NP, K) MC(~(z) in (6.3.21) is the MCG(z) we wanted to construct
the proof. Wenext want to prove this claim. To do so, we consider the
ratio Rx(’~) of the information rate (6.3.12) for the MCcoded system
the information rate (6.3.3) for the original system, where
2Es
7=No.
By the lower bound in (6.3.12), the ratio Rx(7) is lower bounded

f-~r

K
Ri(7) _> P f_~~)
E~N=
log2(1+ +7X~
%~,~(O))dO"
~
Ek=~
log~(1

(6.3.29)
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Thus,
lim R, (’),)

7-~0

--

")’~) (~))d~
~f~~k=l
K log2(1 +
p f~ ~n=l
N l°g2( 1 + dO
7A~(O))

lim
~0

E~=~
~

=

(~)d~

N

~ > 1,

(6.3.30)

where s~ep 1 is from ~he L’H6pi~al’s rule.
WhenV(z) has infinite terms of -~, i ~ i s ~ runcated i nto a polynomial
matrix V~ (z) in ~ way ~hat it is close enough ~o V(z) and ~he corresponding
MCG(z) defined similar to ~(z) in (6.3.21) by replacing V(z) (z)
is also close enough ~o ~(z). Then, the corresponding squared singular
values A~~) (O) of N(z)G(z) are also close to ~1)(0) in (6.3.22)

~ ~ Pfg. E~=I ~.(O)dO ~ ~’ and ~ > 1.

(6.3.31)

With the MCG(z) defined above, the corresponding information rate ratio
RI(7) is lower bounded by ~ > 1 as the channel SNR7 goes to 0, which is
similar to (6.3.29)-(6.3.30).
The above arguments prove that when the channel SNR7 is sufficiently
small, the information rates of the MCcoded system are larger than the
ones of the original system. This proves Theorem6.3.
~omTheorem6.3, it is known that, for almost all N transmit antenna
and N receive antenna systems with N > 1 and any (NP, K) with K < NP,
there exists an (NP, K) space-time MCsuch that the MCcoded systems
have larger information rates than the ones of the original systems, whenthe
channel SNRare small. Since when N = 1, i.e., a single antenna system, the
ISI channel H(z) with length F > 1 is always pseudo-paraunitary, Theorem
6.3 does not apply to the c~e when N = 1. In order to include this c~e,
we have the following result.
Theorem 6.4 Let H(z) = ~k=0 H(k) z-~ be an N x N transfer polynomial matrix of an N transmit antenna and N receive antenna system with
AWGN.IfH(z) is not paraunita~, then, for any 1 ~ K < NP with P ~
there exists an (NP, K) space-time MCsuch that the information rates
(6.3.12} of the MCcoded system (6.1.7) are larger than the information
rates in (6.3.3) of the o~ginal system (6.1.3), when the channel SNR
su~ciently low.
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Proof. By Theorem 6.3, we only need to prove Theorem 6.4 for the
case when H(z) is pseudo-paraunitary. In this case,
H(ei°) = d(eie)U(eie),
where d(eje) is a scalar function of eie and has at least two different terms
of eike and U(eje) is unitary. Since a unitary matrix multiplication does
not change the information rates, by absorbing U(eie) into the signal, the
system H(z) is equivalently converted to d(eie)IN, which is equivalent to
N single antenna systems with the transfer functions d(eie). ie)
Since H(e
has length F, so does d(eie) due to the fact that

0) =
Ht(e )H(eJ
Therefore, to prove Theorem6.4 we only need to consider the case of single
antenna systems, i.e., N = 1, with finite ISI. In this case, everything else
but (6.3.23) in the proof of Theorem6.3 directly applies here. This implies
that we only need to prove (6.3.23) under the conditions that the single
antenna system transfer function H(z) of length F with F > 1, and P _> F.
If (6.3\.23) is false, i.e., (6.3.24) holds, then, similarly we
~1(~)

~p(0) = A(0), almost surely.

.....

(6.3.32)

Going back to (6.3.18),
7-l(e je) = )~(~)U(eJe)V(eJe).

(6.3.33)

Since v]-~(eJ~) is pseudo-circulant, it has the diagonalization (6.3.15).
combining (6.3.33) and (6.3.15), we
diag(g(eJe/P),
where W(O)is unitary.

g(eJe/Pwp), ...

, g(eJe/Pw~-i))

=

Therefore,

IH(eJe/Pw~p)12
= ),2(t9), for p = 0, 1, ...,P -

(6.3.34)

By expanding (6.3.34) and setting ~ -- 0, we have
r-1

~

exp(jkp/P)

~

=he(0),

for p = 0, 1,...,P-

1. (6.3.35)

=oh(k)

Since P _> F, (6.3.35) is possible only if the sequence h(0), h(1),...,h(F
has one non-zero element, which contradicts with the condition that H(z)
has at least two terms. This proves (6.3.23) and therefore Theorem6.4
proved. ¯
Fromthe above proof, the following corollary is immediate.
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Corollary 6.1 For a single antenna system with transyer ]unction H(~)
of length F > 1 and AWGN,there always exists a rate K/P MCwith
1 <_ K < P >_ F such that the MCcoded systems have larger inyormation
rates than the original system does, when the channel SNRis small.
The above result is a generalization of the one obtained in Chapter 5,
where rate lIP with P _> 2F - 1 MCwere constructed. Examples shall
be presented later to illustrate
the above results. One thing should be
emphasized here is that, in all the abow~proofs of the information rate
increase, the condition K < NP, i.e., the data rate increase of the MC
encoding, ensures (6.3.23) and therefore a > 1 in (6.3.31) or ~ >
(6.3.28).

6.4

Numerical

Results

In this section, we see some simulation results on both MCcoded ZF-DFE
and the capacity and the information rates-of the MCcoded systems and the
systems themselves. In the following simulations, the number of transmit
and receive antennas are both 2, i.e., N = M= 2. The block size in the
space-time MCin Fig.6.1 is P = 3. The space-time MCcode rate is 2/6,
i.e., K = 2. In this case, the rate for each transmit antenna is 2/3. The
BPSKis used for all the simulations and no additional coding is used before
the MCencoding.
Weconsider two different multiple transmit and receive antenna channels with memory and AWGN:Channel A HA(Z) and Channel B HB(Z).
Channel A HA(Z)has length F = 3 and its 3 coefficient matrices are:
0.4286
H(0) = H(1)= H(2)= [ 0.4762
-0.3810 0.3333j

’

(6.4:1)

which is a spectral-null channel because HA(z) (l + z-l + z-2)H(O). The
optimal (6, 2) space-time MC~ovt in (6.2.25) for this channel is

~opt,A

~

0.9350 -0.7529
0.5778 1.2182
0.7498 .-0.6038
0.4634 0.9769
0.4161 -0.3351
-0.2572 0.5421

(6.4.2),

The optimal coding gain with this MCis ~/ovt = 1.96dB. Fig.6.4 shows the
capacities and information rates C~.i.d. of the MCcoded/uncoded systems.
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The solid line shows the original channel information rates Ci.i.d.
(6.3.3)
with N -- 2 while the solid line markedby [] shows the lower bound(6.3.12)
of the information rates C{.{.d. of the space-time MCcoded channel using
the optimal MCin (6.4.2). One can see that the information rates C~.~.d.
of the MCcoded channel are above the ones of the original channel when
the channel SNRis below about 2.5dB. The dashed line shows the original
channel capacity (6.3.1) while the solid line markedby * shows the capacity
lower bound (6.3.10) of the MCcoded channel. Fig.6.5 shows the BER
performance comparison. The solid line shows the theoretical BERvs.
Eb/No curve of the MCcoded ZF-DFE and the solid line marked by x
shows the simulation results. The dashed line shows the BERvs. Eb/No
curve of the uncoded BPSKover the AWGN
channel (i.e., the ideal single
antenna channel). One can clearly see the coding gain of the MC.Since
the rate for each antenna in this case is 2/3 and all the ISI channels of all
transmit and receive antenna pairs are the same, basically 1 + z-1 -2,
+z
it is possible to compare it with its single antenna system with the ISI
channel 0.5774(1 + -1 +z- 2). Th e ra te of the MC or
f the sing le ante nna
system is 2/3 comparingto Channel A. Iri this case, the optimal coding gain
using the ZF-DFEdeveloped in Section 4.1 is -4.20dB, i.e., coding loss.
Comparedto the coding gain 1.96dB’i the MCcoded multiple transmit and
receive antenna channel significantly outperforms the corresponding single
antenna channel.
’
Channel B HB(Z)has length F = 5 and its 5 coefficient matrices are:
0.7117
-0.1263

0.6691
0.1129

’

-0.0880

-0.0507

’

’

-0.0457

0.0323

’

-0.0617
-0.0228
-0.0970 1
[-0.0620

(6.4.3)

This channel is randomly chosen. The optimal (6, 2) space-time MC~opt
in (6.2.25)

~opt,B

~

0.6276
0.4449
-1.0787
-0.8155
0.5606
0.4488

-0.9998
-0.7658
-0.0931
0.0032
0.9498
0.7529

(6.4.4)

The optimal coding gain with this MCis 3’opt = 3.24dB. Similar to Channel
A, Fig.6.6 shows the capacities C and information rates C~.i.d. of the MC
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coded/uncoded systems and Fig.6.7 shows ~the BERperformance comparison. From Fig.6.6, one can see that the information rates C~.i.d. of the MC
coded channel are above the ones of the original channel when the channel
SNRis below about 6dB.
From both Fig.6.4 and Fig.6.6, the capacity lower bound curves almost
coincide with the information rate lower bound curves of the MCcoded
channels. It is, however, not always the case for any MC.
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Figure 6.5: Channel A: BERperformance for the MCcoded channel using
the joint ZF-DFE,wherethe theoretical coding gain is 1.96dB.
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Figure 6.7: Channel B: BERperformance for the MCcoded channel using
the joint ZF-DFE,where the theoretical coding gain is 3.24dB.

Chapter 7

Modulated Code Coded
Orthogonal Frequency
Division. Multiplexing
Systems
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)systems have been
widely used in high speed digital wireline communicationsystems, such as
VHDSL
and ADSL[25]. One of the main reasons is because OFDMsystems
convert ISI channels into ISI-free channels by inserting the cyclic prefix as
an overhead at the transmitter. For tutorials, see, for example, [18, 189, 3].
Recently, the applications of OFDM
systems to high speed digital wireless
communication systems have becomean active research area. In frequencyselective channels, however, the ISI channel may have spectral nulls, which
may degrade the performance of the existing OFDMsystems because the
Fourier transform of the ISI channel needs to be inverted for each subcarrier
at the OFDMsystem receiver. For this reason, the coded OFDMsystems
were proposed in, for example, [189, 188, 47], where the conventional trellis
coded modulation (TCM)was used in [189, 188], and turbo codes were used
in [47]. Another problem with the existing OFDM
systems is that when
the ISI channel has manytaps, the data rate overhead of the cyclic prefix
insertion is high.
In this chapter, we first propose an MCcoded OFDM
system by simply
inserting one or more zeroes between each two sets of K consecutive information symbols, which may be independent of the ISI channel. However,
153
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the MCcan be general. Notice that, due to the insertion of zeroes, the
data rate is expanded in the MCcoded OFDM
systems. Weshow that, for
spectral null channels the MCcoded OFDMsystems perform better than
the existing OFDM
systems do even when the conventional convolutional
codes and TCMare used in the OFDMsystems, i.e.,
COFDMsystems
[189, 188, 47]. The rationale is that the proposed MCcoded scheme may
be able to remove the spectral nulls of an ISI channel without even knowing the channel information. Furthermore, the proposed MCcoded OFDM
system does not increase the encoding/decoding complexity as muchas the
conventional COFDM
does, where the Viterbi decoding for the conventional
COFDMis needed.
Wealso propose vector OFDMsystems, which are used to reduce the
data rate overhead of the prefix insertion. The basic idea for the vector
OFDMsystems is basically
from the above MC coded OFDMsystems,
where no zeroes are inserted between each two sets of K consecutive information symbols but each K consecutive information symbols are blocked
together as a K × 1 vector sequence. Compared to the MCcoded OFDM
systems, the data rate before the prefix insertion for vector OFDM
systems
is not changed. WhenK × 1 vector sequence is processed, the ISI channel
can be blocked into a K × K matrix ISI channel but the length of the matrix ISI channel is only about 1/K of the original ISI channel length. The
cyclic prefix length for the vector OFDM
system 0nly needs to be greater
than or equal to the matrix ISI channel length. This implies that the data
rate overhead of the original cyclic prefix insertion is reduced by K times
for the vector OFDM
systems. The bit error rate (BEP~) performances
the vector and conventional OFDMsystems are compared. Our simulation
results show that the BERperformance of the vector OFDMsystems is
similar to the conventional OFDM
systems. The results in this part are
from [169].
We then study the performance of the MCcoded OFDMsystems in
frequency selective multipath Rayleigh fading channels obtained in [154].
Both analytical and simulation results are presented.

7.1

OFDMSystems

for

ISI

Channels

In this section, the conventional OFDM
system is presented by including
the theoretical bit error rate (BER)perfor~nance analysis.
Let x(n) stand for the information symbol sequences after the binary to
complex mapping, such as BPSKand QPSKsymbol sequences. Let N be
the number of carriers in the OFDM
system, i.e., the size of the IFFT and
FFT in the OFDMsystem as shown in Fig.7.1 is N. Let the ISI channel

7.i.
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x(n)

N-point
WFT

~
]

Cyclic
prefix
with
I adding
length F

FFTN’p°int

\Y~-l(n))

Figure 7.1: Conventional OFDM
system.
have the following transfer function
L

H(z) = Z h(n)z-",

(7.1.1)

where h(n) are the impulse responses of the ISI channel. Let F be the
cyclic prefix length in the OFDMsystem as shown in Fig.7.1 and F > L
for the purpose of removing the ISI. Let r/(n) be the AWGN,
as shown
2 = N0/2, and No is the single-sided
Fig.7.1,
with
mean
zero,
variance
a
n
powerspectral .density of the noise r/(n). Let r(n) be the received signal
at the receiver and y(n) be the signal after the FFTof the received signal
r(n). Then, the relationship between the information symbols x(n) and the
signal y(n) can be formulated as
yk(n)=Hkx~(n)+~k(n),

k = 0,1,...,N-

where qk(n) denotes the kth subsequence of q(n), i.e.,
(q(n)),~ = (qo (n), ql (n),

qN-1 (n))n

1,

(7.1.2)
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and q stands for x, y, and ~, ~(n) is the FFTof the noise ~?(n) and therefore
has the samestatistics as ~](n), and
Hk = H(Z)lz=exp(j2r~k/N), k : 0, 1, ...,

N - 1.

(7.1.3)

The receiver needs to detect the information sequence x~(n) from y~(n)
through (7.1.2).
From (7.1.2), one can clearly see that the ISI channel H(z) is converted
to N ISI-free subchannels Hk. The key for this property to hold is the
insertion of the cyclic prefix with length F that is greater than or equal to
the the numberof ISI taps L. Similar properties will be used in the following
MCcoded OFDM
systems in Section 7.2. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the
OFDMsystem itself is actually an MCcoded system with the following
channel independent block (N + F, N)

where WNis the N-point DFTmatrix and ~¢N is the first F row submatrix
of Wyand corresponds to the cyclic prefix.
For the ISI-free system in (7.1.2), the performance analysis of the detection is as follows. Let Pb .... (Eb/No) be the bit error rate (BER)for the
signal constellation x(n) in the AWGN
channel at the SNREb/No, where
Eb is the energy per bit. Then, the BERvs. E~/No of the OFDMshown
in Fig.7.1 is
1 N-1

~ IHkl2NE~ )

(7.1.4)

k----O

For example, when the BPSKfor x(n) is used, we have
(7.1.5)

.... (Eb/No)
: Q\ V
Therefore,

the BERvs. E~/No for the OFDMsystem is
1~ 1 1/21H~12NE~)

"

Numerical examples will be presented in Section 7.3.5.

(7.1.6)

7.2.
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7.2

General
MC Coded OFDM Systems
for ISI Channels

Wenow propose an MCcoded OFDMsystem whose block diagram is shown
in Fig.7.2. It is formulatedas follows, which is the goal of this section.
Symbolx(n) is as before, i.e., the information sequence after the binary
to complex mapping. The information sequence x(n) is blocked into K × 1
vector sequence
2(n) =(xo(n),

Xl (n),

...,

XK--1

T,
(n))

where xk (n) x( Kn + k), k = 0, 1,. .., K - 1. Symbol G(z) is an (M,
MC.
The MCcoded M× 1 vector sequence is denoted by ~(n). Let K ×
polynomial vector )~(z) and M× 1 polynomial vector )~(z) denote
transforms of vector sequences 2(n) and ~(n), respectively. Then,
(7.2.1)

)~(z) = G(z)~’(z).

The MCcoded M× 1 vector sequence ~(n) is blocked again into MN× 1

vectorsequence
¯ T,
~:(n) = (~cff (n),.~T~ (n),
..,

N_I(Tt))

where each ~k (n) 2(Nn+k)is alr eady an M x1 vect or for k = 0, 1,... , N1.
Let 2t(n), l = 0,1,...,N1, be the output of the N-point IFFT
~(n), k = 0, 1,...,N- 1, i.e.,
N--1

1
~(~) = ~ ~ ~ (~) ~(~t/~),

t = 0, 1, ...,

~ - 1, (7.~.~)

k=0

which is the N-point IFFT of the individual components of the N vectors
The cyclic prefix in Fig.7.2 is to add the first ~ vectors 2t(n), 1
0, 1,..., ~ - 1, to the end of the vector sequence2t (n), l = 0, 1,..., N - 1.
other words, the vector sequence after the cyclic prefix is
2(n) = (2~(n),2~(n),

2~_~(n),2~(n),...,ff

~

(7.2.3)

which has size M(N+ ~) x 1. The cyclic prefix length ~ will be determined
later for the purpose of removing the ISI of the MCcoded OFDM
system.
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MNbyl
( :~o (n)

"~ M by l (~(n)

MNbyl
~

sequence
~.a~:_l(n)
(.~._,(n))._.._~_(n)
) sequence

MC co~g

Figure 7.2: MCcoded OFDMsystem.

Notice that each subvector 2~(n) in 2(n) in (7.2.3) has size M× 1 and the
prefix components are also vectors rather than scalars in the conventional
OFDMsystems as shown in Fig.7.1.
The transmitted
scalar sequence in the MCcoded OFDMsystem in
Fig.7.2 is z(n) and is obtained by the parallel to serial conversion of the
vector sequence 2(n) in (7.2.3). Notice that the MCcoded OFDMsystem
in Fig.7.2 is different from the OFDM
systems with antenna diversities,
such as [85, 84, 78]. In the MCcoded OFDMsystem in Fig.7.1, there is
only one transmitting antenna and one receiving antenna.
r(n) is the received scalar sequence at the receiver, which is converted
to the following MNx 1 vector sequence

where each ~:~(n) has size Mx 1. The output of the N-point FFT of ~(n)
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is
N-1

9k(n) -- ~ E ~t(n)exp(-j27dk/N),

k = O, 1, ...,N-

(7.2.4)

/=0

where the formulation is similar to the N-point IFFT in (7.2.2) and each
9k(n) is an M× 1 vector. In what follows, we derive a similar output and
input relationship between 9~(n) and i~(n) as in (7.1.2) for converting
ISI channel into an ISI-free channel, and also in what follows "ISI-free"
meansthat there is no interference between inter-vectors.
Since a single input and single output (SISO) linear time invariant (LTI)
system with transfer function H(z) is equivalent to an M input and M
output system by the blocking process with block length M, i.e., the serial
to parallel process. The equivalence here means that the Minputs and M
outputs are the blocked versions (or serial to parallel conversions) of the
single input and single output and vice versa. The equivalent systems are
shown in Fig.7.3, where the equivalent multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
transfer function matrix H(z) is the blocked version of H(z) in (2.3.3).
the order of H(z) is L as in (7.1.1), then the order f, of the blocked version
H(z) in (2.3.3) H(z) with blo ck siz e M is

.t.,
=rl,
where [a] stands for the smallest integer b such that b _> a. Clearly,
(7.2.6)

\XM-,(n)J
~,.(n)

\YM-,(n))
~~

blocking

(a) SlSO

Co) MIMO

Figure 7.3: Equivalent (a) SISO and (b) MIMO
systems.
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Using the above equivalence of the SISO and MIMOsystems, the MC
coded OFDM
system in Fig.7.2 is equivalent to the one shown in Fig.7.4.
The equivalent MCcoded OFDMsystem in Fig.7.4 is the same as the
conventional OFDMsystem in Fig.7.1 if the scalar sequences x(n) and
y(n) are replaced by M× 1 vector sequences ~(n) and ~(n), respectively.
Therefore, similar to (7.1.2) it is not hard to derive the relationship between
~k (n) and ~k (n):
~a(n)=H~(n)+~k(n),

k = 0,1,...,N-

1,

(7.2.7)

under the condition on the cyclic prefix length ~ that should be greater
than or equal to the order of the MIMO
transfer function matrix H(z)
(2.3.3), i.e.,
~ _>~,.

(7.2.8)

The constant matrices Hk in (7.2.7) are similar to the constants H~
(7.1.2) and have the following forms
Hk= H(z)Iz=exp(j2,k/N) , k = 0, 1, ...,

N

(7.2.9)

The additive noise ~k(n) in (7.2.7) is the blocked version of ~(n) and
components have the same power spectral density as r](n) does and all
components of all the vectors ~k (n) are i.i.d, complex Gaussian random
variables in general. Notice that in the transmitter and receiver diversity
OFDMsystems studied by Li et. al. in [84, 78, 85], the input-output
relationship has the same form as (7.2.7) where the ISI channel matrix
H(z) may not be necessarily pseudo-circulant.
The conventional OFDMsystem is the special case of the MCcoded
OFDM
system, if the M× 1 vector sequences ~(n) and ~(n) are replaced
by the scalar sequences x(n) and y(n) and taking the MCG(z) as constant
scalar 1. When the MC G = IM×M, i.e.,
M = K, the MC coded OFDM
system is the vector OFDM
system, where as we can see in (7.2.6) that
the prefix length ~, is reduced by Mtimes compared to the original L. In
other words, the vector OFDM
system can be used to reduce the overhead
of the cyclic prefix insertion of the conventional OFDMsystem. And in
the following, we only consider the special case of the MCcoded OFDM
system when the MCG(z) takes the following channel independent M ×
constant matrix
O(M_K)×K

(7.2.10)
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Cyclic
prefix
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l~ength
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N-point l
.at
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~

MN by 1

MN by 1

Figure 7.4: An equivalent

MCcoded OFDMsystem.

where M > K, IK×K stands for the K × K identity matrix and O(M_k)
stands for the (M - K) x K all zeroes matrix. The MC(7.2.10) is
inserting M- K zeroes between each two sets of K consecutive information
samples. As an example, let us consider the case M= 3, K = 2. In each
MCcoded OFDMblock, KN = 2N information symbols (xl, x2, ..., x2g)
are sent. The 2N information symbol sequence is filled in a 3 × N matrix:
2=

X2

01×g

=

X2

X4

"’"

X2N

0 0 ..

¯

,

(7.2.11)

0

where X~ = (x~, x3, ..., X2N-~), X~ = (x2, x4, ..., X2N), O~×N
is a row vector
of zeroes with length N, and the row direction corresponds to the time
index. After the 2N information symbols and N zeroes are filled in the
3 × N matrix )~, N-point inverse discrete Fourier transforms are taken
rowwisely to the inatrix, i.e., Z1 = IFFTN(XI), Z~ = IFFTN(X2). Then
the cyclic prefix is added. The signal after the cyclic prefix is transmitted
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columnwisely. The 3 × N matrix/~ is obtained by columnwisely arranging
the received symbolsr,~, n -- 1, 2, ..., 3Nat the receiver:

~----

R2

----

R3

r2
r3

rs
r6

"’"

raN-1

¯ ¯ ¯

r3N

(7.2.12)

¯

The N-point discrete Fourier transforms are taken rowwisely to/~:
]7 = Y2

(7.2.13)

where Y1 = _FFT(R1), Y2 = FFT(R2), and Y3 = FFT(R3). The decoding
is based on Y as in (7.2.15) in the following. Notice that the MC(7.2.10)
independent of the ISI channel and does not change the.signal energy, i.e.,
the energy of the signal xn before the MCcoding is equal to the energy of
the signal ~n after the MCcoding.
Another remark we want to make here is that the way to insert zeroes
in the above MCcoded OFDM
system is different from the following one.
From(7.2.11), one can see that the zeroes are inserted as a row in a matrix.
It is clear that zeroes maybe inserted as a columnin a matrix as shownin
(7.2.14):
A’=

z2 x5 --X3

X6

"

"

"

x~_~ 0 x,~+~

..-

Xn--1

"

0 Xn-~2

"

x3iv-4
"

¯

(7.2.14)

X3N--3

Based on the decoding of the conventional OFDMsystem, this method of
inserting zeroes is equivalent to the one of not sending information at the
(1 ÷ (n - 1)/3)th frequency, i.e., 27r(1 + (n - 1)/3)/N, of the ISI channel.
Hence, if the ISI channel is knownspectral-null at this frequency, there
will be no information loss at this frequency. However, the knowledge of
the ISI channel at the transmitter is usually not knownin wireless applications. This implies that the methodof inserting zeroes as in (7.2.14) is not
appropriate.
Whenthe MC(7.2.10) is used, equation (7.2.7) becomes
~k(n) ~- I:Ik~(n) ÷ ~(n), k = 0, 1, ...,g

(7.2.15)

wherefor k -- 0, 1, ..., N - 1,
~k(n) -----

~.(Nn + k) = (xo(Nn ÷ k),xl(Nn ÷ k), ...,XK-l(gn

T
(7.2.16)
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are the original K × 1 information vector sequences and need to be detected
from ~k(n), and for each k, I=Ik denotes the first K column submatrix
Hk in (7.2.9).
Wenow have two systems (7.2.7) and (7.2.15) in the OFDM
decoding,
where the system (7.2.7) is from the OFDMsystem without adding any
redundancy, i.e., no zeroes is inserted, and the system (7.2.15) is from
coded OFDMsystem by adding some redundancy, i.e., inserting zeroes.
With the same DFTsize N, the OFDM
system (7.2.7) without adding zeroes is referred as the vector OFDM
system, which is basically equivalent
to the conventional OFDMsystem. Clearly the performances of the MC
coded and the vector/conventional
OFDMsystems depend on the singular values of the matrices H~ in (7.2.7) and the matrices I=I~ in (7.2.15)
because the inversions of these matrices are needed in the decoding in general. The following knownresult [56] tells us that the singular values of the
submatrices I:Ik in (7.2.1~5) are always above the ones of H~ in (7.2.7).
Proposition 7.1 Let A = [al,... , an] be a column partitioning o] an m × n
matrix A. I] Ar = [al,... , ar] denotes the submatrix o] the first r columns
o] A, then, ]or r =1, ..., n - 1,
al(A~+l) _> a~(A~) >_ a2(A~+l) _> ’" _> a~(Ar+~)>_ a~(Ar) (~r+l(A~+l),
where a~(A~) represents tffe i-th singular value in the SVDdecomposition

of A~.
This result tells us that the singular values of a sub columnsubmatrix
of a matrix are always greater than or equal to the matrix itself.

7.3

Channel
Independent
MC Coded
System for ISI Channels

OFDM

The goal of this section is to restrict ourselves to a special MCcoding
scheme that is independent of an ISI channel H(z).

7.3.1

A Special

MC

Before going to the details, we first see the rationale. By noticing that the
vector sequence ~k(n) in (7.2.7) is the MCcoded sequence of the original
information sequence x~ (n) in Fig.7.2, there aretwo methods for detecting
the original information sequence xa(n). One method is to detect ~a(n)
first from the ISI-free vector system (7.2.7) and then decode the MCG(z)
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for xk(n). The problem with this method is that, when the ISI channel
H(z) is spectral null, the blocked matrix channel H(z) is also spectral
null by the diagonalization of H(zM) in (2.3.10). One will see later that
the performance of the detection of 2k (n) in (7.2.7) for spectral null
channels is too poor that the coding gain of the MCG(z) is too far away
make it up. This implies that the separate ISI removing and MCdecoding
may not perform well for spectral null channels, which is similar to the
existing COFDM
systems.
The other method is the joint ISI removing and MCdecoding, i.e., the
combination of the MCG(z) with the vector systems (7.2.7). If the
G(z) is not constant ma trix, th e en coded ve ctor se quence ~( n) is the
convolution of the information vector sequence xk (n) and the MCimpulse
response g(n). The convolution and the constant matrix H~ multiplications
in (7.2.7) induces ISI, which may complicate the decoding of the system
(7.2.7) and is beyond the scope of this book.
The above arguments suggest that we may want to use a constant Mx K
matrix MCG(z) = G. In this case, (7.2.7) becomes
~)~(n) = HkG2~(n)+ ~(n), k = 0,
where, for k = 0, 1, ...,
~k(n)

-~

g - 1,

(7.3.1)

N - 1, and

2(Nn + k) = (xo(gn + k),x~(gn + k), ...,x~:_l(gn

= (x(K(gn + k) O),x(K(gn + k) + 1),
...,
x(K(Nn + k) + K 1) T

T

(7.3.2)

are the original K x 1 information vector sequences and need to be detected
from ~ (n). It is clear that one wants to have the singular values of all
matrices {H~G}k=o,1..... g-1 as large as possible for the optimal output
SNR. However, since the transmitter usually does not have the channel
information H}, it may not be easy to optimally design the constant MC
G in (7.3.1) at the transmitter. The above two arguments suggest the use
of the MCin (7.2.10). This MCwas used in Section 2.3.1 for converting
a spectral null channel into a nonspectral-null matrix channel as long as
the Mequally spaced rotations of the zero set of H(z) do not intersect
each other. Notice that the MC(7.2.10) is independent of the ISI channel
. and does not change the signal energy, i.e., the energy of the signal x(n)
before the MCcoding is equal to the energy of the signal ~(n) after the
MC coding.
As mentioned before, without the data rate expansion, i.e., M= K in
(7.2.10), the above system (7.2.15) maynot be invertible if the ISI channel
H(z) has spectral nulls, i.e., H~ may not be invertible (may have zero
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singular values). We, however, will study this case later for the purpose
of reducing the prefix length rather than improving the robustness of the
system. With the data rate expansion, i.e., M> K, it was proved in Section
2.3.1 that, under a minor condition on the channel as mentioned before, the
non-squared matrices I:Ik are invertible (have all nonzero singular values).
Clearly, the performance of the detection of the information symbols 2k (n)
in (7.2.15) depends on howlarge the singular values of the Mx K matrices
I=Ik are, i.e., how high the output SNRis. From the above argument,
the MCcoding is already able to convert systems H~ with possibly zero
singular values into systems I=I~ with all nonzerosingular values. In general,
Proposition 7.1 intuitively explains why the MCcoding may improve the
performance of the OFDMsystem. We next show a simple example to
analytically see how the MCcoding improves the performance.

7.3.2

An Example

Wenow consider a simple example to see how the MCcoding works. Let
the ISI channel be
H(z) = ~22(1 + z-l).
Consider 4 carriers, i.e., N = 4, and 1/2 rate MC(7.2.10), i.e., K = 1 and
M= 2. In this case, the MCcoding inserts one zero in each two information
symbols. According to (2.3.3), the blocked ISI channel with block size 2
-1
1 ] [1 z
= ~ 1 1

H(z)

(7.3.3)

In the conventional OFDM
system, the input-output relationship
yk(n)

= 1~(1 + exp(-j27~k/4))x~(n)

(7.1.2)

+ ~(n), k = 0, 1, 2, 3, (7.3.4)

where

H~=

1 + exp(-j2~rk/4)

or Ho= x/~, H1=~-Jv~’ H2= 0, andH3=
subcarrier channel in (7.3.4) completely fails.
conventional OFDM
system is, thus,
11 1
Pe .~ 55 = ~"

--.~J Onecanseethat the third
The BERperformance of the

(7.3.5)
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For the MCcoded OFDM
system, the input-output relationship

(7.2.15)

is

k(n)
where

1 xk( )
111]
111]

I=Ik=~

1 ,

k: 0,1,2,3,

(7.3.6)

k=0,1,2,3,

which have the same singular value 1. (7.3.6) is rewritten
--~[1 1]~k(n) x~(n) + ~"~(n),

(7.3.7)

where ~’k (n) are complexGaussian randomvariables with the same statistics
as ~(n). In this case, the BERperformance of the MCcoded OFDM
the same as the uncoded AWGN
performance if the additional cyclic prefix
is ignored. For example, when BPSKis used, the BERis

=OkvNo]"
As a remark, since the MC(7.2.10) does not increase the signM energy,
the bit energy E~ before the prefix insertion does not incre~e although the
data r~te is increased. In (7.3.8) the cyclic prefix d~ta expansion is ignored
otherwise the E~/No in (7.3.8) needs to be replaced
N E~
(N + ~)go

4E~
5No

Clearly, the BER performance (7.3.8) of the MCcoded OFDMsystem
is much better than (7.3.5) of the uncoded OFDM
system. One might want
to ask us to compare it with the existing COFDM
systems ~ studied in
[189, 188, 47]. Since, in the existing COFDM
systems, the conventional
TCMor other error correction codes are used, the coding gain is limited
for a fixed computational load. For example, the coding gain is about 3dB
~t the BERof 10-~ in [189], 6dB ~t the BERof 10-7, and 7dB at the BER
of 10-9 in [188], which can not bring the BER(7.3.5) downto (7.3.8).
might also want to compare the data rate with the existing COFDM.To
increase the data rate for our MCcoded OFDMsystem, high rate modulation schemes, such ~ 64QAMor 256QAM,can be used before the MC
coded OFDM
system. The key point here is that the existing COFDM
systems do not erase the spectral nulls of the ISI channel while the MCcoded
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OFDMsystems here may do as shown in the above simple example, where
the spectral null characteristics play the key role in the performancedegradation of an OFDMsystem. Weshall see more complicated and general
examples later via computer simulations.
Let us consider the MC(7.2.10) without data rate increase, i.e., M=
In this case, the input-output relationship (7.3,1) for the MCcoded OFDM
system, which will be called vector OFDM
later, becomes
1

~k(n)=--~

[1

-j2~:k/4
]e
1
1

~k(n)+~(n),

k=0,1,2,3,

(7.3.9)

where
I-Ik = -~ 1

1

, k = 0, 1, 2, 3,

and the singular values of H0 are v~ and 0, Which confirms the previous
argument, i.e., the zero singular value can not be removedif no data rate
expansion is used in the MCcoding. In this case, there are equivalently 8
subchannels and one of them fails due to the 0 singular value. Thus, the
BER performance is
11
1
Pe ~ g~ = ~-~.

(7.3.10)

Notice that, even when a subchannel fails, the BERperformance (7.3.10)
the vector OFDM
system is better than the one (7.3.5) of the conventional
OFDMsystem. This will be seen in Section 7.3.5 from other simulation
results for all other examplespresented in this paper.
Wenext derive the analytical BERvs. Eb/No for the MCcoded OFDM
systems for general ISI channels.
7.3.3

Performance
tems for ISI

Analysis
Channels

of

MC Coded

OFDM Sys-

To study the BERperformance of the MCcoded OFDMsystems proposed
in Section 7.3.1, let us go back to the MIMO
system (7.2.15), where the
components of the vectors 2k(n) defined in (7.3.2) are from the original
information symbols x(n). Weneed to estimate 2~ (n) from ~(n) through
(7.2.15) for each fixed index k. There are different methodsfor th~ estimation, such as the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation and the minimum
mean square error (MMSE)estimation. In what follows, for the BERperformance analysis we use the MMSE
estimation, which is simpler. For the
simulations presented in Section 7.3.5, we use the MLestimation for each
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fixed index k. Clearly the BERfor the MMSE
estimation is an upper bound
of the BERfor the MLestimation when the vector size of 2k (n) is greater
than 1, i.e., K > 1.
The MMSE
estimator of 2k(n) in (7.2.15) is given
ik(n) = (I=I~)+~(n), k = 0, 1, ...,

(7.3.11)

where + stands for the pseudo-inverse, i.e.,

-, T-1
Hk)

= (H~)

T.
(I=I~)

(7.3.12)

The noise of the MMSE
estimator ~k (n)
~k(n) = (~)+~k(n),

(7.3.13)

whose components are, in general, complex Gaussi~ random variables.
Then, the theoretical BERcan be calculated ~ long as the original binary
to complex mapping, number of carriers, N, the ISI channel H(z), and the
MCcoding rate K/M are given.
For simplicity, let us consider the BPSKsignal constellation. In this
case, the complex Gaussi~n random noise are reduced to the real Gaussian random noise by cutting the imaginary part that does not affect the
performance. Thus the noise in this case is

Therefore, the BERvs. E~/No for the MMSE
estimator given in (7.3.11)
is
2 K-~ 1
1-- (2~)K/e(de~M~)l/~
P~- ~ ~ I N ~=o
7~ ...
~

exp {-~ 2T M[12o } dxl . . .dzK) ,

(7.3.14)

where the factor 2t¢-1/(2 ~¢ - 1) is due to the conversion of the symbol error
rate (SER) of 2 to the BER,2 = (xl,... , x~:),
2E~N
% = V)Vo-~7 ~),

(7.3.15)

and
Mk= Re ((I=I~) +)

Re ((~--Ik)+)

T q-

Im ((I=I~) +)

Im ((~--Ik)+)

T.

(7.3.16)
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The overall data rate overhead can be easily calculated as
M(N + ~) M(N + MN + L
~
KN
KN
KN ’

(7.3.17)

where L + 1 is the length of the ISI channel H(z), and ~ is due to the fact
that ~’ = [L/M] = L/M if L is a multiple of Mand 1 + L/M otherwise.
The uncoded OFDMsystems reviewed in Section 7.1 corresponds to the
case when K = M= 1, in which the data rate overhead for the uncoded
OFDMsystems is
N+L
N
7.3.4

Vector

(7.3.18)

OFDM Systems

Whenthe ISI channel length L+1 in (7.1.1) is large, the cyclic prefix length
F = L in the conventional OFDM
systems is large too. As a consequence,
the data rate overhead (N + L)/N is high whenL is large. In this section,
we propose vector OFDM
systems that reduce the data rate overhead while
the ISI channels are still converted to ISI-free channels.
The vector OFDMsystems are the MCcoded systems in Fig.7.2 with
the special MCG(z) = IK×K that basically blocks the input data into K× 1
vectors and the data rate is not changed, i.e., no redundancy is added. In
other words, the MC(7.2.10) in the MCcoded OFDMsystems takes the
squared identity matrix, i.e., M= K in (7.2.10). Similar to (7.3.17),
vector cyclic prefix data rate overhead is
K(N~)
KN

L
Y + -~
N

(7.3.19)

Compared to the data rate overhead (N+L)/N for the conventional OFDM
systems, the data rate overhead in the vector OFDM
systems is reduced by
K times, where K is the vector size.
The receiver is the same as the one for the MCcoded OFDMsystems
in the previous sections with K = M. In this case, the ISI-free systems
(7.2.15) at the receiver becomes
~k(n)=Hk~(n)+~(n),

k=0,1,...,N-1,

(7.3.20)

where H~ are defined in (7.2.9) and (2.3.3). As mentioned in the preceding
sections, the robustness of the vector OFDM
systems to spectral nulls of ISI
channels is similar to the one of the conventional uncoded OFDM
systems,
since no redundancy is inserted in vector OFDM
systems. In other words,
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the BERperformance of the vector OFDMsystems is similar to the one
for the uncoded OFDM
systems. The performance analysis in Section 7.3.3
for the MCcoded OFDMsystems applies to the vector OFDMsystems by
replacing M= K.
To reduce the cyclic prefix overhead, another simple way is to increase
the number N of the subcarriers,
i.e., the DFT/IDFTsize, in the conventional OFDMsystem. In the above vector OFDM,the prefix overhead
is reduced the same as this simple way but the DFT/IDFTsize does not
increase.
7.3.5

Numerical

Results

In this section, we present numerical results for some theoretical and simulation curves of the BERvs. Eb/No. The number of carriers is chosen
as 256, i.e., N = 256, in all the following numerical examples. Three ISI
channels are considered:
Channel A: h = [0.407, 0.815, 0.407], which is a spectral-null channel;
Channel B: h = [0.8, 0.6]. Although it does not have spectral-nulls,
its Fourier transform values at some frequencies are small and the small
values cause the performance of the conventional uncoded OFDMsystem;
Channel C: h = [0.0001 + 0.0001j, 0.{)485 + 0.0194j, 0.0573 + 0.0253j,
0.0786 ÷ 0.0282j, 0.0874 ÷ 0.0447j, 0.9222 ÷ 0.3031j, 0.1427 ÷ 0.0349j,
0.0835 + 0.0157j, 0.0621 + 0.0078j, 0.0359 + 0.0049j, 0.0214 + 0.0019j],
which does not have spectral null or small Fourier transform values.
Their Fourier power spectrum (dB) are plotted in Fig.7.5. Channel
and Channel C are selected from the examples presented in [127].
For Channel A and Channel B, six curves of the BER vs. Eb/No are
plotted in Figs.7.6-7.7, respectively. The theoretical and simulated curves
for the uncoded OFDMsystem with BPSKsignaling are marked by × and
O, respectively. The theoretical and simulated curves for the MCcoded
OFDMsystem with rate 1/2, i.e.,
K = 1 and M = 2, and the BPSK
signaling are marked by + and o, respectively. The simulated curve for
the MCcoded OFDMsvstem with rate 1/2, i.e., K -- 1 and M-- 2, and
the QPSKsignaling is marked by V. One can clearly see the improvement
of the MCcoding. The BERperformances of the uncoded and MCcoded
OFDMsystems are incomparable, where, we think, the difference can not
be reached by any existing COFDMsystems. The QPSKMCcoded OFDM
system has the same data rate as the uncoded BPSKOFDMsystem while
their performances are much different. The performance improvement can
not be achieved by any existing COFDM
system using the TCMor even
turbo codes.
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Figure 7.5: Fourier spectrum for three ISI channels.

FromFig.7.5, the nonspectral-null property of Channel B is better than
that of Channel A. One can see that the BERperformances of all the
OFDM
systems in Fig.7.7 for Channel B are better than the ones in Fig.7.6
for Channel A.
The curves for the vector OFDM
with vector size K = 2, i.e., K = M=
2 in the MCcoded OFDM
system are marked by * in Figs.7.6-7.7. One can
see that the performance for the vector OFDM
system is even better than
the one for the uncoded OFDMsystem for these two channels. The data
rate overhead for Channel A is saved by half for the vector OFDM
system
compared with the conventional OFDMsystem.
For Channel C, three simulation curves of the BERvs. Eb/No are plotted in Fig.7.8, where the signal constellations are all BPSK.The uncoded
conventional OFDMsystem is marked by o. The MCcoded OFDMsystem
of rate 1/2 with K = 1 and M = 2 is marked by V. The vector OFDM
system with vector size 2, i.e., K = M= 2, is markedby +. Since the ISI
channel is not spectral null, the MCcoding does not show too muchperformance advantage. The vector OFDM
system, however, still performs better
than the conventional OFDM
system while the cyclic prefix data rate overhead for the vector OFDM
and the conventional OFDMare (256 + 5)/256
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Figure 7.6: Performance comparison of OFDMsystems: Channel A.

and (256 + 10)/256, respectively. Note that the prefix length of the vector
OFDM
system is only half of that of the conventional OFDM
system.

7.4

Channel Independent
MC Coded
OFDMSystem for Frequency-Selective
Fading Channels

In the previous sections, we studied the MCcoded OFDM
systems in timeinvariant ISI channels. In this section, we want to study the performance of
the MCcoded OFDM
systems in time-variant ISI channels, i.e., frequencyselective multipath fading channels, modeled as
L-1

y(n) = ~ h,(n)x(n -l)

r/ (n),

(7.4.1)

/----0

where x(n) and y(n) are the input and output, respectively, and ~(n)
the additive noise as before, and L is the numberof paths, i.e., the channel
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Figure 7.7: Performance comparison of OFDMsystems: Channel B.

taps. Weassume that the input information symbol sequence x(n) is i.i.d.
with mean 0 and variance E=. We also assume that the multipaths ht
are independent of each other. The main idea of the following study is to
approximate the time-variant ht(n) by using time-invariant paths in each
MCcoded OFDM
block and move the approximation error into the additive
noise, where the block length of the MCcoded OFDM
system in Fig.7.2 is
NM, N is the number of subcarriers, i.e., the DFTlength, and M is the
block/vector length.
7.4.1

Performance

Analysis

For convenience, we consider the frequency-selective multipath channel
(7.4.1) in the block n = 1,2,...,NM and use the center channel value
NM
h~(~--)
as the approximation value of h~(n), n -- 1, 2, ..., NM,for
l = 0,1,...,L
- 1, and it is also used in the MCcoded OFDMsystem
decoding. Then, we have
y(n) = ~ h,(tA~--)x(n - l) (Tt) J~/=0

, (rt)

(7.4.2)
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Figure 7.8: Performance comparison of OFDMsystems: Channel C.

where
L-1

(7.4.3)
/=0

is the approximation error of the multipath channel and independent of the
additive noise ~(n). Thus, the MCcoded OFDM
system in the time-variant
channel (7.4.1) becomesthe one in the time-invariant channel (7.4.2)
at the receiver, the MCcoded OFDMsystem becomes (7.2.15), where the
constant matrices I=Ik are from the time-invariant ISI channelhz= hl~,--~), f NM~
l = 0, 1, ..., L - 1, and the additive noise is from the original ~(n) and the
approxiraation error 71 (n). Therefore, to study the performance, we only
need to study the noise ~1 (n) + ~(n) and the singular values of I:Ik in
linear systems (7.2.15). Let us first study the noise ~h (n) in (7.4.3).
independenceof hz, 1 = 0, 1, ..., L - 1, and the i.i.d, property of the input
x(n), the correlation function rh(n)
E(~(n)~(n+T))
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~, E (h~(n)h~(n

+ r))

+ E h~(~)h~

/=0

where E(.) stands for the expectation. For the Rayleigh fading channels,
W~ H~V~

(7.4.5)

E(h~(n)h~(n + T)) = ~Jo(2~f~rT~),

where Jo(x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, T~ is the
sampling interval length, fm = v/A~ is the maximumDoppler shift, v is
the velocity of the mobile user, A~ is the carrier wavelength, and ~ is the
mean power of the/th path h~. Thus,

(7.4.6)
Thus, the mean power of ~ is
an~ =

NM
En:
ElL’

-- Jo( I T(n ’

NM

and the total mean noise power is
a2 + 2

(7.4.8)

After the meannoise poweris calculated, we nowcome back to the linear
systems (7.2.15) at the receiver with respect to the channel (7.4.2). Using
the SVDdecomposition of ~, (7.2.15) becomes the following equivalent
system:
9~(n) = Ak(n)V~(n)~k(n) + ~(n), k = 0, 1, ...,
where Vk(n) are K x K unitary matrices,
of the form
A~(n)
and ~, ~, ...,

g-

(7.4.9)

and A~(n) are M x K matrices

O(~-~)x~

’

~ are K nonzero singular values of ~.
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For convenience, in what follows we consider BPSKsignaling, i.e.,
take binary values. WhenK = 1, the BERof (7.4.9)
P~ = Q

2k (n)

(7.4.11)

a~ + a~

where Q stands for the Q function, Eb = E~ is the mean signal power per
bit, and p(A) is the probability density function of the singular values Ak
(7.4.10) and shall be estimated later. By taking the bandwidth expansion
of th~ cyclic prefix insertion into account, the BERof the MCcoded OFDM
system in Fig.7.2 when K = 1, is
Pb = Q (a~,

+ a~)(N

+

(7.4.12)

WhenK > 1, although it is hard to have the exact BERexpression due
to the fact that the K noise componentsin (7.4.9) after the inversion of the
matrix Va(n) maynot be i.i.d., it is not hard to derive its lower and upper
bounds as follows. The BERis lower bounded by the BERwhen all the K
noise componentsin (V~(n))-l~k(n) are i.i.d., i.e.,
Pb >_ Q ~(a~l + a~)(N + ~) p(9")dg’,

(7.4.13)

where ~, is determined by the singular values Ak in (7.4.10)
K

1

(7.4.14)

and p(9") is the probability density function of random variable 9’. The
BERis upper bounded by the BERwhen the total noise power of all the
componentsis in one of the K noise componentsin (V~ (n))-l~ (n),
Pb <- -~ Q ~/(a~

+ a2~)(N + ~) p(9")d%

(7.4.15)

where9" is as in (7.4.14).
Wenext want to study the probability distribution of the singular values
NM and ht(n) are Rayleigh fading.
of the I=I~ in (7.2.15) when ht = ht(--~-)
The distributions of the singular values can be determined as follows, when
K=NorK=I.
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Theorem 7.1 The distribution
of the singular values of a vector OFDM
system, i.e., K = N, in frequency-selective multipath Rayleigh fading channels is Rayleigh distribution.
Proof. The blocked channel H(z) in Fig.7.4 of H(z) has the diagonalization (2.3.10). By (7.2.9), Hk = H(z)l .... p(j2~k/Y), the singular values of
H~ are the magnitudes of H(zW~)I .... p(j2nk/(MN)) for m= 0, 1, ..., M-1.
Since each coefficienth~(~-)
NM in H(z) is complex Gaussian, the random
variables H(zWM)lz=exp(j2nk/(MN)),k = 0, 1, ...,
N - 1 are also complex
Gaussian. This proves Theorem 7.1. ¯
Notice that when M= 1, the vector OFDMis the conventional OFDM
and therefore, the singular values of the conventional OFDM
systems also
have the Rayleigh distribution.
Theorem 7.2 The distribution of the singular values of an MCcoded OFDM
system with K = 1 in frequency-selective multipath Rayleigh fading channels is Nakagamidistribution.
Proof. From the proof in Theorem 7.1, all components in each matrix
all complex Gaussian. WhenK = 1, the singular values of I=I~
are the norms of the the first columns of matrix Hk, which, therefore, has
Nakagami distribution.
¯
For the MCcoded OFDMsystem in (7.2.15) with a general K <
the distribution of the singular values varies between gammaand Nakagami
distributions from our manynumerical examples. Someexamples are shown
in Section 7.4.2 and see Fig.7.9 and Fig.7.10.
Since, the BERbounds in (7.4.13) and (7.4.15) depend on ~’ in (7.4.14)
and its probability density function. It is important to estimate it. Although we are not able to analytically prove any distribution result for
K > 1, our many numerical results show that it is not hard to see the
distribution from the histogram of 7 as shownin Fig.7.10(b), where it is
.gammadistribution.
Hk are

7.4.2

Simulation

Results

We now present some simulation results on the MCcoded OFDMsystem
in Fig.7.2 in frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels. Weconsider
two ray Rayleigh fading channels with equal power, i.e., L = 2 and ~1 -g/2. Each Rayleigh fading ray is generated by the Jakes’s method [127]
with the following parameters: 34 paths with equal strength multipath
components, 8 oscillators, carrier frequency fc = 850 MHz,simulation time
sample interval length Ts = 41.667#s. The velocities of users considered are
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v = 4 km/hour, v = 40 km/hour and v = 100 km/hour. The corresponding
Doppler shifts are 3.15 Hz, 31.48 Hz, and 78.7 Hz, respectively.
Wefirst consider the length of the DFT/IDFTin the MCcoded OFDM
system to be N = 64. The channel independent MC(7.2.10) is used.
order to have the same update time duration length, the DFT/IDFTlength
in the conventional OFDM
system is 192 and thus the channel update time
duration length is 192T for both the MCcoded and the conventional OFDM
systems. In the decoding, the channel values ho(96) and h1(96) are used.
In this simulation, the user moving speeds are 4 km/hour and 40 km/hour.
Let us first see the singular value distributions, which do not depend
on a Doppler shift but on the OFDMblock size, the MCsize, and the
DFT/IDFTsize. Fig.7.9 (a) and (b) show the singular value histograms
the conventional OFDMsystems and the MCcoded OFDMsystems with
K = 1 and M = 2, respectively. One can see that the singular values of
the conventional OFDM
systems have the Rayleigh distribution while the
ones of the MCcoded OFDMsystems have the Nakagami distribution
as
Theorems 1 and 2 claimed. The singular value histogram of the MCcoded
OFDMsystem with K = 2 and M = 3 is shown in Fig.7.10(a) and it is
gammadistribution.
The histogram of
1

1

is shown in Fig.7.10(b), which has gammadistribution too, but with different parameters. It is usually the case that, the larger the singular values
are, the better the performance of the OFDM
system is. From Figs.7.97.10, one can see that the singular value mean of the MCcoded OFDM
systems with K = 2 and M= 3 is larger than the ones of the conventional
and vector OFDMsystems, and the one of the MCcoded OFDMsystem
with K -- 1 and M = 2 is larger than the one of the MCcoded OFDM
system with K = 2 and M = 3.
In the following BERperformance simulations, we consider the MCin
(7.2.10) with K = 2 and M = 3, i.e., the MCcoding rate is 2/3.
also consider the conventional convolutionally coded (CC) OFDMwith
rate 2/3 and constraint length 2 and 3 x 2 generator matrix [1, 1 + D; 1 +
D, D; 1, 1]. The Viterbi decoding algorithm is used after the OFDM
decoding in the COFDM.
Fig.7.11(a) and (b) show the performance comparisons
when the moving speeds are 40 km/hour and 4 km/hour, respectively.
Whenthe user moving speed is 100 km/hour, we consider the total block
size 48: the DFT/IDFTsize for the MCcoded (K = 2 and M = 3) and the
conventional OFDM
systems are 16 and 48, respectively.
The reason for
reducing the size is that whenthe Dopplershift is large, the channel update
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needs to be faster in order to maintain a certain system performance quality. The channel update time duration length in both systems is 48T8. The
BER performances of the MCcoded OFDMand the COFDM
are shown in
Fig.7.12(a). One can see that the BERperformances of the MCcoded and
the convolutional coded OFDM
systems are comparable while the decoding
of the MCcoded OFDMsystem is much simpler than the Viterbi decoding in the COFDM.The performances of the MC coded OFDMand the
conventional COFDM,
however, differ significantly when the spectral-null
time-invariant ISI channel is considered as shownin Fig.7.12(b).
As a remark, although we only showed results in Rayleigh fading channels with two equal power rays, similar results hold with more than two
rays.
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Chapter 8

Polynomial Ambiguity
Resistant
Modulated
Codes for Blind ISI
Mitigation
In Chapters 2-6, both transmitter and receiver need the ISI channel information for the MCencoding and decoding. In Chapter 7, the transmitter
does not need the ISI information but the receiver does. In some applications, however, the ISI channel information maynot be available to neither
the transmitter nor the receiver. In the following chapters, we study the
MCencoding and decoding when the ISI channel is not knownat the transmitter or the receiver.
As a part of post equalization techniques, blind equalization attracts
muchattention lately due to the recent advances in channel identification
using output diversities [134, 135, 101]. Spatial diversity (antenna arrays)
and temporal diversity (fractional sampling) are the most studied among
manyothers. Manyblind identification algorithms exploiting either second
order cyclostationary statistics [134, 135, 90, 180, 128, 136, 35, 63, 147, 81,
98, 123, 101, 36] or algebraic structures (often referred to as the deterministic solutions) [90, 180] have been proposed. However,the use of output
diversities inevitably multiplies the numberof data samples and therefore
causes additional computations at the receiver. A new transmitter assisted
(MCcoded or precoded) blind equalization method has been studied lately
in [53, 89, 88, 171, 186, 163, 118, 172]as explained below, where the overall
185
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data rate expansion over the baud rate is not an integer multiple but a
fractional number. The filterbank precoding in [165] is generalized to the
blind equalization in [53] without muchanalysis on a precoder. Later, in
[118] some precoding analysis in the time domainis introduced. In [89, 88],
the concept of ambiguity resistant precoders (ARP) is first introduced
the z-transform domain for the blind identification by injecting a minimum
amount of structured redundancy at the transmitter. The blind equalization problem for both a baud-rate sampled single-receiver system and an
undersampled multi-receiver system is addressed in [89, 88] by casting them
into a multi-input and multi-output (MIMO)framework with more outputs
than inputs. With the existing MIMOidentification
methods, for example [90, 91, 181, 98, 147], the multi-input signal can be identified up to a
nonsingular constant matrix from the multi-output signal. The ambiguity
resistant precoders proposed in [89, 88] are capable of removing the constant matrix ambiguity directly from the receiver outputs. These precoders
can be thought of as a family of the precoders proposed in [165] with an
additional ambiguity resistant capability (by adding memoryto the precoding), which is essential to the blind identifiability. In [186, 163, 172],
ARPare systematically studied, characterized, and constructed. To resist
an ISI channel, an ARPis sufficient. However, in practical communication
systems, the additive noise has to be taken into the account. Therefore, a
natural question is which ARPis more robust to the additive noise. In [163],
such an issue is addressed, where an optimality on ARPis introduced and
some optimal ARPare characterized and constructed. In [171], the concept of the ambiguity resistance is generalized from resisting only constant
matrices to any FIR polynomial matrices as shown in Fig.8.1, which are
called (strong) polynomial ambiguity resistant precoders (PARP). Based
on the definitions in [171], strong PARPnot only resist the ambiguity in
the input signals but also in the FIR channel inverse, while regular PARP
only resist the ambiguity in the input signal. In [172], such (strong) PARP
are characterized and constructed. Since (strong) PARPare also MC,
call them (strong) polynomial ambiguity resistant MC(PARMC)in
follows.
In this chapter, we want to introduce (strong) PARMC
and their applications in blind channel identification,
~vhich are are summarizedfrom
[89, 88, 171]. The theory developed in this chapter applies to not only single
antenna systems but also multiple antenna systems as space-time coding.
As a remark, a different approach for space-time coding, called differential space-time coding, for memorylessmultiple antenna channels have been
studied in [129, 60, 62, 61, 65, 66], where the channel information is not
necessary and the space-time coding is achieved by using unitary constant
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matrices. Another approach is reported in [162].

8.1

PARMC: Definitions

A polynomial matrix Q(z) of size N x K has the following form

Q(z) =

L Q(m)z-m,
p

(8.1.1)

m=O

where Q(m) are N x K constant matrices. Q(z) is also referred to as a
matrix polynomial in some literature, see for example, [142]. A function
matrix V(z) is a matrix where all entries are functions of z- 1. If Q(P) -:p 0,
the integer Pis defined as the order of Q(z). A polynomial matrix H(z) is
invertible if it has full rank for some value z, whereas Q(z) is irreducible if it
has full rank for all z -1- 0 including z = oo. A squared polynomial matrix is
unimodular if its determinant is a nonzero constant. W hen N = K, Q(z) is
irreducible is equivalent to that Q(z) is unimodular, i.e, its determinant is a
nonzero constant. Q(z) has FIR inverse if and only if Q(z) has determinant
cz-no for some nonzero constant c and integer n0. Q(z) is irreducible
implies that it has FIR inverse. Clearly, the probability of an N x N
polynomial matrix having FIR inverse is 0. On the other hand, when
N > K, Q(z) is irreducible if and only if all the determinants of all the
K x K submatrices of Q(z) are coprime, which holds with probability 1 for
an arbitrarily given NxK polynomial matrix Q(z). It is clear that an NxK
irreducible polynomial matrix Q(z) with K < N has a K x N irreducible
polynomial matrix inverse Q- 1 (z), i.e, Q- 1(z)Q(z) = h, where Q- 1 (z)
may not be unique. For more about unimodular and irreducible polynomial
matrices, we refer the reader to Kailath [71] and Vaidyanathan [142].
We are now ready to define (strong) polynomial ambiguity resistant
MC. First, let us define polynomial ambiguity resistant MC (PARMC).

Definition 8.1 An N x K irreducible polynomial matrix G(z) is rth order
polynomial ambiguity resistant (PAR) if the following equati on for a K x K
function matrix V(z) has only trivial solutions of the form V(z) = a(z)IK
for some nonzero polynomial a(z) of order at most r:
E(z)G(z)

= G(z)V(z),

(8.1.2)

where E(z) is an N x N nonzero polynomial matrix of order at most r. A
rth order PAR polynomial matrix is called a rth order polynomial ambiguity
resistant modulat ed code (PARMC).
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The above polynomial ambiguity resistant property only requires the
uniqueness of the right hand side matrix V(z) up to a nonzero polynomial.
Strong PARMC
are defined as follows.

Definition 8.2 An N × K irreducible polynomial matrix G(z) is strong rth
order polynomial ambiguity resistant if the following equation for an N × N
nonzero polynomial matrix E(z) of order at most r and a K × K function
matrix V(z) have only trivial solutions of the forms E(z) a(Z)IN an
V(z) a(z)Ig fo r so me nonzero po lynomial c~ (z) of order at mos
E(z)G(z) = G(z)V(z).
A strong rth order PAR polynomial matrix is called a strong rth order
PARMC.

The above strong polynomial ambiguity resistant property requires a
uniqueness up to a nonzero polynomial not only for the right-hand side
matrix V(z) but also for the left-hand side nonzero polynomial matrix
E(z). Obviously, strong PARMC
are PARMC.The ambiguity resistant
MCstudied in [89, 88] are the strong 0th order PARMC
here. It can be
easily verified that a (strong) rth order PARMC
is also a (strong) (r order PARMC.
Wewill see later in Section 8.3.1 that (i) the input X(z)
is blindly identifiable from the output Y(z) and the MCG(z) in the
coded system in Fig.8.1 if and only i/the MCG(z) is PARMC,
and (ii)
the input X(z) and the ISI channel inverse -1 (z) a re b lindly i dentifiable
from the output Y(z) and the MCG(z) in the MCcoded system in Fig.8.1
if and only if the MCG(z) is strong PARMC.A family of strong PARMC
is first presented in [89, 88, 171] and shall be seen in the following section.

8.2 Basic

Properties

and a Family of PARMC

We first see some basic properties of PARMC
and a family of PARMC.
More properties and constructions will be presented later. To do so, let
us see the Smith form decomposition of a polynomial matrix. For more
details, we refer the reader to [142]. Any N × K polynomial matrix H(z)
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has the following Smith form decomposition

~o(Z) 0 ...
0 ,~(z) .-H(z) = W(z)

0
0

:

:

:

:

o

o

... ~p(z) 0 .-.

0 V(z),

0

0

--.

0

0

...

0

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

0

0

...

0

0

...

0

(8.2.1)

where W(z) and U(z) are unimodular polynomial matrices with sizes N
and K × K, respectively, ~/i (z) are polynomialsof -1, 3’~ ( z) divides " ~+a (
for i = 0, 1, ...,p - 2, i.e.,

~i(z)l~+l(z),
i =0,1,...,p

(8.2.2)

and

~,(z) =A~+a(z)
a,(z)-’

(8.2.3)

where Ao(z) = 1, A¢(z) for i > 0 is the greatest commondivisor of all
i × i minors of H(z). Clearly, if H(z) is irreducible and N _> K,
H(z) =W(z)[ O(N_K)xKIK

] U(z),

(8.2.4)

where Ig and O(N_K)×K are K × K identity and (N - K) × K all zero
matrices, respectively.
Wenow want to see some basic properties of PARMC.
Theorem 8.1 If an N x K polynomial matrix G(z) is rth order polynomial
ambiguity resistant, then
(i) there exists no N × N irreducible (unimodular) polynomial matrix
E(z) of order rl <_ r/N and K × K function matrix V(z) such that
the first columnof matrix E(z)G(z)V(z) (1, 0, 0, . .., o)T ;
(ii) N > K
(iii)

the order of G(z), Qa, must be greater than r/N.
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Proof. Wefirst prove the necessity of condition (i). Assumethere are
an NxNirreducible polynomial matrix E(z) of order ~1 _~ r/N and a KxK
function matrix V(z) such that the first column in matrix E(z)G(z)V(z)
is (1, 0, 0, ..., 0)T, i.e.,
1 *

*

.-.

¯

~

~

"’"

$

0

E(z)a(z)V(z)= : : :
O

$

:

$

"’"

$

Then, by doing column elementary operations, all elements in the first
row of the above matrix can be reduced to 0 except the first one. More
specifically, there exists a unimodular polynomial matrix V1 (z) such that

E(z)G(z)V(z)V

1 0

0

...

0

0

~

$

"’"

~

:

:

:

0

$

$

:
"’"

$

Define
Ft = diag(2, 1, 1,-..

and F~ = diag(2, 1, 1,...

, 1)NxN,

, 1)K×K.

We have

F~E(z)G(z)V(z)V~ -~ = F~

1

0 0

:

:

:

0

$

$

...

0

...

$

¯

"’"

:

:

:

0

$

:¢

0
¯
:

"’"

$

0
:

"’"

1 0
0

= E(z)G(z)V(z)Vl(Z).

$

Upon defining
]~(z)

= E-~(z)F~E(z),

and

= V(z )V l(Z)FrV~l(z)V-l(z),

(8.2.5)
we are able to establish the following equality,
~(z)G(z)

= G(z)X(z).

(8.2.6)
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Since the order of E(z) is less than or equal to r/N and the order of E-1 (z)
is at most (N - 1)r/N due to that E(z) is unimodular (square irreducible),
the order ofl~(z) is at most r. From(8.2.6), by the assumption that G(z) is
rth order polynomial ambiguity resistant, we have X(z) = a(z)IK for some
nonzero polynomial a(z) of order at most r. Fromits definition in (8.2.5),
it is clear that ]~(z) is also N × N irreducible because E(z) and T) are
irreducible (unimodular). By the condition that G(z) is irreducible,
left-hand side ]~(z)G(z) is also irreducible. This forces that the polynomial
a(z) is a nonzero constant, i.e., X(z) = aI~. This is, however, impossible
by the definition of X(z), which proves the necessity of condition (i).
Wenow prove the necessity of condition (ii). WhenK _> N, using the
Smith form decomposition (8.2.4), G(z) can be decomposed

G(z)
where W(z) and U(z) are two unimodular polynomial matrices. For
N × N irreducible polynomial matrix E(z) (E SIN where a is a c onstant)
of order at most r, define

o N

U(z).

V(z)=U_~(z)[W-~(z)E(z)W(z)

0 ]

Then, V(z) al K. But
E(z)G(z) = G(z)V(z),
which contradicts with the assumption.
The necessity of condition (iii) follows from condition (i) and the
lowing argument. WhenG(z) has its order less than or equal to r/N, its
first column can be reduced to (1, 0, ..., 0)T by using elementary row and
column operations, and the product of the row operations has an order less
than or equal to r/N. ¯
Conditions (i)-(iii)
are useful in constructing PARMC.
Condition
implies that the bandwidth expansion is needed to resist the polynomial
ambiguity. Condition (iii) implies that a constant matrix MCG is not
polynomial ambiguity resistant,, which proves the following corollary.
Corollary

8.1 Any block MCis not a PARMC.

Wenext present a family of PARMC
that was the first
in [89, 88, 171].

family we found
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Theorem 8.2 The ]ollowing polynomial matrix G(z) o] size N × (N - 1)
is strong rth order polynomial ambiguity resistant:
1
-~-1
z
0

=

0
1

0
0
1

-r-1
Z

:

:

:

0
0

0
0

0
0

...
- ..
..-

0
0
0

0
0
0
, (8.2.7)

:

z -~-:t
0

...
-..

1
-~-1
z

N×(N-1)

]or an integer r >_O.
Proof. The G(z) matrix in (8.2.7) is clearly irreducible.
Define
1

0

__Z--(rT1)
Z--2(r+l)

__z--(r+1)

0
0
1
:

(--

(_ l )N-4z(--N+4)(r+l)

(_I)N-3z(-N+3)(r+I)

1)N-2z(-N+2)(r+l)

0
0
0

0
0

0 0
0
0

(N-1)×N

It is easy to check that
G~-l(Z)G(Z)

--

IN_I.

Let E(z) (e m,n(Z))N×N bean N xN nonzero poly nomial matr ix with
order at most r such that E(z)G(z) -- G(z)V(z). Wewant to prove
E(z) a( Z)IN fo r so me scalar po lynomial a( z). It is not hard to sh
that E(z) a( Z)IN implies V( z) = a( Z)IK.
By the above equations, we have V(z) = -1 (z )E(z)G(z). Note th at
E(z)G(z)
-r-1
~1,1 (Z) -[- ~I,2(Z)Z
-r-1
e2,1 (Z) + e2,2(Z)Z

el,2(Z)
e2,2(z)

:
(~N,1 (Z) -reN, 12(Z)Z

-r-1
-[- el,3(Z)Z
-r -1
e2,3(z)z
:

-r-x
eN,2(Z)

-k eN,3(Z)Z
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el,N-l(z) + el,N(z)z
¢2,N-1

-~-1
eN,N-I

(Z)

~- -r-1
¢2,N(Z)Z

(Z)

+ eN,N(Z)Z

and
G(z)G~-I (z)
1
0

0
1

:

:

0

"’"
""

0
0

:

0

(__I)N--lz(--N+I)(r+I)

0
0

...

(__I)N--2z(--N+2)(r+I)

...

1
Z--r--1

we only need to compare the elements in the last row of E(z)G(z) and
of G(z)V(z). It can be verified that bN,m(Z), the mth element of the last
row of the matrix G(z)V(z), is given
bN,m(Z)

= (--1)N-l

-N(r+l)

el,m+I

+ eN -I ,ra(Z)Z-r-I +

N-1

+

+
From E(z)G(z) = G(z)V(z),

-~-1.
bN,m(Z) = eN,m(Z) + eN,m+I(Z)Z
Whenthe orders of all polynomials of em,n(Z) for 1 _< m, n _< N are less
than r + 1, the above equalities imply the following equations
el,,~+l(z)

= 0, and eN,m(Z) = 0, for m = 1,2,...,N-

1,

and
e~,~(z)=e,+~,m+l(z),

for m=l,2,...,N-l,n=l,2

....

,N-1.

It is not hard to see that these equations imply that e,~,~(z) = 0 for n
m and e~,,~(z) el ,l(z) fo r al l n. In oth er wor ds, we have pro ved tha
E(z) -- a(Z)Ig for some polynomial a(z). Since E(z) is nonzero, a(z)
is also nonzero. Clearly the order of a(z) is at most r. This proves the
theorem. ¯
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in Blind Identification

Wenow discuss the application of PARMC
to blind system ’identification
of a multi-input multi-output communication system with ISI/multipath
channels.
8.3.1

Blind

Identifiability

A general ISI communication system is shown in Fig.8.1, where X(z) is the
input signal of size K × K, G(z) is the MCof size N × K, H(z) is an
channel transfer matrix of size M× N, Y(z) is the output signal of size
M × K, K < N < M, and y(z) is ihe additive noise term of size M×
Herein, the goal is to identify X(z) from Y(z) without knowing the
channel characteristics.
Note that G(z) is by design and is thus known
the receiver. The techniques presented here concern the exploitation of the
MCstructure in removing the unknownchannel effects. Notice that the K
columns in the input signal X(z) does not necessarily mean K users or
transmit antennas. For the single user and single transmit antenna case, it
simply means that K signals are considered simultaneously.

X(z)
X(z~

G(z)

~

I-I(z)

(z)
Figure 8.1: A general MCcoded system of matrix form.
Since H(z) is almost surely irreducible, we assumeit is irreducible in the
remainder of this paper. The irreducibility of H(z) ensures that its inverse
is also a polynomial matrix and thus input can be perfectly recovered from
the output using FIR equalizers.
There are essentially two problems to be studied in blind identification.
One is on blind identifiability and the other is on blind identification algorithm development. For convenience, we assume a noise-free system and
set ~/(z) to be zero. In the case of K = 1, the overall system in Fig.8.1
a single input multiple output (SIMO) system, which has been extensively
studied in [134, 135, 90, 180, 128, 136, 35, 63, 147, 81, 98, 123, 101, 36].
Therefore, in the following we only consider the case where K > 1. For a
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random input K × K signal X(z) with K > 1, the greatest commondivisor (gcd) of all componentpolynomials of X(z) is almost surely a nonzero
constant and X(z) is almost surely invertible for a complex value z. Such
is assumed throughout our discussions.
Wefirst study the blind identifiability
for the input signal. Knowing
Y(z), let Xl(Z) and H1 (z) be the candidate input and channel, respectively.
The gcd of the components of X1 (z) is assumed to be a nonzero constant,
whereas Hi(z) is an Mx. N irreducible polynomial as H(z). Then,
blind identifiability can be described by the following uniqueness:
Y(z) = H1 (z)G(z)Xl (z) = H(z)G(z)X(z) implies X~ (z) = aX(z),
(8.3.1)
for some nonzero a. The uniqueness (8.3.1) implies that the input signal
X(z) can be uniquely determined up to a scale from the output signal
Y(z) and the known MC(~(z). In other words, the input signal X(z)
be blindly identified. It should be noticed that without the MCG(z)
Fig.8.1, the input signal X(z) can only be blindly identified up to a K ×
nonsingle constant matrix T ambiguity by using MIMO
blind identification
techniques [90, 147, 81, 98, 81].
In [89, 88], blind identification is accomplished in two steps. First,
existing MIMO
blind identification techniques are used to determine the
input signal within a matrix ambiguity, T, and then this constant matrix
ambiguity T is resisted through a 0th order PARMC.
In this subsection,
we study the possibility of employing a proper order PARMC
so that the
input signal X(z) can be directly identified from the output signal Y(z)
using a closed-form algebraic algorithm.
The input signal blind identifiability in (8.3.1) can be reformulated
follows by pre- and post- multiplying H{-~ (z) and -~ ( z), r espectively, t
both sides:
H-~l(z)H(z)G(z)

= G(z)X~(z)X-~(z)

implies

X~(z)X-~(z)

aI g,

(8.3.2)
for somenonzero constant a, where H{-~(z) is a left inverse of Hi(z), i.e.,
H~-~(z)Hl(z) IN. Note th at (8 .3.1) is str onger tha n (8. 3.2) sin
I-I~ (z)G(z)X~ (z) H(z)G(z)X(z)
indicates
n~-l(z)H(z)G(z)
but not vice versa.

= G(z)X~ (z)X -~ (z)
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The N x N matrix H~-I (z)H(z) is almost surely a nonzero polynomial
matrix. If H~-l(z)H(z) has order at most r, then as long as G(z) is rth
polynomial ambiguity resistant,
(8.3.2) implies Xl(z)X-l(z) = a(z)Ig,
i.e., Xl(z) = a(z)X(z) for a nonzero polynomial a(z) of order at most
r. This implies that a rth order PARMCG(z) can reduce the M x
polynomial matrix ambiguity into a scalar polynomial ambiguity. Under the
assumption that the gcd of all componentsof Xl (z) is a nonzero constant,
we can easily reduce a(z) to a scalar, a. This p~ovesthat, if a signal Xl(z)
with the gcd of all its components as a nonzero constant, and Y(z)
I-Ii(z)G(z)X~(z),
then Xl(z) -- aX(z) for a nonzero constant, in other
words, the input signal X(z) is blindly identifiable.
The above discussions imply that, when G(z) is rth order polynomial
ambiguity resistant, the input signal X(z) can be blindly identified from
the output Y(z) and the MCG(z). In order to choose a proper MC(~(z),
it is important to estimate the minimal order r of the polynomial matrix
H~l(z)H(z) given the ISI channel order of H(z), Qh.
It is knownthat the order Qh-1 of H-l(z) satisfies
Qh-1

~_

NQh + N - M
,
M-N

see for example[91, 81]. Therefore, the total order r of H~-1 (z)H(z) satisfies
NQh + N -- M
NQh
r ~_ M - N + Qh = -~-~’-~"
On the other hand, if V(z) in Equation (8.1.2) has a nontrivial solution
V(z) a( Z)Ig, th e in puts X( z) an d Xl (z) with X(z) = V(z)X
Hi(z) = H(z)E(z) satisfy
Y(z) = H~ (z)G(z)X~ (z) = H(z)G(z)X(z).
Therefore, it is not possible for the identification of the input signal. The
above results are summarizedin the following theorem.
Theorem 8.3 Assume the ISI channel H(z) is an M x N irreducible polynomial matrix with order Qh. If G(z) is a rth order polynomial ambiguity
resistant MC, then the input signal X(z) in Fig.8.1 is blindly identifiable
from the output signal Y(z) and the MCG(z), where
~ gQh n

r =/~-:--~.

(8.3.3)

Contrarily, if the input signal X(z) in Fig.8.1 is blindly identifiable from
the output signal Y(z) and the MCG(z), then G(z) must be a polynomial
ambiguity resistant MCof a certain order.
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Similar arguments apply to the blind identifiability for both the channel
inverse H-1 (z) and the input signal X(z) by using strong PARMC:
Y(z)
Hl(z)G(z)X~(z) = H(z)G(z)X(z) if and only if H~-~(z)H(z) a( z)Ig
and X~(z)X-l(z) a( z)Ik, i. e., H~ -l(z) =
a( z)H-~(z) and X~(z) =
a(z)X(z) for some nonzero polynomial a(z). Following the proof of Theorem 8.3 about the gcd division, a(z) can be found from X~ (z) a(z)X(z),
and then H-~ (z) can be found from -~ (z) = a( z)I-1-1 (z ). Th e necessity
is also similar to the one for Theorem8.3. This proves the following result.
Theorem 8.4 Assume the ISI channel H(z) is an M × N irreducible polynomial matrix with order Qh. If the MCG(z) is strong r th order polynomial
matrix ambiguity resistant, then, the input signal X(z) and the ISI channel
inverse H-~(z) in Fig.8.1 are blindly identifiable from the output signal
Y(z) and the MCG(z), where r is defined in (8.3.3). Contrarily, if the
input signal X(z) and the channel inverse H-~(z) in Fig.8.1 are blindly
identifiable from the output signal Y(z) and the MCG(z), then (~(z)
be a strong polynomial ambiguity resistant MCo] a certain order.
As a remark on the blind identifiability,
since H(z) is not a square
matrix, its inverse H-~(z) is not unique. The above blind identifiability
means the unique solution (up to a nonzero constant difference) for the
input signal X(z) and a solution for the inverse H-l(z) of H(z). As
although the overall solutions for X(z) and H-~(z) may not be unique
due to the non-uniqueness of H-~(z), the input signal part X(z) is always
unique.

8.3.2

An Algebraic

Blind Identification

Algorithm

Results in the previous section suggest an algebraic algorithm for the blind
identification:
solve for X~(z) in the equation Y(z) I- I~(z)G(z)X~(z)
from the known output Y(z) and the MC G(z); and then remove
scalar polynomial, a(z), from Xl (z) to obtain aX(z).
Although the input and output signals X(z) and Y(z) are in matrix
forms in the previous sections, they can also be columnvectors by equating
corresponding columns in the matrices. To derive a time-domain closedform algorithm, we adopt the vector representation for the input and output
in the following discussion. Morespecifically, we consider
Y(z) H(z)G(z)X(z),

(8.3.4)

where X(z) is of size K × 1 and Y(z) is of size M× 1. H(z) is the
irreducible ISI channel of order Qh, and G(z) is a strong rth order PARMC,
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where r takes the value in (8.3.3). The parameters K, N, M satisfy
inequalities
K < N < M.
It was established in the previous section that solutions of
I:I~ -1 (z)V(z) = G(z)~l

the

(8.3.5)

satisfy ~1 (z) = al(Z)X(z) and -1 (z)H(z) = a~ (z )I( z). Repla cing Y(z)
with zrY(z) in the above equation yields
~-I~ 1

(z)zrY(z) G(z):~2 (z

(8.3.6)

Clearly, :~2(z) = z’~a2(z)X(z). To exploit the MCstructure and remove
the scalar polynomial from the input estimate in one shot, consider the
following equation set
I~-~(~)Y(z)
R~~ (z)z~’Y(z)

= G(z):~(z)
= G(z)~(z)

(S.3.7)

Then ~(z) :- cq (z)X(z) and at the same time, ~(z) = z~c~2(z~)X(z).
cq(z) and a2(z) are of order at most r, it is not difficult to show
:~(z) must be of form ~X(z). Hence, the input sequence can be uniquely
identified by solving the above linear equation set in the time domain.
Denote F(z) - -1 ( z). F rom previous d iscussion, t he minimum order
of F(z), Qf is given by
(8.3.8)

QI = [NQhM-N
+ N- M1.
Let
Q~

F(z)

= E F(m)z-’~

and G(z) = E G(m)z-’~’
m----0

Q~
X(z) = X( m)z-’~

an d Y( z) = E Y( m)z-’~"

ThenfromF(z)Y(.z)= G(z)X(z)
-m
’Z

E F(l)Y(m
/:0

- l) = E G(1)X(m -1)’
l~0

(8.3.9)
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where F(m), < m < Qy, and X(m), 0 < m < Qg, ar e un knowns tosol ve¯
For each m, let
F(m)

~--

f2,m

fN,m
where ft,,~ is the/th row of the matrix F(rn). Denote 9r a super column
vector containing all unknownsin matrices F(m), < m < QI, i. e.,
~" = (fl,0,

’

" " ,

fN,O,

fl,1,

" " " ,

fN,

l,’’"

, fl,Qi,""

,

(8.3.10)

fN,QI)T.

The size of br is (MN(Q.f 1)) × 1. Lety(m)be th e f ollo wing blockmatrix
of size N × (MN(Q.f 1)) fo r ea ch in teger m:

y(m)

yT(m) "" yT(m--QI)
0 ...
0
0

...

0
yT(m)

0

...
¯ ..

0
0

0

...
...

...
...

yT(m--QI)

...

0

0
0
(8.3.11)

¯ ..

...

yT(rn)

yT(m-Qy)

Then, the time-domain equivalent of Equation (8.3.7) is given

2(m)
¯
, m20,
2(~ - Qg)

y(m)~=(G(O)...a(f))

(8.3.12)

and

y(m+r)~2=(G(O)...G(f))
Upon defining 3;i

= [yT(i),.,

2(m)
"
2(m - Qa)

yT(Q z _

(8.3.13)

r)]T, we are able to combine the

above equations and establish a linear equation set with respect to all un-
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knownsas follows,

Y0
0

0 -0]
Y~
-Y~ 0

x(o)

(8.3.14)

:

X(Q~ - r)
where ~ is the following generalized Sylw~ster matrix:

~(o)
~(1)

o
~(o)

o
o

...
...

o
o

:

:

:

:

:

G(Qa-2)
G(Qa - 1)

...
.--

G(0)
G(1)

0
G(0)

G(Qg)
0

G(Qg-1)
G(Qa)

o
o

:

:

:

:

:

:

0

0

0

...

0

G(Q~)

"’"

O

¯ .. a(o)
(8.3.15)

The input signal as well as the 0-delay and maximum-delayzero-forcing
equalizers can be readily determined. It can be easily verified that whenthe
number of data vectors increases, there are more equations than unknowns
in the above linear homogeneoussystem, which renders an overdetermined
system with a unique solution.

8.4

Applications

in

Communication

Systems

In this section, we will apply the theory previously developed to the blind
identification of a baud-rate sampled communication system and an undersampled system with multiple receivers (antennas).. The application to the
space-time coding discussed in Chapter 6 for multiple transmit and receive
antennas follows automatically by considering the general MIMO
system
in Fig.8.1. Contrasting to most existing blind identification techniques, the
use of PARMC
allows the blind identification
to be accomplished without
output diversities.

8.4.

APPLICATIONS

8.4.1

Applications
pled Systems

IN COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
in

Single-Receiver,
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Baud-Rate

Sam-

A MCcoded single-receiver
communication system is shown in Fig.8.2 ,
where the baud-rate sampled ISI channel is characterized by a polynomial
H(z) of order qh.
MC
¯
complex
binar
data~Iserial
to I X(n)~--~
Z(n~)Iparalle
~parallel
~~to

channel
I I z(n~)
serial~~

~ ~y(~n)

~(n)

Figure 8.2: A single-receiver
pling.

communication system with baud-rate sam-

MC
channel
lax
binary__Comp
~ . .~
Y(n)
data~ d~] serial to] X(.~n)] ~, ~ ~ Z] (n~)] ~, ~ ,]-X~
~parallel
~~
~
-MxK
MxM ]

~(n)

Figure 8.3: A blocked single-receiver

system with baud-rate sampling.

To apply the blind techniques developed in the previous section, we
need to formulate the above system and transfer it into the one shown in
Fig.8.1. To achieve this, we block the output signal y(n) with block size
M(from serial to parallel) into an M-element vector, Y(n). The system
in Fig.8.2 can then be represented as in Fig.8.3, where I:I(z) is the blocked
version of the channel H(z) in Fig.8.2, as we have seen in Section 2.3:
Ho(z)
H~(z)

I (z)

:

z-IHM-I(z)
Ho(z)
:

""
:

HM-2(Z)

HM-3(Z)

"’"

HM_I(Z)

HM-2(z)

""

z-lHl(z)
z-lH2(z)
:
z-1HM-I(Z)

Ho(z)

(s.4.1)
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where Ht(z) is the Itb polyphase component of H(z) as follows
Ht(z)

= E H(Mn + -’~,

(8.4.2)

0</ <M-1.

n

The matrix I=I(z) is pseudo-circulant and can be diagonalized the same
as in (2.3.10). Let WMbe the M× M DFTmatrix, i.e.,
WM

:

0<j

k<M-1,

where
WM = e-2~rV’-A--f/M;

AM(z) the diagonal polynomial matrix
AM(z)=a diag (1, z-i, ... , z-M+I) ;
and V(z) the following diagonal polynomial matrix in terms of the polynomial H(z):
V(z) zx diag (H(z),

g(zWM),...

, H(zWMM-1)).

(8.4.3)

Then,
)W*MAM(z
~-I(z M) -1V(z
---(W~tAM(z))
).

(8.4.4)

For an MCto resist the polynomial ambiguity, (~(z) and I:I(z) must
rearranged so that the channel becomes a tall and irreducible polynomial
matrix. Clearly, when H(z) is not a nonzero constant, the polynomial
matrix I=I(z) is not irreducible. Although this is true, it was proved
Section 2.3 that any M× N submatrix of I=I(z) is irreducible as long
two rotations of the zero set of the polynomial H(z) at the angles W~
for 0 _< m < M- 1 do not intersect (Theorem 2.1). Since this condition
is satisfied almost surely for a polynomial H(z), we may assume that all
M× N submatrices H(z) of I=I(z) are irreducible when N < M. Hence
can design the M× K MCin Figs.8.2-8.3 to be
IN
~(z)

=

O(M-N)

where G(z) is an N × K PARMC
studied previously.
system in Fig.8.3 can be described as follows:
Y(z) H(z)G(z)X(z),

(8.4.5)

] G(z),

Consequently,

and H( z) = I= I(z) [

the

(8.4.6)
O(M--N)

×
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where H(z) is actually an Mx N submatrix of the Mx Mpseudo-circulant
matrix I=I(z) in (8.4.1), which is irreducible. From(8.4.6), it is clear
the system in Fig.8.3 is reduced to the one in Fig.8.1. The theory/algorithm
developed in the previous section becomes readily applicable to the above
single-receiver system in Fig.8.2.
Given the order of the ISI channel polynomial H(z), gh, the order of
MCG(z), r, can be determined as follows. From (8.4.1)-(8.4.2),
the
of the pseudo-circulant matrix I:I(z) and its submatrix H(z)

From (8.3.3), the corresponding parameters of the MCin (8.2.7) can be
as

r

K= _,¥-:t, andM> N.

(S.4.7)

With these parameters, the output data rate relative to the input signal
rate for the above MCcoded single-receiver
system is (N/K)(M/N)
M/(N - 1), where Mcan be chosen as N + 1. Thus, the relative data rate
increase is 2/(N - 1), which approaches 0, i.e., no expansion, when N is
large. This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 8.5 For any e > O, there exists a positive integer N for the
MC(~(z) in (8.2.7) such that the overall data rate expansion for the single
antenna receiver system in Fig.8.2 is less than e and at the same time, the
input signal X(z) can be blindly identified from the output Y(z) using the
closed-form algorithm in Section 8.3.2.
Notice that the existing blind identificktion techniques require the data
rate to be at least twice the input symbolrate at the receiver.

8.4.2

Applications
in Undersampled Antenna Array
Receiver Systems

Having shown that blind identification can be accomplished with a minimumamount of bandwidth expansion using MCcoding techniques, we now
study the possibility of perfect signal recovery whenthe received signals are
undersampled.
Without loss of generality, an undersampled antenna array system is
shownin Fig.8.4, whereH~(z) for I = 1, 2, ..., Mare the ISI channel transfer
polynomials of the Mantennas, and N $ means downsampling by factor
N, i.e., taking one sample from each N samples. Clearly, only partial
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information of the input is available in each antenna output. It was proved
in [89, 88] that it is impossible to recover the input blindly from the M
outputs without using any assistance at the transmitter.
MC
binary
dat~~l
~

complex
serial

to~

X(~n)~parallel_~_~

parallel

MxK

channel

~(n)

Figure 8.4: An undersampled antenna array system.
The system in Fig.8.4 can be converted to the one in Fig.8.5, where H(z)
is the M x N polyphase matrix of the M polynomials Hi(z), 1 < l <
H(z) (HI,n(Z))M×N. Here

= H,(iVk
k

is the nth polyphase component of the/th polynomial
-’~,
Ht(z) = ~ Ht(m)z
m

and Y(n) = (yl (n), Y2 (n),... , T. As dis cussed before , when M> N
this matrix H(z) is almost surely irreducible. PromFig.8,5, one can see that
the undersampled antenna array receiver system in Fig.8.4 can be cast into
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channel
Z(n)~

MC
t° I X(~n)~-----~

c°mpleXrserial

data~parallel

~~~
NxK

MxN

T

~(n)

Figure 8.5: An equivalent undersampled antenna array system.
the exact same framework of Fig.8.1, allowing direct applications of the
theory/algorithm developed in Section 8.2 and Section 8.3.
Assumeqh is the maximumof the orders of the Mpolynomials Ht (z)
for the Mantennas. The order Qh of the polyphase matrix H(z)

=r- l.
For blind.identification,
chosen as

the parameters for the MCG(z) in (8.2.7) can

r N[@] ] K = N- 1, and M > N.
r=,M_N.,

(8.4.8)

It should be noticed that the number of antennas, M, in a system is
usually fixed. Because N < Mis required, this seems providing a lower
bound for the data rate expansion in the transmitter, which requires 0 <
K < N < M. With the minimum bandwidth expansion setup: K = N 1, N = M- 1, at least 1/(M - 1) data rate increase is needed for the blind
equalization given the number of antennas, M. In the following, we show
that this limitation can be lifted by blocking the vector output sequence
Y(n) = [Yl (n), (n),.- ¯ , yM(n)] T in F ig. 8.5 similar to t he method for the
single antenna system studied in the previous subsection. The blocked
equivalent system of the undersampled antenna array receiver system in
Fig.8.5 is shownin Fig.8.6, where the block size is L and the matrix [H(Z)]L
is the blocked version of the matrix H(z) in Fig.8.5:
Ho(z)
HI(Z)
[H(z)]L

"’"
"’"

z-IH1 (z)
z-IH2(z)

:

:

:

HM-2(z)

HM-3(z)

""

z-II-IM-~(z)

HM-I(Z)

HM-2(Z)

"’"

Ho(z)

:

z-IHM-I(Z)
Ho(Z)

, (8.4.9)
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where the notation 7-t(z) = [H(Z)]L was used in Chapter 6. Here, H~(z)
the/th polyphase component of the matrix H(z) as follows
H,(z)=~g(Ln÷l)z

-n,

O < l < L-1,

where H(m) are the M× N constant coefficient matrices in H(z) -’
=~
~’~,~ H(m)z
Matrix [H(z)]L is block pseudo-circulant. [Y]L(n) and [y]L(n) with size
NL × 1 in Fig.8.6 are the blocked forms of the vector sequences Y(n) and
~(n), respectively. Correspondingly, the minimumrate-increase MCG(z)
has size NL × (NL - 1). Therefore, if the blocked channel polynomial matrix [H(z)]L in Fig.8.6 is still irreducible, then the system in Fig.8.6 is cast
again to the one in Fig.8.1.
MC
(n)]L
~ia~aar,~Y~°a~Pale~Xlserial
~

tolX(,~n)~[H.Z..

parallel
NLxKL

channel

I ~,[Y~
~~
MLxNL

Figure 8.6: A blocked undersampled antenna array system.
Before proving the irreducibility of the matrix [n(z)]L, let us investigate the effects of the blocking operations above. Notice that the overall
data rate expansion in Fig.8.6 is 1/((M - 1)L) by choosing N = M
and K = NL - 1, which approaches zero when the block size L is large.
The advantage is that the data rate expansion at the transmitter can be
reduced by employing the above blocking procedure, even when the number
of antennas is fixed.
Wenow need to prove that the blocked version [H(z)]L of H(z) is
reducible when H(z) itself is irreducible. Since [n(z)]L is block pseudocirculant, by permuting its rows and columns, it can be converted into the
block matrix with MNblocks and each of the blocks, B,~,,~(z), is an L × L
pseudo-circulant matrix:
[H(z)]L P~(Bm,,~(Z))MxNP,’,
where Pl and P~ are the row and column block permutation matrices. Similar to (8.4.3)-(8.4.4) the L × L pseudo-circulant matrix Bm,n(zL) can be
diagonalized as
B,~,,~(z L) =

8.4.
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(z))-I diag(Hm,n(z), H,~,n (ZWL), ¯ ¯ ¯ , H,~,,~
where H,~,,~(z)
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(zW~-l))w~

AL(z),

come from matrix H(z) (Hm,n(Z))M×N. Therefore,

[H(zL)]L
= P~[W]~1 (diag(Hm,,~(z),

Hm,~(zWL),...,

H,~,~(zW~-I)))M×N [W]LPr

where
[W]L = diag(W~hL (z),...

, WEAL(z)).

By implementing the same permutations,
[H(zL)]L : P~[W]~lP~diag(H(z), H(ZWL),. . . , H(zWLL-1)[W]LPr.
Since matrices P~[W]~IP~and P,[W]LP~are irreducible,
matrix [H(Z)]L
is irreducible if and only if H(z) is irreducible. This proves the following
lemma.
Lemma8.1 The blocked version [H(Z)]L in (8.4.9) of H(z) is irreducible
if and only if H(z) is irreducible.
This lemmaand the previous discussion on data rate expansion in the
transmitter lead to the following result.
Theorem 8.6 For any ~ > O, there exists a positive integer N for the
MCG(z) in (8.2.7) such that the data rate expansion at the transmitter
for the antenna array system in Fig.8.4 is less than e and at the same
time, the input signal X(z) can be blindly identified ~rom the undersampled
output~ y~(n), 1 < l < M, of the M antennas with the undersampling factor
N = M- 1 using the closed-form algorithm in Section 8.3.2.
It should be noticed that, although the blind identifiability in the above
two theorems hold theoretically for an arbitrary small amount of data (or
bandwidth) expansion, the implementation of the closed-form algorithm in
Section 8.3.2 may becomeprohibitive when the sizes of the MCget larger.
This is also due to the possibility of a linear system being ill-posed when
its size gets larger. Wewant to emphasize that the focus of this chapter
is on feasibility studies rather than algorithm development. There is an
evident need for more sophisticated MCcoding-based blind identification
algorithms which are of practical importance.
Another remark we want to make here is the following observation.
Whenthe order Qh of the ISI channel H(z) is large, the size of the linear
system (8.3.14) is also large due to the large numberof unknownsin ~"
(8.3.10) for -l(z). In t his c ase, i t might b e b etter t o use a current MIMO
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blind identification methodto reduce the large order ISI channel H(z) into
a nonsingular constant matrix, i.e., a zero order ISI channel T. Then, the
technique developed in [89, 88], or 0th order polynomial matrix ambiguity
resistant MCin this paper can be used to blindly identify the input signal
and the constant ambiguity matrix T. The trade-off between these two
approaches is under our current investigation.
Last but not the least, we want to point out that the MCproposed
in (8.2.7) have some interesting features which are essential to practice
applications.
For example, assuming that the input data to the MCare
modulated complex values, such as e j2~k/4, k = 0, i, 2, 3, in QPSKmodulation, since the MCin (8.2.7) only sums the current sample X(n) and
the past X(n - r - i) as X(n) + X(n - r I) , th e ou tput da ta Z(n) fr om
the MC,which are to be transmitted after a pulse shaping filter, preserves
the modulation symbol patterns except some occasional 0 symbols. This
implies that the MCcoding in Fig.8.2 and Fig.8.4 can be implemented
without introducing undue complexity.

8.5

Numerical

Examples

In this section, we want to present two numerical examples to verify the
theory/algorithm developed in the previous sections. Simulated outputs
from a baud-rate sampled single-receiver system and an undersampled antenna array system are used for blind identification. The results presented
here are to illustrate the feasibility rather than efficiency of the proposed
MCcoding and blind identification
techniques, although some robustness
in handling noisy data is demonstrated by the proposed algorithm.

8.5.1

Single
Rate

Antenna

Receiver

with

Baud

Sampling

In this example, we set the order of the baud-rate sampled ISI channel to
be 4. The ISI channel is randomly selected, which in this example is
H(z) 0. 9275 - 0. 5174z-1 + 0. 2343z-2 + 0. -4.
7955z-3 + 0. 1551z
The parameters in Fig.8.2 and Fig.8.3 and (8.4.5)-(8.4.6)
3, M= 4. In this case, the channel matrix H(z) in (8.4.6)

H(z)

are K = 2,
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Figure 8.7: (a) ISI channel outputs with baudsampling; (b) recoveredsignal
after blind identification using MCcoding techniques.
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0.9275 + 0.1551z
-0.5174
0.2343
0.7955
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-1
0.7955z
-1
0.9275 + 0.1551z
-0.5174
0.2343

-1
0.2343z
-1
0.7955z
-1
0.9275 + 0.1551z
-0.5174

The order of H(z), Qh, is thus 1. Based on (8.4.7), it is adequate to use
r = 3 for the MCG(z) in (8.2.7). The order of G(z) is r + 1 = 4. G(z)
capable of resisting any 3rd order polynomial matrix ambiguity.
QPSKsignals are used as the input signal in this example. The received
data without identification
is shown in Fig.8.7(a). The processed data
after applying the proposed blind technique is shownin Fig.8.7(b). In this
particular example, we use noise-free observations to demonstrate that the
proposed techniques can provide closed-form solution with a finite number
of data samples.
8.5.2

Undersampled

Antenna

Array

Receivers

In this example, we use 4 antennas and undersampled the received signals
by a factor of 3, i.e., M= 4 and N = 3 in Figs.8.4-8.5. Four ISI channels
Hz(z), l 1, 2, 3, 4, arerandomly chosen, which in t his examp
le are
(0.3323 + 0.3446j) + (-0.2337 -~
0. 7782j)z
-2
-3
+(0.1551 + 0.2511j)z
+ (-0.5945 + 1.1582j)z
+(-0.5398 - 1.2997j)z -4 + (-1.5044 - 2.7960j)z-5;
-1
H2(z) = (0.5589- 0.7233j) + (1.4499 + 2.1805j)z
+(-0.9646 - 0.3105j)z -2 -3
+ (0.1302 + 0.8625j)z
-4
+(1.8800 + 0.3066j)z
+ (-0.0954 + 0.6967j)z-5;
-1
H3(z) -- (0.8999 + 1.2682j) + (1.8361+ 0.4378j)z
+(0.0388 - 0.9230j)z -2 -3
+ (0.0350 - 1.0347j)z
-4
+(-1.0038 + 0.9690j)z
+ (0.3967 + 3.2069j)z-5;
-1
H4(z) -- (-0.2009- 0.0312j) + (-0.3829 + 1.3333j)z
+(0.7655 - 0.3848j)z -2 -3
+ (-0.6247 - 0.1927j)z
-4
+(-0.4974 - 0.7473j)z
+ -5.
(-0.5271 + 0.5360j)z
Hi(z)

:

In this case, the channel matrix H(z) in Fig.8.5 is of order Qh = 1.
Similar to the previous example, the parameter r in (8.2.7) is set to
3, which enables the MCG(z) to resist a 3rd order polynomial matrix
ambiguity.
Instead of noise-free data, we apply the proposed blind identification
algorithm to a minimumamount of output vectors, 50, under 30dB SNR.
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Figs.8.8(a) and (b).
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Chapter 9

Characterization
and
Construction
of
Polynomial
Ambiguity
Resistant
Modulated
Codes
In Chapter 8, we introduced PARMC
that were channel independent and
used at the transmitter such that the receiver is able to blindly identify
the input signal no matter what the input symbol constellation is. In this
chapter, we present more properties, characterizations, and canonical forms
of PARMC,
which are useful in the PAt~MCconstruction. The results in
this chapter are from [186, 172]

9.1

PAR-Equivalence
and Canonical Forms
for Irreducible Polynomial Matrices

Let us first see an equivalence for PAI~MC,which is first introduced in
[186] for the ambiguity resistant precoder canonical forms. Let ./~4N×K(Z)
denote the set of all N × K polynomial matrices.
Definition 9.1 The transformation TP,o of J~4N×K(Z)defined
Tp,o(h(z))

= Ph(z)Q(z),
213
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where P is an N × N nonsingular constant matrix and Q(z) is a K × K
unimodular polynomial matrix, is called a PAR-equivalence trans]ormation,
and T~,,Q(A(z)) and A(z) are called PAR-equivalent.
One can see that a PAR-equivalence transformation includes all three
row elementary operations with constant multipliers and all three column
elementary operations where an operation of multiplying a nonzero degree
polynomial to a column is not included. ~¥omthe PAR-equivalence definition, we have the following result.
Theorem 9.1 A PAR-equivalence trans]ormation preserves the (strong)
rth PARMCproperty, i.e., an N × K polynomial matrix G(z) is (strong)
rth PARMCi] and only/.fPG(z)Q(z)
is (strong) rth PARMC]or any
N nonsingular constant matrix P and any unimodular polynomial matrix

Q(z).
Proof. Consider equation
E(z)PG(z)Q(z)

= PG(z)Q(z)V(z).

Then
-~.
P-1E(z)P.
If G(z) is (strong)
(P-~E(z)P

G(z) -- G(z)-Q(z)V(z)Q(z)

rth PARMC,
then we
= o~(z)Ig),

Q(z)V(z)Q(z) -1 = ~(z)Ig

for some polynomial ~(z) of order at most r, i.e., PG(z)Q(z) is (strong)
rth PARMC.
On the other hand, if PG(z)Q(z) is (strong) rth PARMC,then
E(z)G(z)

= G(z)V(z)

we have
PE(z)P -1. PG(z)Q(z) -- PG(z)Q(z) Q(z)-~V(z)Q(z).
So, we have (PE(z)P -1 = c~(z)IN), Q(z)-lV(z)Q(z) = for some
polynomial cz(z) of order at most r, i.e., G(z) is (strong) rth PARMC.
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Lemma9.1 Any polynomial
PAR-equivalent to

g2,1
(z)
g3,1(z)

matrix A(z)

0
g2,2(z)

0

with rank = K is

E ~/~N×K(Z)

¯.

0

a3,2(z)
(9¯1¯1)

¯.

gg,l(Z)

gN,(z) gN,3(Z)¯. gN, (z)

gN,I(Z)

where deg(g~,~(z)) _~ deg(g2,2(z)) -" _< deg(gg,K(Z)). Fur thermore,
deg(gi,j(z))

< deg(gi,i(z)) for any j < i.

Proof. Let A(z) be an N × K matrix with entries aij(z).
Let di(z)
,aig(Z)).
By row permutation only we may assume that
di(z) ~ and degd~ is nondecreasing wit h i f ori -- - 1,.. ., K. N ow A(z)
PAR-equivalent to (by only column transforms)
gcd(ail(Z),...

dl(Z)
b21(z)

0
b~2(z)

bNI(Z)

bN2(Z)

Furthermore, for i = 2,...

’’"

0

¯ ".

b~g(z)

"’"

blvK(z)

,N,

deg[gcd(bi~
(z), - ¯ ¯ big (z))] _>deg[gcd(bil (z), ¯ ¯ ¯ , biK
_> deg d~ _> deg dl (z).
Similarly we can deal with the submatrix
B(z)----

b22(z)
bNe(z)

[

"’" b2K(Z)
... bgg(Z)

with rank(B) = K - 1. By induction the lemmais proved.
Lemma9.2 For L polynomials f~(z) ~ O, f2(z),’"

fL(Z),

deg(gcd(cf~ + f2, f3,"" fL)) >_degf~
]or any constant c, then f~lf~, fill3,

"", fllfL.
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Proof. Wefirst prove the case L = 3. It is obvious if fl is a constant.
Nowsuppose deg]l _> 1 and de(z) =_ gcd(c]l + f2,f3). Then degdc >_ 1.
Let d = gcd(fl, f2, f3). Then

fl = @1,f~ = @2,f3 = @3,
=1,
gcd(gl,g2,g3)
and
deg(gcd(cgl + g2, g3)) > deg gl.
Let al,.." , ak be the all zeroes ofgz. Ifgl(aj) = 0 for somej E {1,...
then 92(aj) # O. Let C2 > 0 such that

, k},

192(~¢)1
<
for any 1 ~ j ~ k and let C~ > 0 such that

(if g~(~j) = 0 for 1 ~ j ~ k, we can take any C1 > 0).

c~
For any ~, we have two c~es: if gl(ai)

= 0, then

cg~(a~)+ g:(a~)= 9~(a~)
if gl(~) # 0, then
C~

lcgl(~) + g2(~)l ~"Cl - c~ = 0.
Hence the above two c~es mean gcd(Cgl + g2, g3) = 1. Therefore we have
gcd(cf~ + f2, f3) = de = d x gcd(cgl + g2, g3)
Nowdeg d ~ deg f~ and d[f~ imply d(z) = cfi (z) for some nonzero constant
c. Hence f~]f2, f~f3. For general L we know
deg(gcd(c£ + f2, f3,"" , fL)) = deg(gcd(c£ + f2, gcd(f3,- ¯ ¯ fL))).
Bythe aboveproof, f~ If2, £~ gcd(f3, ¯ ¯ ¯ , fL). Hencefl If2, f~ ]f3,"" , £ ]fL.

9.1.
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Lemma9.3 /] G(z) (gij(z)) is
a n onzero mat rix in J~N ×K(Z) Of
the
form (9.1.1) and if g11(z) ~ 0 is an element of G(z) with m = deg(gll)
deg(gij.) for any gij(z), then either gll(z) divides all gij(z) , or else
exists a PAR-equivalence transform T such that
T(G(z)) = Q(z) =
has the form (9.1.1) and q~(z) ~ 0 is of degree less than
Proof. Suppose g~(z) does not divide every element of G(z).
Lemma9.2, there exists a constant c and i, 2 < i < N such that
deg(gcd(cg~l gi ~,gi2,"’,g{i,"" ,g

iK) < degg~l = rn.

This means that G(z) is PAR-equivalent to a matrix with/-row
(cg~ + g~,gi2,""

,g~,"" ,g~K).

NowLemma9.1 guarantees that (~(z) is PAR-equivalent to q(z) of
(9.1.1) with degql~ _~ deg(gcd(Cgll 9i l,gi2,"" ,g ii,"" ,g iK)) < m.
Combining Lemma9.1 and Lemma9.3 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 9.2 Any nonzero matrix A(z) AJN×K(Z) wi th ra nk = K
PAR-equivalent to a matrix of the following form
gll(Z)

0

g21(z) g2~(z)

0

"’"

0

0

"’"

0

0

...

o

0

...

0

gki(Z)

gk2(Z)

gk3(Z)

"’"

gkk(Z)

0

"’"

0

gNI(Z)

BN2(Z)

gN3(Z)

"*"

gNk(Z)

0

"’"

0

with giilg(i+D(i+l), giilgji for any i = 1, 2,... , k - 1 and j >_i.
Proof. Obviously, A(z) is PAR-equivalent to a matrix of form [B
where B is an N x k matrix with rank(B) = k. By Lemma9.1, we have
that any nonzero matrix is PAR-equivalent to a matrix as above such that
g11(z) has the minimum
degree. If gii(z) divides all gkt(z) for any k, l _> i,
Theorem 9.2 is proved. If gii(z) does not divide some gkt(z) for some
k, l >_’i, we then consider the submatrix:

0

0

...

0

g(i+l)i(Z)

g~(z)

g(i+l)(i+l)(z)

0

"’"

0

gki(Z)

gk(iT1)(Z)

gk(i+2)(Z)

"’"

g~(z)

g~(~+~)(z) g~(~+~)(~)... g~(z)

gkk(Z)
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Therefore, by Lemma9.3, under PAR-equivalence we have that gii(z) divides all gkt(z) for any k, l _> i. ¯
By the above theorem, for irreducible matrices, we have the following
result.
Theorem 9.3 Any i~reducible matrix in J~NxK(Z)
a polynomial matrix of the following form
1
0

0
1

0

0

gKI(z)

gK2(z)

gNl(Z)

i8 PAR-equivalent to

0
0

¯ ..
¯ ..

0
0

0
0

0

¯ ..

1

0

gK3(z)

¯.. gK(K-1)(z)gKK(z)

gN3(z) "’"

gN(K-1)(Z)

(9.1.2)

gNK(Z)

with
gcd(gKK,g(K+I)K,’’"

,gNK)

and
deggKK <_ degg(K+l)K

<_ "’"

~_ deggNK.

Furthermore, gkt(z) can be either 0 or a nonconstant polynomial (i.e.,
degg~t_>
1) forK<k<N andl<l<K-1,
and
gNI(Z)

.....

gN(L_I)(Z) = O, 1 <_ degggL < "’" < deggNg

for some L with 1 < L < K.
Proof. By Theorem 9.2, if gii is not a nonzero constant, then there
exists c~ such that gii(a) = 0. So gji(a) = 0 for any j = 1, 2,..- , N which
contradicts with the irreducibility
of G(z). Similar arguments can prove
that gcd(gKK,g(I~+~)g,’’" ,gNU:) = 1. Wheng~t(z) is a nonzero constant
for some k, 1 with K < k < N and 1 < l < K - 1, it can be reduced to zero
by implementing a constant elementary row operation, i.e., g~(z) can be
reduced to zero by an AR-equivalence transformation. ¯
Remark, The result in Theorem 9.3 is the simplest form we can have,
which can not be improved further. For example, we can directly check
that
Z--1

Z--2

z -2 z -3 + 1
is an irreducible matrix, we can not simplify it further under AR-equivalence
transformations. This polynomial matrix is actually a strong 0th order
PARMC
from Theorem 9.8 to be shown later.
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Definition 9.2 IrA(z) is PAR-equivalent to G(z) of the form (9.1.2), then
G(z) is called the canonical form of A(z). If gKK= 1, we call G(z) the
systematic form of A(z).
With the above canonical form, to consider a PARMC
we only need to
consider a PARMC
of the form (9.1.2).
To conclude this section, we generalize the linear independence as follows.
Definition 9.3 A set of polynomials {gi(z)}l<~<,~ are called rth order linearly independent (rth LID)
n

Eei(z)g~(z)

= 0 ~ ei(z)

= O, i = 1,2,’..

,n,

i=1

where {ei(z)}l<~<n are polynomials of orders at most r.

9.2

(Strong)

rth

PARMCwith

N >

In this section, we want to present a relationship between rth PARMC
and
strong rth PARMC.
Wealso derive a sufficient condition for the strong rth
PARMCwith N > K.
Theorem 9.4 Let G(z) be of the canonical form (9.1.2).
PARMC, then
maxg<i<y(deg giK )
Proof. If deg giK ~_ r for any i with

E(z)

1
0

0
1

0
gKK(Z)

0
gKK(Z)

gNK(Z)

gNn(Z)

and

¯.

If G(z) is rth

i < N, let
0

0
0

.....

0
0

¯.

0
1

.....

0
0

"" gNK(Z)

0

...

1

1
0

0
1

..--.

0
0

0

0
1

0
1

...
.-.

1
1

0
1

V(z)
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Then we can check that E(z)G(z) = G(z)V(z), and E(z) is
polynomial matrix of order at most r. This is contradictory to the rth
PARMCof G(z).
From this theorem, one can clearly see that any constant matrix can
not be PARMC
of any order. If we have a rth PARMC
G(z) of size N x
it is easy to construct rth PARMC
of size Mx K with M> N.
Theorem 9.5 If an M x K polynomial rnatrix

O(M_N)×

K

A(z) is PAR-equivalent to

’

and G(z) is rth PARMG,then A(z) is also rth PARMG.However, A(z)
must not be stron9 rth PARMG,even when G(z) is stron 9 rth PARMC.
Proof. From the equation

[Ell(Z)E12(z)

G(z)
0(M--N)×K

O(M--N)×K

we have Ell(Z)G(z) = G(z)V(z). Since G(z) is rth PARMC,
c~(z)IK for somepolynomial ~(z) of order at most r, i.e.,

O(M-N)×K

is rth PARMC.However, since

O(M-N)

x

O(M--N)

×

where E(z) is not equal to any c~(z)Im, i.e.,

O(M-N)×K

is not strong 0th PARMC.
So it is not strong rth PARMC
either. ¯
We now see a connection between rth strong PARMC
and rth PARMC.
Theorem 9.6 Suppose that G(z) has the form (9.1.2) with N > K.
G(z) is rth PARMC,and {ggg,’’"
,ggg} are rth order linearly independent, then G(z) is also strong rth PARMC.
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Proof. G(z) can be written as

0]

IK-1
Gll(Z)

G(z):

G12(z)

where
gKI(Z)

G~(~)

"’"

gK(K_I)(Z

’’’

gN(K_I)(Z)

) ]

.........
gNl(Z)

[ gKK(Z)

"

and G12(z)

gNK(Z)

Consider the equation

E21(z)

E22(z)

Gl,(Z)

--~

Gll(Z)

G12(z)

G11(z)

G~(z)

V(z),

where Ell(Z), E~2 (z), E21 (Z) and E22 (z) are polynomial matrices of orders
at most r. If G(z) is rth PARMC,
then V(z) a(Z)IK for so me polynomial
c~(z) of order at most r. Therefore,
E~(z) + E~(z)G~l(z)
E2~(z) + E22(z)G1~(z)
E~(z)Gl~(z)
E22(z)G12(z)

= a(Z)IK-~,
= a(z)G~(z),
= 0,
= a(Z)Gl~(Z).

(9.2.1)
(9.2.2)
(9.2.3)
(9.2.4)

Since {gKK,’’" ,gNK} are rth LID, so from (9.2.3) and (9.2.4), we
E12(z) = 0 and E~2(z) a( Z)IN-K+~. Substituting E~ :(z) an d E2~(z)
into (9.2.1) and (9.2.2), we obtain Ei~(z) a(z)IK-~ and E2~(z) = 0.
G(z) is strong rth PARMC.
Theorem 9.7 Suppose that G(z) has the form (9.1.2)

with N > K.

(D
1 < l < K- 1, K _< m,n _< N, andn ~ i
are rth order linearly independent ]or some i (D and i(2) with K ~_ i(1)
i (2) <_ N, then G(z) is strong rth PARMC.
Proof. Consider equation E(z)G(z) = G(z)V(z), where E(z)
N × N nonzero polynomial matrix of order at most r, and V(z) is a K ×
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polynomial matrix. Denote E(z) (e lj)N×g and V(z) = (V~j)K×K, th en
we have the following equations:
N

eij + E ei,~g,~j = v~j, 1 _< i, j _< K - 1,

(9.2.5)

m=g
N

K

eij +

=

m:K

K <i < N, I ~j ~ K-1,

(9.2.6)

N

~ ei~9~ = vi~,

1 < i < K - 1,

(9.2.7)

N

n=l

m=K

From(9.2.8)

we h~ve
~iO)m~mK

vnKgi(~)n

-n=l

"~

ei(2)

mgmK

VnKgi(2)

gi(1)
K.

Substituting (9.2.7) to (9.2.9), we
N

K--1

E eio)mg~Kgi(2)Km=K

N

E E e~mgmKg~(~)~g~(~)K
n=l

N

K-1

= E ei(2)mgmKgi(1)Km=K

n=l

(~i(1)i(1)
N

N

E E enmgmKgi(2)ngi(x)K~
m=K

-- ei(2)i(2))gi(1)Kgi(2)K
N

+ E ei(1)mgmggi(~)Krn:#i(1)
K-1

N

n~--I

m=K

E ei(~)mgmKgi(’)g
m~-i(2)

(9.2.9)
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Since Ai(1),i(2 ) are rth LID,so ei(1)i(1) -- ei(2)i(2),
ei(1)m -~- 0 and
(1) andn~i(2),ande~j
forK<m,n<Nwithm~i
=0forl<i<K-1
and K < j < N. Also we can obtain vl~g = e~¢1>~(1) = e~¢~)~¢~ and V~g = 0
for 1 <i <K-1.
Nowfrom (9.2.5) and (9.2.6) we
eij =vii, l <_ i,j < K-1,

(9.2.10)

K

el(1)j T ei(~)i(1)gi(~) j : Z vnjgi(~)n, 1 ~_ j ~_ K -

(9.2.11)

n-~ l
K

ei(~)j + ei(:)i(~)gi(~)j

= ~ vnjgi(:)n, 1 ~

(9.2.12)

n:l

From (9.2.11) and (9.2.12) we

ei(~)j

~ ~i(2)j

-~" ~i(1)i(~)gi(Dj

"+ ~i(2)i(2)gi(2)j

Vnjgi(~)n

Vnjgi(2)n

gi(~)K

gi(~)K

for any j with 1 < j _< K- 1, i.e.,
ei(~)jgi(2)

K -- ei(2)jgi(~)

K + (ei(~)i(1)

ejj )(gi(~)jgi(~) K -

- gi( =)jgi(~) K )

K-1

-- ~ enj(gi(1)ngi(:)K -- gi(~)ngi(~)K) 0, 1 _< j _ < K -1.

(9.2.13)

The rth LIDofA~(~)~(:)
implies that {gi(:)Kgi(~)K,gi(~)K, gi(~)K(gi(1)lgi(")K,
gi(2)lgi(i)K),
1 < l < K- 1} are rth LID, i.e., {g~(’)K,gi(~)K,gi(~)~g¢~)K
gi(2)tgi(1)K, 1 < l < 1}are r th LID. So from(9.2. 13) we have e~(~)~(~) =
ejj,
ei(i)j
---ei(2)j
0 and e, ~j = 0 for 1 _~j ¢ n _~K - 1 . Thus we get
V(z) ei(~)i(~)IK, i. e., G( z) is rth PARM
Fromthe rth LID of Ai(~),i(:) again, we knowthat {g,~Kg¢~)K,K ~_ m ~_
N} are rth LID, i.e., {gKK,g(K+I)K,’’" ,gNK} are rth LID. According to
Theorem 9.6, (~(z) is also strong rth PARMC.
The above theorem provides us a new and more general sufficient condition for constructing N × K strong rth PARMC
for a general N with
N>K.
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rth PARMCwith N = K +

In this section, we discuss polynomial matrices only with N = K + 1. The
following sufficient condition for strong 0th PARMC
with N = K + 1 was
obtained in [186].
Theorem 9.8 Let G(z) have the canonical ]orm (9.1.2) with N = K
If gNl(z) .....
gN(L_~)(Z) = 0 and 1 ~_ degggL < "’" < degggK
some L, I < L < K, and i]
{1,ggl,gg2,’’"

,gK(L--1),gNL,’’"

,gg(g-1)}

are Oth order linearly independent, and I/VI ¢~ W2= {0}, where
W1 = span{gyK, gNKggl,’’" , gNKgK(K--1) },
W2 = span{ggK, ggggKl,’’"

, gKggg(L-l),

ggKggL,’’" , gKggY(K-1)},

where span means the set o] all linear combinations with constant coe~cients, then G(z) is strong Oth order PARMC.
Proof. By EG(z) -- G(z)V(z) we get the following equations:
eij

~- eiKgKj(Z)

= vii(z),

~- eiNgNj(Z)

1 <_ i,j

_< K - 1, (9.3.1)

K
eKj ~- eKKgKj (Z)

:

+ eKNgNj (Z)

~ ~(z)v~j(z),
1 _< j _< g - 1,

(9.3.2)

K
eNj ~- eNKgKj(Z)

= ~_, gN~(zlv~(z),

~- eNNgNj(Z)

m~--I

1 _< j _< K- 1,

(9.3.3)

e~g~K(z)+ e,Na~K(z)= v~(z),
1 < i < K - 1,

(9.3.4)

K
eKKgKK(Z)

-~-

eKNgNK(Z)

=- E gKm(Z)V,~K(Z),
K

eNKgKK(Z)

+ eNNgNK(Z)

Substituting (9.3.4) to (9.3.6) we obtain
eNKgKK(Z)

-~-

eNNgNK(Z)

(9.3.5)
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K-1

= ~ gNm(z)(em~g~(z)
+ emNg~(z))
+ V~(z)g~(z),
m=l

egg - VKK(Z) --

e.~gggm(Z gNK(Z)
m=l

c

= ~_, e,~:~,~(z) - ~ ~:~:(z).
So gcd(ggg,ggg)

= 1 implies

m=l

Hence 1 ~ deggNg < ...
i = g,.-. ,K- 1 and

< degg~ implies

eNK = 0 and elk = 0 for

K--1
V~(Z)

=

e~

--

~

e~(z).

(~.a.7)

Plugging (9.a.4 and (9.~.7) into (9.a.5) we

e~ -

e~(z

~(z)

or
e.KN

--

~

e.mNgKm(Z)

gNK(Z)

m=l

:

eNN

--

eKK

-~

~ ~2mKgKm

--

emNgNm(Z

NowW1f3 W2= {0} and the 0th LID of
{1,gK1,’"

,gg(L-1),ggL,’’"

,gg(g-1)}

gKK(Z).

(9.3.8)
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,L-l,

K-1

emN = 0form = L,.-.

,K-

L--1

e~:~-~ em~g~:m(Z)=
e~:~-- ~ e.,~g~:m(Z)=
implies egN =
of {1,gK1,""
egg

O, emg : 0 for m = 1," " , L - 1 by
,gK(L-1)}.
Hence we obtain eig -~
: O, egg = eNg, eiK : 0 for i = 1,2,...

the linear independence
0 for i = 1,2,...
,K,
,K - 1. Then (9.3.1)

becomes
v~j(z)=e~j,

i,j=l,2,...,K-1,

(9.3.9)

(9.3.2) becomes
K

egj + eggggj(Z) = E gK,~(Z)V,~i(Z),

1 _< j _< K - 1,

(9.3.10)

(9.3.3) becomes
K

~N~+ ~N~gN~(z)
= ~ .qN.~(z)v.~(z)
m=l
K

---- E ggm(Z)Vmj(Z), 1 _< j _< K - 1.

(9.3.11)

rn~- L

Plugging (9.3.9) into (9.3.11) we egg -~ e jj -~- vjj, vii(z ) :eij
: 0 f or
i = L,... ,K,j = 1,2,... ,K- 1,i ~j. In. this case (9.3.10) becomes
L--1

K

e~ + e~,~-(z) = ~ ~m(z)em~
+ ~ ~m(Z)~m~.
m----L

This means that eij -- 0 if/= 1,-.- ,L- 1,j = 1,2,... ,K- 1,i ~j. This
proves that E = e~IK+~, V(z) = el~Ig.
Note that the above conditions are not necessary from the following
counter example:

G(z)

1
0
-~
z
0

0
1
-2
z
-1
z

Clearly, {1,g3~,g42} are not linearly
strong 0th PARas we will see later.

0
0
-3
1 ÷z
-~
z

(9.3.12)

independent, but G(z) is actually

9.3.
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Theorem 9.9 Let G(z) have the form (9.1.2) with N = K ÷ 1.
(~(z) is rth PARMC
if and only G(z) is str ong rth PARM
C.
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. Nowwe prove the necessity. If
G(z) is rth PARMC,
according to Theorem 9.6, we only need to prove that
{ggg, gNK}are rth order linearly independent (rth LID).
If there exist polynomials el(Z) and e2 (z) of orders at most r such

el (z)gKK(z)
+ e2(z)gNK(z)
since gcd(gg~:,gNg) = 1 from the canonical form, we have gNg(Z)/el(Z)
and gg~:(z)/e2(z).
According to Theorem 9.4, max(degggg, deggNg)
r. So e~(z) = and e2 (z) = 0, i.e ., {gg g,gNg} are rth LID.This proves
the necessity. ¯
The following theorem can be derived from Theorem9.7 directly.
Theorem 9.10 Suppose that G(z) has the form (9.1.2)
AK ,N

/~
=

{gKKgNK,

gYg(gNgggn

2
ggg,

2
gNK,

--

gKggNn),

ggK(gggggn

--

with N = K +
ggggNn),

1 < n < K - 1}

are rth order linearly independent, then G(z) is strong rth PARMC.
As a remark, the condition in Theorem9.10 is sharper than the conditions in Theorem 9.8. Let us see the example in (9.3.12). Weknow G(z)
does not satisfy the conditions in Theorem9.8. But
An,4 ~ {z-s + z -~, z -6 + 2z-3 -1°,
+ 1, z
Z-9

_[_

Z--6~Z -10

_ 2Z -4

_ Z--I,z--ll,z

-12

_ Z -9

-5}
_ Z

are actually 0th LID, i.e., G(z) is strong 0th PARMC
by Theorem 9.10.
Moreover, we can show that AK,N are 0th LID if the conditions in Theorem
9.8 are true. In fact, if there exist constants a, b, c, dn and en (1 _< n _<
K - 1) such that
K--1

~- ~ engNK(gNKgKn -- gKKgNn) :
n=l
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From the assumption in Theorem9.8, we get b = 0, d,~ = 0 for L _~ n _~
K - 1, and
L--1

K-1

n----1

i.e.,
e + ~ e,~,~

9~ = 9~

-a

n=l

-

~ d~
n=l

e~~

+

.

n+L

Since W1~ W~= (0} and (1,gK~,’" ,gg(L--~),gNL,’’" ,g~(K--~)} are 0th
LID, weget c=0, a=0, d~ =0ande~ =0(1< n < K-l).
SoAK,N
are 0th LID.
The rth LID of A.~,N implies that
(g~K,gNK,gNKgK~-

gKggN~, 1 < n < K- 1}

is rth LID. In fact, the rth LID of
(g~K,g~K,g~gK~-

gKggN~, 1 < n < K- 1}

is also necessary for the rth PARMC
of G(z), and is certainly
for the strong rth PARMC
of G(z).

necessary

Theorem 9.11 y G(z) has the form (9.1.2) with N = K + 1, and G(z)
is rth PARMC,then (gKK,gNK, gNKgKn-- gKKgNn, 1 < n < K - 1} are
rth order linearly independent.
Proof. Assume that (g~K,gNK,gNKgK~ -- g~Kg~, 1 < n < K - 1}
are not rth LID, then there exist polynomials a, b and c~, 1 < n < K - 1,
of order at most r such that
K--1

" agKg + bgNK + ~ c~(gNKgK~ -- ggKgN~) =
n:l

b +

CngKn
n----1

gNK

:

gKK

--a

-~

CngNn

¯

9.3.
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So

gKK

gNK

and
--a

b + ~ CngKn

+ E CngNn
n=l

Now let E(z) = (elj)N×N, where eNN ---- eKK, eNK = O, eKN ---- 0, enK ---- 0
and eng = 0 for 1 < n < K - 1, and for any j with 1 _< j _< K - 1, e~-j =
egg -- Cj, egj = b, eNj : --a, and e~j -- -c,~, 1 _< n < K - 1 for n # j.

Let V(z) = (vij)gxg
and for anyjwith

,

where VKK : eNN, Vii ---- ¢ij for 1 _< i,j <_ K - 1,
l_<j <K-l,
-a + ~

VKj

=

CngNn

or
gKK

gNK

We can check that E(z)(2(z) = G(z)V(z). It is obvious
a(z)Ig. This is contradictory to G(z) is rth PARMC.
CombiningTheorems9.10 and 9.11, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 9.1 If G(z) has the systematic ]orm, i.e.,

G(z)=
1
0
0
0
9(K+1)1(z)

0
1
0
0
g(K+l)2(z)

0
0
1

-.--.
...

0

...

g(g+l)3(z)

"’"

0
0
0
1
g(K+I)K(Z)

(K+I)xK

then G(z) is strong rth PARMC,if and only
{1, g(K+I)I, g(K+l)2," " g(K+
I)K}
are rth order linearly independent.
Proof. The necessity comes from Theorem 9.11 immediately. Nowwe
prove the sufficiency. According to Theorem9.10, we need to prove that
{l,g(K+l)n,g(K+l)Kg(K+l)n
, 1 < n < K}
are rth LID.
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With PAR-equivalence transformations,
we can assume degg(K+l),~
degg(g+l)/( for 1 _< n _< K- 1. If there exist polynomials a, b,,
1 < n < K, of orders at most r such that
K

K

a + b g( ÷l)n

---0,

(9.3.13)

n----1

then

g(K+I)K

a + ~_

bn KnUl)n

Fromthe rth LID of {1, g(g+l)l, g(g+l)2, " " g(g+l)g}, we havea = 0and
b,~ = 0 for 1 < n < K - 1. Using (9.3.13) again, we have b/( = 0 and c~
for 1 < n < K. So {1,g(K+l)l,g(K+~)2,’’" ,g(K+l)g} are rth LID. ¯
The special case whenr = 0 in the above corollary was obtained in [186].
The following corollary can be checked easily by using Theorem9.10, which
provides a convenient way to construct nonsystematic strong rth PARMC
with N = K + 1.
Corollary 9.2 Suppose that G(z) has the form (9.1.2) with N = K +
If gNu(Z) .....
gN(L_I)(Z) = 0 for some L(1 < L < K), and
deggK~<deggK(,~+l)+r,

l_<n<L-1,

deg ggn < deg gg(n+l) + r, L <_ n <
and deggg(L--~) < degggL + r, then G(z) is strong rth PARMC.

Chapter 10

An Optimal Polynomial
Ambiguity Resistant
Modulated Code Design
In Chapter 9, we characterized
and constructed PARMC.Although any
PARMC
is good enough in theory to be used to blindly cancel the ISI
without additive noise, different PARMC
may have performance differences
when there is additive noise in the channel. The question, then, becomes
which PARMC
performs "better,"
where "better" means better symbol
error rate performance at the receiver after equalization. In this chapter,
we propose a criterion for PARMC
design by introducing a distance concept
for a PARMC
and then study the optimal design based on the criterion.
The results in this chapter are summarizedfrom [163, 177].

10.1

A Criterion

for

PARMCDesign

If the ISI channel is known, the criterion for the optimal MCis to maximize the free distance of the combined MCof the encoder MCand the ISI
channel. However, when the ISI channel is not known, this criterion and
the criterion in Chapter 4 using the joint DFEdo not apply to PARMC.
In the following, we propose a different criterion for the PARMC
design
for resisting both ISI and additive noise, which is to maximize the mean
distance of all the different PARMC
encoded symbols. The motivation is
as follows.
Consider the general MIMO
system in Fig.8.1, where X(z) is the K
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1 polynomial matrix of the z-transform of the input vectors, G(z) is
(N, K) PARMC,
H(z) is the M x N polynomial matrix of the ISI channel,
~/(z) is the M× 1 polynomial matrix of the z-transform of the additive white
noise vectors, and Y(z) is the Mx 1 polynomial matrix of the z-transform
of the channel output vectors. Let
G(z) = G(n)z-’~’

H(n) -’~,

H(z) =

n=O

n=O

-~. = ~_,Y(n)z
X(z) ~-’~.X(n)z -~, Y(z)
Let

V(z) G(z)X(z) =
n

the z-transform

of the PARMC
output vector sequence, and
U(z)=A H(z)V(z) U(n) -’~,

the z-transform of the ISI channel output vector sequence. Notice that all
Z(n), Y(n), V(n), V(n), ) are constant colu mn vectors whil e G(n), H(n)
are constant matrices. The performance of the above system in resisting
the additive noise depends on the minimal distance of all the sequences
of U(n), which clearly depend on the unknown ISI channel H(n). Therefore, it is not possible to consider the minimaldistance if the ISI channel is
not known. The next candidate is the mean distance between all different
sequences U(n) by assuming the ISI channel H(n) random, which is basically determined by the mean power of the PARMC
encoded sequences
and therefore is fixed for a normalized PARMC.
Wenow consider the mean
distance between all possible symbols U(n) rather than sequences.
To study the mean distance for the output symbols in U(n), let us
use matrix representations for linear transformations. By concatenating all
vectors X(n) together, all vectors V(n) together, all vectors U(n) together,
all vectors ~(n) together, and all vectors Y(n) together, we obtain larger
block vectors X = (x(n)), V = (v(n)), bl = ~ = (~(n )) , and y =
(y(n)), respectively. Let ~ and N denote the generalized Sylvester matrices,
respectively:

...
0

...

a(O) ...
G(Qo)

...

0 ]
a(o)
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H(Q.) ...
74=
¯ ...
0 ...

[
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0 ]
H(0) ...
...
...
¯ .
H(Q~) ... H(O)

(10.1.1)

Then,
~=gP(,

U=7-/V,

y=U+n.

(10.1.2)

In what follows, for convenience we assume the input signal x(n) is an
i.i.d, random process with mean zero and variance a~.2 Thus, random
processes v(n) and u(n) have mean zero. Wealso assume all coefficients
in the ISI channel H(z) are i.i.d, with mean zero and variance a~/ and
they are independent of x(n). Notice that this assumption is only used to
simplify the following analysis and it does not apply to the single receiver
system in Fig.8.2, where the corresponding channel matrix H(z) has the
pseudo-circulant structure in (2.3.3).
The mean distances between all values of u(n) and all values of v(n) are
dv ~- 2E Iv(m)

- v(n)l

d~ ~ E lu(m)-

~
u(n)~
(10.1.3)

respectively. By the i.i.d, assumption on the coefficients of H(z), it is not
hard to see the following relationship between the mean distance d~ of the
ISI channel output values u(n) and the mean distance d. of the PARMC
output values (or the ISI channel input values) v(n):
d~ = aHd,.

(10.1.4)

Based on the above mean distance formula, we have the following definition for optimal PARMC.
Definition 10.1 A normalized (N,K) PARMCG(z) is called optimal if
the mean distance d~ of all the PARMCoutput symbols is the maximal
among all normalized (N, K) PARMC.
The squared mean distance d, can be calculated as

= 2(LN- 1)EE(Iv(n)l~)
n

- 2 (v (m)v*(n)),
rn~£n

(10.1.5)
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where L is the length of the PARMC
output vector sequence V(n) and N
is the PARMC
size. Let R(m, n) be the correlation function of the random
process v(n), i.e.,

R(.%
Let T/be the correlation matrix of v(n), i.e.,
= (R(m, n)) = E (~X (~X) t) -- ~E(XX)t~t -- a~2~t, (10.1.6)
where t means the conjugate transpose. One can see that the first term
and the second term in the right hand side of (10.1.5) for the distance
are the sum of all the diagonal elements, i.e., the trace, of the matrix ~t
multiplied by 2a~, and the sum of all the off diagonal elements of the matrix
G~t multiplied by 2a~, respectively. The trace of ~t of a normalized MC
is nothing else but N from (2.1.5). In formula, the squared mean distance
d, can be calculated as
d~ = 2a~ ((LN_ l)trace(~t)_,~,~

where (~t),~n denotes the element at the mth row and the nth column
~t. Wenext want to further simplify dv in (10.1.7). For a PARMC
define
Da = sum of all coefficients
of
all coefficient matrices of G(z)Gt(1/z),
Ea

A

=

sum of all magnitude squared coefficients
of all coefficient matrices of G(z),

where Gt(z) means the conjugate transpose of all coefficient
G(z). Then, by (10.1.1), it is not hard to see
trace(~ t) = LEa, and ~-~.(~t)m,~

= LDa.

(10.1.a)
(10.1.9)
matrices
(10.1.10)

Therefore,
d~ = 2a~n(nYEc - De).

(10.1.11)

Based on formula (10.1.11) on the mean distance d. of the PARMC
output symbols, we define the distance for a PARMC
as follows.

10.1.
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Definition

10.2 For an (N, K) PARMC
G(z), its distance is defined by
d(G)

~= g

where De and Ee are defined in (10.1.8)-(10.1.9).
Based on Definitions 10.1 and 10.2 and (10.1.11), a PARMC
is optimal
if and only if its distance is maximal.
Let us see an example. Consider the PARMC
G(z) in (8.2.7). It is
hard to see that Ee = 2(N - 1), and when N >

1
-r-1
Z

0
:

0
0

~+1
z
2

-~-1
z
:

0
0

0

..-

0

0

r+l
Z

¯¯¯

0

0

2

.. ¯

0

0

0
0
0

:

:

:

:

0
0

...
...

-~-1
z
0

Thus, when N > 2, De = 4(N - 1). Therefore,
d(G)

2
-~-1
z

zr+l

1

NxN

when N >

= 4( g-1)_g_2.
2(N- 1)

Since the PARMC
output vector length L, the PARMC
size N, and the
input signal variance a~2 are fixed, the following theorem is straightforward
from (10.1.11).
Theorem 10.1 An (N, K) PARMC
G(z) is optimal if and only if the total
sumDe of all the coefficients of all the coefficient matrices of the product
matrix G(~)Gt (l/z) is minimal when the total sum Ee o] all the magnitude
squaredcoefficients of all coefficient matrices of G(z) is fixed.
We now want to find a family of column operations
that they do not change the distance property.

of a PARMC
so

Corollary 10.1 Let U(z) be a K x K paraunitary matrix with
U(z)Ut (l/z)

Ig.

If G(z) is an (N,K) PARMCwith distance d(G), G(z)U(z) is al so
a PARMC
with distance d(G), i.e., d(GU) = d(G). G(z) is an .op timal
N x K PARMC,then so is G(z)U(z).
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Proof. From (10.1.8), clearly Dc = Dcv. Since the sum of all magnitude squared coefficients of all coefficient matrices of (](z) is equal
the sum of all diagonal elements of the coefficient matrix of the constant
term z -° in the matrix G(z)Gt(1/z) G(z) V(z)Ut(1/z)Gt(1/z) =
G(z)(]t(1/z),
we E~ = E~u. Thus, we have d(G) = d(GU)
Notice that
a2~LDa : a~ GGt).~,~

= E(v(m)v*(n))

= E v(n)

>_
(10.1.12)

Using (10.1.11),
proved.

the following upper bound for the mean distance dv

Theorem 10.2 The mean distance dv of the PARMCoutput symbols for
an (N, K) PARMCG(z) is upper bounded by
dv <_ axLv/-~-~V~a,

(10.1.13)

where a~ is the input signal variance, L is the length o] the PARMC
output
vector sequence, and Ea is defined by (10.1.Y), i.e., the total energy
all coe]ficients in G(z). The upper bound ]or the distance of an (N,
PARMCG(z) is d(G) <_
Nowthe question is: can the above upper bound be reached? Clearly
the PARMC
that reach the upper bound in (10.1.13) are the optimal.
the next section, we will answer this question positively. Notice that when
there is no MCcoding, i.e., G(z) IK, wehave
2

E ~v(n)

=~ EIv(n)J2

=~n Elx(n)12=Lga2~

>0’

the mean distance of the PARMC
output values is

=

EIv(- ) - v(n)] 2 =

axV/2(LK - 1)LK,

and the PARMC
distance is d(G) = K 1 in thi s cas e.

10.2

Optimal

Systematic

PARMC

In this section, we determine all optimal systematic PARMC
by using the
criterion proposed previously. Wehave the following result.

10.2.

OPTIMAL SYSTEMATIC

PARMC

Theorem 10.3 An N × (N - 1) systematic
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PARMCG(z) in (9.1.2)

with

gNk(Z) : ~-~aklz -l, a~:~ ~ O, 1 < k < N - 1, nl > n2 > -’. > nN-1 ~_ 1,
l=O

(lO.2.1)

is optimal if and only if
~ a~ = -l,

(10.2.2)

for k = l,2,...,N-1.

l=0

Moreover, for the above optimal PARMC,the mean distance
PARMCoutput symbols and the PARMCdistance d(G) are
dv = a, Lv~-~V~F, and d(G) =

d, of the

(10.2.3)

where a~2 is the variance of the input signal, L is the length of the PARMC
output vector sequence and
N-1

~.
Ea=N-I+

n~

(10.2.4)

ZZ[a~,[
k=l

/=0

Proof. Ea in (10.2.4) is clearly the total sum of all the magnitude
squared coefficients in all coefficient matrices of the PARMC
G(z).
calculate DGin (10.1.8) for G(z), the product matrix G(z)Gt(1/z) is
G(z)G*(1/z)
1
0
0
BNI(z)

0
1

...
...

0

...

gN2(z)

"’"

0
0

g*NI (1/Z)

g*g2(1/z)

1

go(z)

gN,N__I(Z)

where
N-1

g*N~(1/Z) = Z a*kl

1

/=0

and
N-1

N--1 n~:

/:1

k=l 11=0 12=0

go(z) = Z g.k(z)g*~(ilz)= Z Z Z z-(’’-’~)"
a~’,a*~’:
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Thus, it is not hard to see that

=

N-1

nt¢

k=l

/=0

N--1

nu

N--1

k=l

/=0

k=l

1 2

n}

¯

Therefore, the minimumof De over all G(z) in (10.2.1) is reached if
only if De = 0. In other words, DGis minimal if and only if (10.2.2) holds,
where EGin (10.2.4) is fixed.
When De = 0, i.e.,
the PARMC
G(z) is optimal, the optimal mean
distance formula (10.2.3) for the PARMC
G(z) follows from (10.1.11).
This theorem also implies that there exist PARMC
that reach the upper
bound (10.1.13), i.e., De = 0. By (10.1..12), the following corollary
straightforward.
Corollary 10.2 The following statements are equivalent:
(i)

An N × K PARMCG(z) is optimal;

(ii) De = O, i.e., the total sumof all coeffcients of all coefficient matrices
of G(z)Gt(1/z) is zero;
(iii)

The distance of the PARMC
G(z) is d(G) =

Given size N, the simplest optimal N × (N- 1) systematic PARMC
are
1
0
............
0
__z--nl

0
1

...

0

...

0
0

...

(10.2.5)
__Z--r~2

....

1
z--~N--1
Nx(N-1)

where

10.3

nl

> n2

> ’’’

> nN-1

Numerical

>_ 1.

Examples

In this section, we want to present some examples to illustrate the theory
obtained in the previous sections. Since all numerical simulations in this
section are only used to prove the concepts of resisting additive channel
randomerrors, some simplifications are made. These simplifications include
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that an MIMO
system identification algorithm has been implemented, i.e.,
there is only a nonsingular constant matrix ambiguity in the ISI channel.
Weconsider the undersampled communication system in Fig.8.4 with 5
antennas, and downsampling by factor 4. After an MIMOsystem identification algorithm is implemented, the ISI channel matrix becomes a 4 x 4
nonsingular constant matrix. Thus, we simply assume the ISI channel matrix as a 4 × 4 nonsingular constant matrix and then a white noise r~(n)
is added to the ISI channel output, as shown in Fig.10.1(a). Notice that
the 4 × 4 ISI channel constant matrix corresponds to 4 antenna array receivers, where each channel has 4 tap ISI by using the interpretation of the
combination of the polyphase components [142], as shown in Fig.10.1(b).

Wenow consider the following five (4, 3) PARMC:
1
-~
z
0
0

Gl(Z)

G3(z)

0
1
-1
z
0

0
0
1
Z--1

:

0
0
1

Z--3

Z--2

Z--1

0
1
0
1

1
0
_z-3

G(z)

0
1
0

G2(z)

’

1
0
0
~2(Z-3 + -2)
z

G4(z)

1
0
0

0
0
1

+

--2

0
1
0
_Z--2

1
0
0
az -3 + bz -2 cz-2

z--l)

1

--1

’

+1)

0
0
1
_Z--1

0
1
0
+ dz -1

0
0
1
_Z--1

where
yr~-3
x/~+3
x/~-i
x/~+l
4 , b4 , c4 , d=---~.
By Theorem 10.3, the PARMC
G4(z) and G5(z) are optimal. Ea~ = 6
for i = 1, 2, ..., 5 for all these PARMC.
Their distances are
a-

d(al) = d(G~) = 4 - 2 = 2,d(G4) d(Gs) =
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to] X(n)F
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Z )~--~

’~I~

......
In~

~n~

n ( n)
(a)

equivalent

ISI channel
(n)

(b)

Figure 10.1: Simplified undersampled antenna receiver system.
and
d(G3)

= 4

3(x/~ + 1) 2 5 - 2v~
6
- 2 ~ 1.0858.

QPSKsignaling is used for the input signal of the PARMC.
The linear
closed-form equalization algorithm developed in Section 8.3.2 is used for the
decoding. For more about closed-form blind equalization, see for example
[90]. Three hundred Monte Carlo iterations are used. Fig.10.2 shows the
QPSKsymbol error rate comparison of these five PARMC
via the SNRfor
the additive channel white noise. Clearly, the two optimal PARMC
G4(z)
and G5(z) outperform the other nonoptimal PARMC
Gi(z) for i = 1, 2,
Since d(G1) d( G2), th eoretically th
ese tw o PARMC should ha ve th
same symbol error rate performance. From Fig.10.2, one can see that the
performance difference between these two MCsis small. Notice that the
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theory developed in Chapters 8, 9, and 10 holds for general modulation
schemes as mentioned earlier.
symbolerror rate comparison
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

100 ....................

........

~ ..................

-2
m10

E
-3
~10

-4
10

.

-x-(dashed~:

1010

15

...........

20

25

30

35

SNR(aS)

Figure 10.2: Symbolerror rate comparison: Solid line with * is for (~1 (z);
solid line with + is for G2(z); solid line with 0 is for G3(z); dashed
with x is for G4(z); solid line with x is for Gs(z).
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11

Conclusions
and Some
Open Problems
In this book, we introduced modulated codes (MC) for ISI channels.
are convolutional codes defined over the complexfield and can be naturally
combined with an ISI channel and therefore can be optimally designed for a
given ISI channel. Weintroduced several optimal MCdesign methods. An
optimal design method usually depends on a decoding method at the receiver. There are two classes of such methods. One class of methods are the
optimal MCdesign methods that depend on the input signal constellations,
such as the joint MLSEdesign method using the joint MLSEdecoding as in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The design complexity of this class of methods
is usually high. However, the performance is optimal. The other class of
methods are the optimal MCdesign methods that do not depend on any
input signal constellations, such as the joint DFEdesign methodusing the
joint DFEdecoding at the receiver as in Chapter 4. The design complexity
of this class of methods is usually low as we have seen in Chapter 4 but
its performance is not as good as the ones when the signal constellation is
considered.
In Chapter 2, we have shown that an MCdoes not provide any coding
gain (i.e.,
advantage), in the AWGN
channel over the uncoded system,
howeverfor any finite tap ISI channel there always exists an MCwith coding
gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel. In Chapter 5, we have also
shown that the MCcoded ISI channel may have higher information rates
than the original ISI channel does at low channel SNR,which implies that
the achievable transmission data rates of the MCcoded ISI channel may
be higher than the ones of the original ISI channel. Our simulation results
243
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have confirmed this theoretical result by employingthe turbo coding before
the binary-to-complex mapping. Surprisingly, by using a turbo code and a
proper MCfor an ISI channel, the performance may be above the capacity
of the AWGN
channel at low channel SNR.
Another advantage of the MCcombined with an ISI channel is that it
is possible to design channel independent MCsuch that the receiver is able
to blindly identify the input signal. Such MChave been named polynomial
ambiguity resistant MC(PARMC)and were studied in Chapters 8-10.
have shown that an MCto be a PARMC
is necessary and sufficient
for
the blind identifiability.
Surprisingly, we have shownthat any block MCis
not a PARMC.In other words, using a block MCat the transmitter,
the
receiver is not able to always recover an input signal, where the input signal
constellation is not in the consideration. Wehave characterized PARMC
in manycases and introduced an algebraic blind identification algorithm.
Using an optimally designed MCfor a given ISI channel, both the transmitter and the receiver need to know the ISI channel. Using a PARMC,
neither the transmitter nor the receiver needs to know the ISI channel.
We have also introduced a channel independent MCcoded OFDMsystem,
where the MCencoding may be able to remove some of the spectral nulls
and therefore improve the OFDMsystem performance for spectral null
channels and wireless frequency-selective multipath fading channels. For
the MCcoded OFDM
system, the receiver, however, needs to know the ISI
channel in the decoding.
Since in the optimal MCdesign, the ISI channel information is needed,
which is certainly possible when the ISI channel is knownin priori, such as
storage channels and some wireline channels. It is also expected, however,
that the MCintroduced in this book may be useful even in wireless channels since the simplicity of the MCencoding may be able to provide the
convenience updating the MCat the transmitter and the receiver.
The results in this book are mainly summarizedfrom our last few year’s
research work on MC. There are still many important open problems to be
solved. Welist a few of them as follows.
Open Problem 1: Fast optimal MCsearching algorithm for a given
ISI channel.
Wehave introduced an efficient searching algorithm of the optimal MC
for a given ISI channel in Section 3.4. However,this algorithm is still slow
for a reasonably long ISI channel or large-sized MC.The complexity comes
from the large size of an error-pattern trellis due to the large size of the
difference symbols of the input information symbols. It is very important
to have a fast searching algorithm for the optimal MCin applications.
Open Problem 2: The higher rate MC existence with coding gain
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compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel.
Although it has been proved in Chapter 2 that for any finite tap ISI
channel there exists an MCwith coding gain compared to the uncoded
AWGN
channel, the rates of the MCin the proof are mainly either 1/F or
2/F, where F is the ISI channel length. It will be interesting to prove that,
for any rate r and any finite tap ISI channel there always exists a rate r
MCwith coding gain compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel, which is
conjectured true.
Open Problem 3: Sharper upper bounds of the coding gain of the
MCin ISI channels.
In Section 2.4, we have shownthat the coding gain of any MCin an ISI
channel compared to the uncoded AWGN
channel is upper bounded by the
length of the ISI channel. This upper bound is sharpened for some special
cases in Section 2.5. A general sharper upper bound of the coding gain or
the proof of the tightness of the ISI channel length will be interesting.
Open Problem 4: Improved blind identification
algorithm using a
PARMC
over the least square solution algorithm.
In Section 8.3.2, we introduced a least square solution algorithm for
blindly identifying the input signal using a PAP~IC.This algorithm, however, may not perform well when the channel SNRis not high. Any improved blind identification algorithm is certainly interesting.

Appendix

A

Some Fundamentals
on
Multirate Filterbank
Theory
In this appendix, we want to briefly introduce some basic concepts and
properties of multirate filterbank theory that was used as a precoding for
an ISI channel in, for example, [165, 53, 89, 88, 171, 172, 77, 118]. For
more details on multirate filterbank theory, we refer the reader to [32, 141,
2, 142, 46, 152, 126, 95, 13, 148, 106, 104, 26, 31, 99, 124, 125, 149, 150,
151, 140, 139, 38, 102, 146, 103, 73, 145, 143, 144, 96, 94, 87, 174, 173, 105].
References listed here are someearly works on multirate filterbank theory
for one dimensional signals and do not cover recent developments on the
subject, such as multidimensional multirate filterbank theory and timevarying filterbank theory.

A.1 Some Basic Building

Blocks

Wefirst want to introduce somebasic building blocks in multirate filterbank
theory. Before going to the details, let us first introduce a notation for
p~olynomial matrices. For a polynomial matrix H(z), its tilde operation
H(z) denotes Ht(1/z*), i.e.,

n, -°.
~i(z) = ~H~z
if mz)=~H~z
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A.1.1

Decimator

BASIC
and

MULTIRATE FILTERBANK

THEORY

Expander

An M-fold decimator (or downsampling) and L-fold expander (or upsampling) are depicted in Fig.A.l(a) with an examplein Fig.A.l(b), and Fig.A.l(c)
with an example in Fig.A.l(d), respectively, where
yD(n)~= x(Mn),
and
yE(n)

=

x[n/L],

if n is a multiple of L,
otherwise.

y_(n)

x(n

M=2

(a)

(b)

Tiol
n)

~

L=2

(c)

(d)

Figure A.I: Decimator and expander.
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YE(e3~))
M=2

X (eJ¢°)

(a)

YD ( e]~)
L=2

(b)

(c)

Figure A.2: The frequency domain representation
tor and expander.

examples of the decima-

In the frequency and z-transform domains, see for example [142],
1
YD(ej~) = ~_,yD(n)e -j~’~ = -~ ~ X(ei(~-:=k)/u),

(A.1.1)

n

and
YE(Z) -= ~ yE(n)z-"

= X(zL),

and YE(e j~) = X(eJ~L).

The graphical meaning for the expander is that the DTFTof the expanded
yE(n) is an L-fold compressed version of the uncompressed X(e~’~) shown
in Fig.A.2(a),(b). The graphical meaning for the decimator is the following
(shownin Fig.A.2(a),(c)):
(i) Stretch X(ej"~) by a factor Mto

obtain

X(eJ~/M);

(ii) Create M- 1 copies of this stretched version by shifting it uniformly
in successive amounts of 2u;
(iii) Addall these shifted and stretched versions to the original unshifted
and stretched version X(eJw/M), and divide by M.
The M - 1 shifted and stretched versions of X(e~) in (A.I.1)
aliasing created by the downsampling.
A.1.2

Noble

are the

Identities

The following two Noble identities play important roles in the multirate
filterbank theory. They tell us when the orders of the decimator/expander
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and an LTI system can be switched. The two Noble identities
Fig.A.3, where yl (n) = Y2(n) and Y3(n) = Y4

~Yl

(n)

x(n~~,,
(a) Noble

x (n)

identity

for

THEORY

are shown in

,~Y2
decimator

Y3 (n)

~
)

x(n~

(b) Noble

identity

for expander

Figure A.3: The Noble identities.

A.1.3

Polyphase

Representations

The polyphase representation was first invented by Bellanger et. al. [13]
and Vary [148] and later recognized by Vaidyanathan and Vetterli in the
simplifications of multirate filterbank theory studies. It can be briefly described as follows. For any given integer N, any filter H(z) can be decomposed into
N-1

H(z) = ~ z-’Et(zN),

(A.1.2)

1=0

where
-’~,
Et(z) = ~ h[Nn + l]z
and h[n] is the impulse response of H(z). The decomposition (A.1.2)
called the Type 1 polyphase representation of H(z). Meanwhile, H(z) can
also be decomposed into
N-1

H(z) = ~ z--N+I+tRI(zN),
/=0

(A.1.3)
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where Rt (z) = EN-I-I(Z),
which is called the Type 2 polyphase representation of H(z). For I = 0, 1, ..., N- 1, Et(z) and Rt(z) are called the/th Type
1 and Type 2 polyphase componentsof H(z), respectively. Wewill see later
that the Type 1 polyphase representation is for the analysis bank and the
Type 2 polyphase representation is for the synthesis bank in a multirate
filterbank.
The main purpose for introducing the above polyphase representations
is to movethe decimator from the right side of an LTI filter to the left
side (expander from the left side of an LTI filter to the right side) by using
the Noble identities in Fig.A.3. In the Noble identities, the power of the
variable z in an LTI filter needs to rise, which usually does not hold for
an LTI filter but holds for the polyphase representations of an LTI filter as
shownin (A.1.2)-(A.1.3).

A.2 M-Channel Multirate

Filterbanks

A general M-channelmultirate filterbank is depicted in Fig.A.4, where the
left side is an analysis bank and the right side is a synthesis bank, each of
which has MLTI filters. In manyapplications, such as frequency division
multiple access (FDMA),these MLTI filters occupy Mdifferent frequency
bands as shown in Fig.A.5.

--

Ho (z)

(z)

~

[

analysis

bank

synthesis

~ ~(n)

bank

Figure A.4: A general M-channel multirate filterbank.
There are several cases for an M-channelmultirate filterbank in Fig.A.4:
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H
2

0

~o

Figure A.5: M-channel analysis filter

frequency response example.

MM-1 : No : N1 .....
(i) when Mo : M1 .....
filterbank is called maximally decimated;

NM-1 : M, the

MM-1 : No : gl .....
(ii) when Mo : M1 .....
filterbank is called nonmaximallydecimated;

NM-1 < M, the

MM-1 : No ---(iii) when Mo : M1 .....
filterbank is called over decimated;

N1 .....

NM-1 > M, the

(iv) whenMkand Nt are not all equal, the filterbank is called nonuniformally decimated.
In this section, we focus on the first case for convenience, i.e.,
decimated multirate filterbanks.
A.2.1

Maximally
Decimated
Perfect
Reconstruction
Matrix

maximally

Multirate
Filterbanks:
and Aliasing
Component

An M-channel maximally decimated multirate filterbank is shownin Fig.A.6.
A multirate filterbank in Fig.A.6 is called perfect reconstruction (PR) if and
only if ~(n) cx(n - no) for a nonzero constant c and anint eger no.
The question now becomes how to construct a PR multirate filterbank,
in other words, what conditions on H,~(z) and F,~(z) are for the PR. Since
in many applications, such as transmultiplexing and image analysis and
coding, FIR filters are preferred, in what follows we are only interested
in FIR filters Hm(z) and F,~(z) in Fig.A.6. In this case, the multirate
filterbank is called FIR. Examples of 2-channel PR filterbanks were first
obtained by Smith and Barnwell [124] and Mintzer [99], independently.

A.2.

M-CHANNEL MULTIRATE

analysis

253

FILTERBANKS

bank

synthesis

bank

Figure A.6: M-channel maximally decimated multirate filterbank.
In the z-transform domain, the PR property becomes
~(z) = cz-’~°X(z).

(A.2.1)

In terms of an input signal X(z), using (A.1.1) the output )~(z) in
can be formulated as follows:
M-1

/((z)

= Ao(z)X(z)

+ ~ At(z)X(zW~M),

(A.2.2)

l=l

where
M--1

At(z)

= ~ ~ Hk(zW~)Fk(z),

0 < l < M - 1.

(A.2.3)

Clearly, the second term in the right-hand side of (A.2.2) is the aliasing
term. For the PR property (A.2.1), we need
Ao(z)=cz -’~°

and At(z)=O

for

1 <l<M-1.

Wenow want to simplify the PR condition (A.2.4). To do so, let

t(z) [cz-no,0,..., 0]r,
T,
f(z)

----

[Fo(z),

El(Z),""

,FM_I(Z)]

(A.2.4)
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and
Ho(z)

"’"

:

:

Ho(zW~ff -1) ...

HM-I(z)
:

(A.2.5)

-~)
HM_I(zW~

Then
H(z)f(z)

=Mt(z).

(A.2.6)

Thus, given an analysis bank, H0 (z), ..., HM-1(z), if the matrix polynomial
H(z) has an FIR inverse, then the synthesis bank f(z) can be solved
the equation (A.2.6). In other words, the multirate filterbank in Fig.A.6
with this synthesis is PR. The matrix polynomial H(z) in (A.2.5) is called
the aliasing component (AC) matrix. In conclusion, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem A.1 An FIR multirate filterbank in Fig. 16 is perfect
struction if and only if its ACmatrix It(z) has FIR inverse.

recon-

One can see that the ACmatrix H(z) is a structured matrix, where its
componentsare not free but related. This limits the study and construction
of PR multirate filterbanks. Wenext want to use the polyphase representations and Noble identities introduced in Section A.1.2 and convert the
ACmatrix to the polyphase matrix in which all components are free.
A.2.2

Maximally
Decimated
Perfect
Reconstruction

Multirate
Filterbanks:
and Polyphase
Matrix

The analysis in Section A.2.1 is a direct analysis of the relationship between
the input and the output in Fig.A.6. Wenext want to first simplify the block
diagram in Fig.A.6 by using some properties of building blocks studied in
Section A.1, such as Noble identities and polyphase representations, and
then study the PR property for the simplified system. The main idea for
the simplification is to switch the orders of decimator/expander and FIR
filters, and then convert the multirate filterbank into a multi-input and
multi-output (MIMO)system.
For each analysis filter H,~(z) in Fig.A.6, let Em,k(z) be its kth Type
1 polyphase component, and for each synthesis filter F,~(z) in Fig.A.6, let
Rl,m(Z)
be its /th Type 2 polyphase component, for 0 < m,k,l < M- 1.
Let
E(z)

----

(Em,k(Z))O<_m,k<_M--1,

and R(z)

= (Rt,m(Z))O<_l,m<_M-1,

A.2.
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~.(z)

analysis

bank

synthesis

bank

(a)

x(n)

~’

R(z)~.(z)

(b)

Figure A.7: Polyphaserepresentation of M-channelmaximallydecimated
multiratefilterbank.
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which are called the polyphase matrices of the analysis bank and the synthesis bank in Fig.A.6, respectively. Then it is not hard to see that
h(z) E(zM)e(z) and f( z) = 6( z)R(zM),

(A.2.7)

where h(z) (Ho(z), .. . , HM
-1(z) ) T, e(z) = (1, z- l, . .. , z -M+
I) T, f(z) =
T, and ~(z) is the tilde operation of e(z). Thus,
(Fo(z),...
FM_I(Z))
,
using the Noble identities, the multirate filterbank in Fig.A.6 is the same as
the one shown in Fig.A.7(a), which is called the polyphase representation
of the multirate filterbank in Fig.A.6.
Let P(z) = R(z)E(z), then the multirate filterbank in Fig.A.6 is equivalent to the MIMO
system in Fig.A.7(b) with system transform matrix P(z).
Clearly, the PR property is equivalent to the invertibility of the polyphase
matrix E(z).
Theorem A.2 An FIR multirate filterbank in Fig.A.6 is per]ect reconstruction i] and only if the polyphase matrix E(z) has FIR inverse.
Theorem A.1 deals with the ACmatrix H(z) while Theorem A.2 deals
with the polyphase matrix E(z). From (A.2.7), it is not hard to see
following relationships between these two matrices:
H(z) WIMD(z)ET(z M) an d E( M) = HT( z)WMD(z-~),

(A. 2.8)

where W~vis the DFTmatrix and D(z) is the diagonal matrix polynomial:
D(z) = diag(1, z-l, -.. , z-M+1).
From (A.2.8), it is clear that the FIR invertibilities of the ACmatrix H(z)
and the polyphase matrix E(z) are equivalent. Unlike matrix H(z), matrix
E(z) does not have any relationship between its components, which leads
to the systematic construction and factorization discussed later.
In some applications, such as the cross-talk cancellation in transmultiplexers [142], PR maynot be necessary as long as the aliasing (cross-talk)
is cancelled in a multirate filterbank, i.e., the second term at the right hand
side of (A.2.2) is zero. A necessary and sufficient condition on such filterbanks was obtained by Vaidyanathan and Mitra [145], which is stated as
follows. A square matrix polynomial P(z) is called pseudo-circulant if and
only if it has the following form:

Po(z)
P(z)

z-lPl(Z)
:
z-IpM_2(Z)
z-IpM-I(Z)

PM-I(Z)
Po(z)
:

"’"
...
:

z-~Pu-3(z)

"’"

z-I

"’"

pM-2(z)

Pl(z)
z-lp2(z)
:

PM-i(z)
Po(z)
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in the above P(z), it is circulant.

Theorem A.3 An M-channel multirate filterbank in Fig.A.6 is aliasing
flee i] and only i] the polyphase matrix P(z) = R(z)E(z) is pseudo-circulant.
Under this condition, the filterbank output and the input are related by
)~(z) = A0(z)X(z) as in (A.2.2), where
A0(z ) ~ z-M+I(

A.3

po(zM ) -~-

z-l

pl

(z M) -~ . .

. -~ z-M+I

pM_I (zM)

Perfect Reconstruction
FIR Multirate
Filterbank Factorization
and Construction

From the studies in Section A.2, PR FIR M-channel multirate filterbanks
are converted to M× M matrix polynomials. In this section, we focus on
M× Mmatrix polynomials E(z) (Ek,l(Z))o<_~,l<_M--1. Without lo ss of
generality, in what follows we only consider FIR and causal matrix polynomials, i.e.,
L

E(z) =

Ek ’lZ-n’

L is a nonnegative integer.

am0

As studied in Section A.2, when the polyphase matrices of analysis banks
have FIR inverses, the corresponding synthesis banks can be obtained by
using the inverses for the PR multirate filterbanks, i.e., PR FIR multirate
filterbanks are constructed. In this section, we first study general E(z) with
FIR inverses and then study paraunitary matrix polynomials E(z) that are
corresponding to paraunitary multirate filterbanks.
A.3.1

Factorization
FIR Inverses

of FIR Polyphase

Matrices

with

The goal of this subsection is to characterize all FIR causal M× Mmatrix
polynomials with FIR inverses. Since the determinant of the FIR inverse
of an M× Mmatrix polynomial is the inverse of its determinant, we have
the following lemma.
LemmaA.1 An FIR matrix polynomial has FIR inverse i] and only i] its
determinant is cz -’~° ]or a nonzero constant c and an integer no.
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Let H(z) be an FIR causal matrix polynomial with FIR inverse.
det(H(z)) = cz -p, then p is called its McMillan degree, the minimal number of delay elements to implement the MIMOsystem [142]. A matrix
polynomial H(z) is called unimodular if and only if its McMillan degree
is 0, i.e., its determinant is a nonzero constant. To introduce the complete factorization of FIR matrix polynomials with FIR inverses, let us first
introduce three types of elementary operations.
Three elementary row (column) operations:
Type 1: Interchange two rows (or columns).
Type 2: Multiply a row (or column) with a nonzero constant
Type 3: Add a polynomial multiple of a row (or column) to another
row (or column).
The corresponding matrices of the above elementary operations are called
elementary matrices, which have the following forms.
Let e~ be the Mdimensional vector with its ith entry 1 and other entries
0 for i = 1, 2, ..., M,i.e.,
ei=

(0 ...

0 1 0
i

T.
-..

0)

A Type 1 elementary matrix A can be written as
A=I+(ei - ej)(ej

- t,

for certain i ~ j and 1 _< i, j _~ M.
A Type 2 elementary matrix A can be written as
A=I+ceie~,
for certain c ~ -1 and a certain i, 1 < i < M.
A Type 3 elementary matrix U(z) can be written
U(z) = I a(z)e~e~,
where a(z) is a polynomial of Z-1 and i ~ j with 1 _< i,j <_ M.
With these three elementary operations/matrices,
any M x N matrix
polynomial can be diagonalized and the resulted decomposition is called
the Smith-McMillan decomposition, which is stated as follows. An M× N
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matrix polynomial has the following Smith-McMillan decomposition (see,
for example, [142]):

~o(z)
0

H(z)= W(z)

0

...

0

0

"n(z) ...

0

0 ...

...

0
0

:

:

0

0

... ~p(z)0 ... o U(z),

0

0

...

0

0

...

0

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

0

0

...

0

0

...

0

:

:

:

:

(A.3.1)

where W(z) and U(z) are products of some elementary matrix polynomials
with sizes M× Mand N × N, respectively, 3’i(z) are polynomials of -1,
~’~(z) divides "y~+1(z), for i = 0,1, ...,p- 1, i.e.,
0,1, ...,p - 1,
and

~i(z) -~i+~(z)
~(z)

where Ao(z) = 1, and Ai(z) for i > 0 is the greatest commondivisor of
the i × i minors of H(z).
WhenH(z) is a square causal matrix polynomial with FIR inverse, the
diagonal matrix in the Smith-McMillan decomposition has the form of
diag(clz-nl, . . .

z, riM)
C.M

where n,~ > 0 and c,~ ~ 0 for 1 _< m < M, and 0 < n~ < ... <nM.
Although this is a complete characterization of all square causal matrix
polynomials with FIR inverses, the factorization in (A.3.1) is not convenient
to be incorporated in the optimal design studied later. Wenext want to
introduce another factorization. For more details, see [143, 144]. Wedefine
three kinds of basic matrices.
Class I.
(9 ~ {V(z) : V(z) = t +z-lv vt where v is an Mx 1 const ant
vector with unit norm }.
Let V(z) = I-vvt +z-~vvt E O. Then its inverse V-l(z) = I-vv t +
t.
zvv
Class II.
/4 ~ {U(z) : U(z) = I+az-meie~ where a is a constant,
m
nonnegative integer and i ~ j with 1 _< i,j <_ M }.
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V- l(z) :

I-

o~z-meie~.

Class III.
.4 ~ {A : A = I + (el - ej)(ej ei) t for ce rtain i ~ j and 1 _<i,j <_ M
or A = I + ceie~ for certain c ~ -1 and a certain i, 1 < i < M}.
Let A = I + (el - ej)(ej - t ¯ J r. Then, its inve rse A -1 = A.Let
A = I + ceie~ ¯ A. Then, its inverse A-1 = I ~--~eiei.
With these three cases of matrices, we have the following complete factorization.
Theorem A.4 A causal FIR M × M matrix polynomial
inverse if and only if H(z) has the following form
H(z) = Vp(z)...

V1 (z)A~U~ (z)...

H(z) has FIR

A1U1

(A.3.2)

where p is the McMillandegree ofH(z), a is a certain nonnegative integer,
Vi(z) ¯ fo r i = 1, 2,...,p, A~ ¯ Aand U~(z) ¯/~ for i = 1,2, ...,a.
A.3.2

Factorization
Polynomials

of Paraunitary

FIR Matrix

In this subsection, we introduce paraunitary matrix polynomials and corresponding multirate filterbanks, which are special FIR multirate filterbanks
with FIR inverses.
An M× N matrix polynomial H(z) is called paraunitary if and only if
I=I(z)H(z) di N, for al l co mplex values z,
where d is a positive constant and IN is the N × N identity matrix. Whenwe
restrict the complexvalue z on the unit circle, i.e., in the Fourier transform
domain, it becomes the concept of lossless matrices. An M × N matrix
polynomial H(z) is called lossless if and only if
Ht(eJ’~’)H(ej~) = diN, for all real values w,
where d is a positive constant. WhenH(z) is FIR, "lossless" is equivalent
to "paraunitary." WhenH(z) exists for all z e j ~ but no t al l co mplex
values z, "lossless" is not equivalent to "paraunitary," while "paraunitary"
always implies "lossless." Since we are interested in FIR H(z), we only
consider paraunitary matrix polynomials in this subsection. An example of
paraunitary matrix polynomial is:
H(z)=

-1-1

z -1+1

’

z-1

z+l

’
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and
I=I(z)H(z) =
A paraunitary multirate filterbank is shownin Fig.A.8.

Ho(Z)~~--~-~

HI

analysis

(z)~~

H~(I/z*)

HI(I/z*

bank

synthesis

bank

Figure A.8: Paraunitary M-channel maximally decimated multirate filterbank.
Similar to orthogonal transformations (matrices), the advantages of paraunitary multirate filterbanks include that they preserve signal energies in
the decompositions (or transformations) and the synthesis banks (or inverse
transformations) are simply the tilde operations of the analysis banks. In
this sense, paraunitary multirate filterbanks are generalizations of orthogonal transformations, such as DFT, by adding delay variables (or memory)
into the transformations. In the following, we want to present a complete characterization of all paraunitary matrix polynomials obtained by
Vaidyanathan.
Theorem A.5 (Vaidyanathan) An x M causal FI R matrix
H(z) is paraunitary if and only if it can be factorized as
H(z) = dVp(z)...

V1

(z)H0,

polynomial
(A.3.3)

where d is a positive constant, p is the McMillandegree of H(z), H0 is an
M× Munitary constant matrix, Vi(z) 6 (.9 for i -- 1, 2, ...,p, and ifp = 0
then H(z) = dH0.
For a nonsquare paraunitary matrix polynomial, the following similar
factorization holds (see [38, 142, 173] for more details).
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Theorem A.6 An M × N causal FIR matrix polynomial
nitary if and only if it can be factorized as
H(z) = dVp(z)..-V

1

THEORY

H(z) is parau-

(z)Ho,

where d is a positive constant, H0 is an M × N unitary constant matrix,
Vi(z) E fo r i = 1, 2, .. .,p, an d if p = 0 th en H(z) = dH
For 2-channel paraunitary matrix polynomials, the above factorization
is simplified as the following lattice representation, see [142].
Corollary A.1 A 2 × 2 causal FIR matrix polynomial H(z) is paraunitary
if and only if it can be factorized as
H(z)=dRpA(z)...R1A(z)Ro
where d is a positive constant, p is the McMillan degree of H(z), and
Ri=

-sin0~
cos0~
’ and
[ cos0i
sin0i
]

A(z)=

[

0 -1
1 0

’
]

andOi is an angle for i = O, 1, 2, ..., p.
A lattice realization of a 2-channel paraunitary analysis bank is shown
in Fig.A.9, where a = x/~, ci = cos0i and si = sin0i for i = 0,1,...,p,
where p delays are needed.
-Cp

Figure A.9: Lattice realization of 2-chm~nel paraunitary analysis bank.

A.3.3

Perfect
sign

Reconstruction

Multirate

Filterbank

De-

After the complete characterizations of PR multirate filterbanks, the next
important issue is the design of a desired PR multirate filterbank. In this

A.4.
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DFT AND COSINE MODULATEDFILTERBANKS

subsection, we want to briefly describe a method for the design. The goal
here is to design an M-channelPR multirate filterbank such that all analysis
filters have good filter properties, i.e., with good passband and stopband
attenuation properties. Whatone can do is to use the factorizations (A.3.2)
and (A.3.3) to parameterize these analysis filters and then formulate the
minimization problem for the parameters:
M-1

min ~ /,,th

stopband IH,~(eJ’~)12dw.

(A.3.4)

m:0

For design examples, see [142, 126].

A.4 DFT and Cosine

Modulated

Filterbanks

In Section A.3, we have studied general M-channel maximally decimated
multirate filterbanks, where the Fourier spectra of Manalysis filters may
not necessarily have the same shape. In many applications, such as FDMA
communicationsystems, it is howeverquite often that all Manalysis filters
are derived from a single prototype filter and therefore have the same shape
of their Fourier spectra. The advantage of such systems is the implementation simplicity. In this section, we introduce two kinds of such filterbanks.
One is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) filterbank, where analysis filters are single-sided shifts of a prototype filter in the frequency domain
(or exponential modulation). The other is the cosine modulated filterbank,
whereanalysis filters are double-sided shifts of a prototype filter.
A.4.1

DFT Filterbanks

DFTfilterbanks form a
all analysis filters are
domain. The question
study this question, let

class of the simplest multirate filterbanks, where
shifted from a single prototype filter in the frequency
then becomes when DFTfilterbanks
are PR. To
us formulate the analysis filters. Let
L-1

-’~,
P(z) = ~_, p(n)z
n~O

b’e an FIR filter with length L, which is usually a good lowpass filter.
Manalysis filters are
L--1

The

H,~(z) = P(zW~4) = ~-~p(n)W~4’~’~z -’~, 0 _< m _< M- 1, (A.4.1)
n~O
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where their Fourier spectra are illustrated in Fig.A.5. Notice that Manalysis filter coefficients h,~(n) = W~’~’~p(n)are no longer real even whenthe
prototype filter coefficients p(n) are real.
Let Pt(z), 0 < 1 < M 1, be the Type1 pol yphase components of th e
prototype filter P(z) with total Mcomponents. Then it is not hard to see
that the polyphase matrix of the analysis bank Hm(z), 0 ~_ m ~_ M 1, in
(A.4.1)
E(z) = W~Mdiag(P0
(z), P1 (z), ¯ PM
-I (z)),
which is shown in Fig.A.10 with P(z) =diag(Po(z), (z) ,...,
x(n)
x.jn)

~

PM-I(z)).

~--

--

~

z

P(z]
:

analysis bank

M

:

analysis bank

Figure A.10: DFTanalysis bank.
By the study in Section A.2, it is clear that the DFTfilterbanks are PR
and only if

Pro(z)
= cruz

c,~ ~ 0, 0 _~ m _4 M- 1, for some integer n,~

or
M-1

P(z) = ~ c,~z -M’~’-t,

c,~ # O.

(A.4.2)

The paraunitariness of the above DFTfilterbank forces Ic,~l -- c # 0 for
all 0 _< m _< M- 1, which is basically equivalent to the DFT. When
P,~(z) = 1/x/-~ for 0 _< m _< M - 1, the DFTfilterbank is precisely
reduced to the DFTas shown in Fig.A.11, which is the reason for the name
of the DFTfilterbanks.
One can see that the condition on the prototype filter P(z) in (A.4.2)
for the PRproperty is very restrictive and usually limits~their applications.
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x(n)

~
:

Z-i

Z-I

:

~(n)
analysis bank

Figure A.lh DFT(analysis

synthesis bank

bank) and IDFT (synthesis

bank).

There are three ways to get around this condition. The first one, which is
also the most intuitive, is to design P(z) with excellent lowpass property.
Then the DFTfilterbank is almost PR because the whole frequency band
is almost divided with a wall-cut manner by Manalysis filters. The second
way is to use nonmaximallydecimated DFTfilterbanks, i.e., the decimation
factor is less than the numberof channels (or users), which corresponds
oversampled short-time Fourier transforms or discrete Gabor transforms,
see for example, [106, 156, 109]. The third way is to use double-sided
shifts instead of the single-sided shifts as in (A.4.2), which leads to cosine
modulated filterbanks as we shall see in the next subsection.
A.4.2

Cosine

Modulated

Filterbanks

The DFTfilterbanks in Section A.4.1 have two disadvantages. One is that
analysis filter coefficients are complex-valuedand the other is that the PR
condition is too restrictive. Wenowwant to use double-sided shifts or cosine
modulations to construct Manalysis filters with real coefficients and better
filter properties in PRmultirate banks.
Let P(z) be a prototype filter with length L as before. Let
+°’s) and V,~(z) : P(zW~(M’~+°’5)), < m <_M -1,
U,~(z) : P(ZW~M
and for 0 _< m _< M- 1,
L--1
-- (m-b0’5)n)p(n)z
Hm(z) : amUm(z) + a~nVm(Z) : E 2 real(amW2M
n:O

--n
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This tells us that the analysis filter coefficients are all real. Furthermore,
let
_ (m+0.5)(L-1)/2+(-1)"'1r/4
am - W2M

Then the analysis filter coefficients are
hm (n)

= 2cos

[ rr

M

L-1
1
(m + 0.5)(n -- -) + (-1)
2

The corresponding synthesis filter coefficients are
fm (n)=2cos

[ rr

rr ] p(n).

4

z rr ]

L-1
p(n).
(m+0.5)(n-- -)-(-1)
4
2
M

(A.4.3)

(A.4.4)

From these filters, one can see why they are called cosine modulated fil
terbanks. We now present a necessary and sufficient condition for the PR
property, which was obtained in [73 ]. For details, see [142].
Theorem A.7 Let Pz(z), 0::; l::; 2M- 1, be the Type 1 polyphase com
ponents of a prototype filter P(z) of length L with 2M total components.
If L = 2K M + 1 for some positive integer K and M analysis filters and
synthesis filters are defined in (A.4, 3) and (A.4.4), respectively, then the
cosine modulated filterbank is paraunitary if and only if
(A.4.5)
for a constant a> 0.

This theorem suggests the following method to construct paraunitary
cosine modulated filterbanks. Define
m

= O, 1, 2, ... , M - 1,

then condition (A.4.5) is equivalent to
Qm (z)Qm (z)

= a,

m

= 0, 1, 2, ..., M - 1,

i.e., all Q m (z) are 2 x 1 paraunitary matrix polynomials. They have been
completely characterized in Section A.3.2 and the factorization in Theorem
A. 6 can be used to construct optimal cosine modulated filterbanks similar
to those studied in Section A.3.3. For design examples, see [142].
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